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A white preacher was interrupted during his delivery of a serMEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1957
mon to a Negro congregation on
Sunday, Feb. 17 and told: "You
are not to come into Mississippi and address a Negro audience,
especially not in Tate county."
The victim of the unChristianlike action was Evangelist-SalesHear
man Don J. Ottinger, who is serving as area manager of the John
Dickerson Publishing co., of FlorRobinson
Jackie
ence, Ala, Mr. Ottinger is a
"Brother" in the Church of Christ,
and handles Bibles for the Dickerson firm.
The incident occurred at the
Wall Hill Church of Christ, about
eight miles east of Coldwater,
Miss. A reliable witness, who was
in the area on business reported the following happened;
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Jackie A Good Pied Piper For NAACP

This country's steady stream ol
goodwill ambassadors to eared
nations on behalf of democracy
"is not going to do a bit of good
unless we clean up our own backyard," Jackie Robinson told some
3,000 at an NAACP mass meeting
here Saturday ,night.
"Those pecifile," declared the
former Brooklyn Dodger star who
retired this year to become vice
president in charge of personnel
for a New York restaurant chain,
"know just what's going on over
here."
On tour as chairman of the
NAACP's Freedom Fund, Robinstate, Defender Calender,Girl.
SHAPELY -CECIL PALM, of
son's appearance at Mason's TemThe attractive young lady is a
2495 Hanwood, daughter of
ple marked the kickoff of the
student at Manassas High
Mr. and Mrs. Willie P a I in,
membership drive of the Memphis
school. She was among t h e
brought grace, charm and
NAACP branch, Att. H T. Leekbevy of beauties who w o
beauty to the coldrful nrce
ard, president.
warm applause from the ert•
club annual charity ball last
Also here for the mass meeting,
thusiastic audience.
week at the Hippodrome.
were Mrs. Daisy Lampkins, vice
where she served as the Tri•
president of the Pittsburgh Courier and co-chairman of the fund.
and Gloster Current, director of
NAACP branches.
Goal Of 5,000 Members
Jesse H. Turner, chairman of
the initial gifts committee, and
Atty. A. W. Willis, chairman of
HUNDREDS laF ADMIRERS
the Life Membership committee,
crowded around Jackie Robreported more than 94,000 was colinson after his address at Mayou!" lected. This included current pay"If it's the last thing 1 do, 1 am going to get
son's Temple Saturday night
to
revealed
st.,
Brown
2256
Booker T. Moore. 30. of
to speak to him and shake his
See NAACP. Page 2
of the
hand. The former Brooklyn
the Tri-State 1)efender Sunday that a member
Memphis Police department, identified as .1. R. Dickerson
known
(Badge 154) made that threat to him — for no
reason — while making an arrest
for alleged speeding on March 2. I was roughly forced off the
Moore related the following sto- street at Payne, near a filling
station by a man driving a 1955
ry to the Defender:
"On March 2 1 was riding a blue Ford, license number 2a2-966motorcycle west on Chelsea whet! 75. The man was dressed in plain. Fire gutted the home of Mr and
clothes. He got out of the car in Mrs Walter L. Hubbard. of 1093
•
a rage and came toward me with Beach
st., last Monday afternoon.
a pistol drawn.
Mrs. Hubbard estimates damage
B.,
0.
S.
"He said: 'You black
to the house alone at between
arn going to whip you I've been $8-10,000. In addition, just above
long
a
for
you
wanting to whip
all the family belongings wer e
time "
destroyed.
By E'THEL L. PAYNE
upset,
and
amazed
"I was
Mrs. Hubbard said she did not
ACCRA, Ghana—It took Ghana's
said "I couldn't understand know just how the fire started
Moore
Quite a few people want to help the reason for the threat. I didn't
came from the back independence to accomplish what
Mrs. Bernice Harris pay off her know . the man and told him so but that it
It swept through the Negro leaders in the U. S. have
area.
porch
bill.
hospital
when he asked if I did. But, lie two-story, 10-room and b a th been trying in vain for weeks to
These persons have already knew mi.. even my street address. structure severely damaging all bring about.
started sending in donations to the This puzzled me.'
Eight thousand miles away from
but the living room.
Bertha Harris Fund, care of the
Washington
Moore stated that in a few minMr. Hubbard, a supervisor at
WellinuS.
23e
Defender,
Tri-State
ides a group of people soon gath- the Post Office garage, is ill and I and even more
ton.
' ered at the filling station. This has been living with one of the from MontgomNames of all contributors to the distracted Dickerson's attention Hubbards' nine children. Mr. and ery, Ala. R e v.
Luther
fund will be run in the papei bc- somewhat.
Mrs. Leo Williams, of: 1457 So. Martin
King, its. a n d
ginning next week. ,
"He told me," Moore said: '1 Willett.
(in
buddies
22-year-old
the
the Vice Presiam going to call my
Mrs. Harris is
Mrs. Hubbard said insurance
met here
Fcote, Misg. woman who had the the Police Department.'"
some of the lost "but not dent
covers
and agreed to
bullet in her heart for 10 days be- 'FRIENDS ARRIVE'
all."
nearly
hold a conference
fore surgeons at ..John Gaston, hosVoore stated that when the mini 'START OVER AGAIN'
in the Nation's
pital removed it in a two-hour opthe community's better
left he went to a phone to call
of
One
)
Capital on t h e
eration.
the police. "I still didn't believe known families, the Hubbards
the
in
crisis
Whether there will be a second
the man was a policeman and I have the last of their nine chiloperation to remove the bullet hoped to ,get a kind of fair officer
now. Mrs. Hub- South.
college
in
dren
two met during a convocafrom a small 'artery of her lungs on the seene."
tion of the University College of
where it is now lodged could not
"This man's friends (officers) See FLAMES, Page 2
be ascertained by week end.
arrived first, two of them,"
However, Mrs. Harris is report
•
Moore continued. "He tried to
edly doing well and is now able
persuade them to tete inc near
to sit up on her bed.
the Wolf River so that he could '
Because she is an out-of-state
whip me. He took me to Squad
she
oill
patient at John Gaston
Car 21, but the other two offiand
operation
her
be charged for
cers, whom I don't knew, told
other care. This runs to around
the man that was net going to
S1O.50 a day. March 4 she had
happen.
been in the hospital 20 days.
The West Tennessee Conference Laymen's organiza"The man said angrily: 'He
Her husband, Charlie Harris, lives over there by them N----rs,
tion of the African Methodist Episcopal church will present
;who only makes e30-$35 a week that hugged that white woman.'
Bishop Ernest L. Hickman, presiding prelate of the 13th
sought to borrow money to pay
Moore stated that the police he
off the bill but has not been able called arrived on the scene andi Episcopal district, as featured speaker for a mass meetto
wanted to know what had happen- ing to be held at Clayborn Temple AME church, Tuesday,
Hospital officials have said thi y ed. They soon went into a hudele
would try to work out sornethine with Dickerson. When they re- March 19 at 7:30 p.m.
Robert L. Duncan, jr. is presiBishop Hickman will be introso the family will be able to pay. turned they questioned him briefWith six young children to take ly. he said, asking specificelly if duced by Dr. H. Ralph Jackson. dent and Charles I. Walker is seccare of on Mr. Harris' meager he knew Dickerson. "I m ado minister of St. Andrew A, M. E. retary of the West Tennessee Conference Laymen's organization of
salary the unexpected hospital bill clear," Moore declared, that I church.
Rev. J. E. James is host pre- the' AME church.
ie soother hig problem for the didn't."
Mrs. Bertie L. Delylee, of Memsiding elder for the conferenceHarris family.
Continuine, Moore explained. "I
wide meeting. Rev, H. L. Starks phis, is connectional director of
So quite a few people have sent
lay activities of the AME church.
is host minister.
Ii donations to help them out. See CITIZENS, Page 4

Citizen Say Officer
Threatens To Whip Him

See SERMON, Page 2

Taylor Takes
Actuary Post
At Mammoth

S'••

Dodgers star, the first Negro
to play In the majocleagues,
spoke here to some E1100 persons on behalf of the NAACP's
Freedom Fund, of which he is

1957 chairman. Robinson urged Memphis Negroes to unite
if they wish to be able to demind the things they desire
and deserve. His appearance

was In connection with the
membership campaign kickoff of the Memphis Chapter,
Atty. II. T. Lenard, president. (Withers Photo)

Flames Gut
8,000 Miles Away
Residence Of
The Hubbards

Fund Growing
For Mrs. Harris

King Gets Bid To D.C.
From Nixon In Accra
Payne
Reports
From
Africa

,shop E. L. Hickman
'
Mass Meeting Speaker

THE INTRUDER
Evangelist Ottinger was in the
pulpit delivering a message from
one of the Bibles he sells when
a white man, identified as Roy
Scott of Tate county, walked down
the aisle and onto the rostrum.
to the amazement of an audience of approximately 250.
Scott was quoted as saying to
the evangelist: "I want to speak
to you outside."
'SPEAK HERE'
Brother Ottinger replied: 'II
you want to speak to me you'll
have to do it here in the presence
of these people."
•
Then Scott attacked the validity
of statements he had heard Broth-

Ghana at Achimota where the
Duchess of Kent received graduate students of the school.
WERE INTRODUCED
The leader of the famous passive
resistance lnovement in Montgomery and the Vice President were
introduced outside the hall after
the colorful ceremonies.
Nixon shook hands warmly with
Rev. King while Mrs. Nixon and
Mrs. King stood by chatting. The
Vice President said they had read
the recent Time Magazine article,
in which Rev. King was featured
on the cover and said he had enjoyed it very much.
He then invited Rev. King to
come to Washington and have a
talk with him. No mention was
made, however, of the request
by leaders of the South or the
President to come there which was
rejected by President Eisenhower.
INVITED TWICE
King told reporters he hoped
Nixon would accept his invitation
to go to the South to see what
King called "anti-Negro violence."
The Vice President, the minister said, was invited twice to
make the Southern trip, but had
not accepted as yet.

'LET'S FACE IT'
SHOULD CITIZENS
SUPPORT THE YMCA
FIRST OR A
COUNTRY CLUB?
Reed Net Williams'
Candid WOW in
'DARK SHADOWS'
On Pogo 7 - This Edition

King said he wished Nixon ti
report on tht segregation problem
to President Eisenhower because
"we are not sure the President
actually knows of all the violence
and the desperation of the situation." ,
The young clergyman and his
wife are guests of the Ghana
government during the proclamation celebration.
Another prominent American

'Desegregate'
New Orleans
Is Told

Negro, Dr. Ralph Bunche, also
spoke with newsmen at the convocation. The Assistant Secretary
General of the United Nations said
the independence of Ghana is a
great example of the democratic
process in action.
This process, ne said, ties Ghana
to the United States even more
firmly than Ghana's racial relations with American Negroes.
He predicted that Ghana will
obtain swift admissfon to the U.N.
if she applies before the current
General Assembly session adjourns.
Following his visit to Ghana,
Nixon will visit several other African countries.
Bunche, it was believed, will
go to Cairo next week in connection with his assignment as
supervisor of the Israeli withdrawal from the Gaza strip.

L. R. Taylor, of Memphis, haa
been appointed a full-time actuary by the Mammoth Life and
Accident insurance company is
Louisville, Ky.
Mammoth is the sixth Negro •
company to hire a full-time actuary.
Taylor, a graduate of Alcorn A
M college and Iowa State university, before entering his present profession, served as an as.
sistant principal, band master
and teacher of mathematics and
chemistry.
During the past 14 years he
has been employed as actuary by
the Pilgrim Health and Life Insur•
ance Company of Augusta, Ga..
and the Universal Life Insurance
Company of Memphis.
His wife, Lula T. Taylor, and
their two children, Leroy R. Taylor, jr., and Gloria Jean Taylor,
plan to join him in Louisville. The
Taylors were active in church, civic and fraternal organizations in
Memphis.
Taylor is a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity and the Y.
M. C. A. while Mrs. Taylor is a
member of the Jack and Jilts
and president of the Women's
Auxiliary of the Emmanuel Episcopal church of Memphis.

•

L R. TAYLOR

With all deliberate speed, New
Orleans must proceed to integrate
its public schools,
This was the decision last week
of the U. S. Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals as it upheld a lower
court ruling that ordered New
Orleans public schools desegregated.
Mrs. Dorothy Moore, 34, of 280 E. Person, who reIn so ruling the court backed
up a decision made last year by ported that she was abused by two policemen after being
Judge J. Skelly Wright.
arrested for speeding, received several annoying telephone
The decision did not set a specalls from persons she believes to be white last week.
cific date for desegregation but
Mrs. Moore told the Tri-State Defender that a woman,
said it should be done with all
deliberate speed.
obviously white, called her about
2 times between 6 and 6:30 p.m. name put in the newspaper with
on Feb. 28. This she learned from my husband's."
her daughter after returning home. TWO OFFICERS
Words of the Wise
Mrs. Moore took the last call made
The names of only two Men incuriosity is one of the perby the woman.
volved in the case have been menmanent and certain characMrs. Moore reported the caller tioned in the same stories with
teristics of a vigorous mind.
—(Samuel Johnson)
said: "You are going to get
hurt if you don't stop having your See THREATS, Page 2

Mrs.MooreGetsThreats
AndWords OfSympathy

TM-STATE 9DEgNER
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NAACP
(Continued from page 1)

IN A
NUTSHELL

Marshall Weatherley Dies
' Marshall WeatherleY. 70. of 881
(rear) Looney, who received severe 'burns on Feb. 17, when a
fire destroyed two frame house
in an alley behind Looney, died
last Week at John Gaston hospital

as a result of his injuries. The
aged man was apparently asleep
when the fire started. He was pulled from the flames by two neighbors, but not in time to prevent
his being seriously burned.

Gunfire Flares In Partnership
' Wright Redwood, 51, part owner tof the Cozy Corner Cafe, at
300' Georgia, was in fair condiHorrid the hospital last week, after he was shot three times by
his reputed business partner, Mrs.
Edestine Johnsen, 49. He report-

edly said she shot him after he
threatened to dissolve their partnership because she had been
drinking on the job. Mrs. Johnson was held for questioning by
the police.

• 'Driver Swerves Wrong; One Dead
Shelby County's fifth traffic
frailty of this year was counted
last'Week when 24-year-old Her.
bert13. Simonton of Millington died
at Kennedy Veterans hospital of
injuries received Feb. 11, in a
head-on collision on Raleigh Millington rd. just north of Mil-

lington. Witnesses said a car
driven by a white woman, Mrs.
Guy Swindle, 30, of Millington,
swerved to the wrong side of the
highway and struck the car in
which Simonton was riding. She
and two other persons were injured.

Is Justice At Work?
' JACKSON, Miss. — Theldor
Lang, of Laurel, Miss., won a new
trial' last week from the MississipRi Supreme Court, following the
dis ery of new evidence in the
its
offense charge for which
Four

he was serving a life sentence
The new evidence has uncovered
facts involving a Laurel white
woman, for which another Negro
,s serving a life sentence on a
later statutory crime.

Morr loys

' Mar boys were sent I Joypolls--court last Wednesday .after
they .were charged with taking
pareld at least six burglaries.
Det. Chief M. A. Hinds said the
boys,' who range in age from 11
to 14, stole radios, tools, money,
hair dressing and a pistol from
various furniture stores, service
Statious, and from Alonzo Locke

In Trouble

school at 688 St. Paul. L. L.
Green, 47, of 395 Linden was Sc.
cused of taking the pistol from
.
one of the boys and allowing the
Youth $2 credit on it. He had already taken the boy's bicycle in
pawn. Green was charged with
receiving stolen property and being a suspicious person.

FOUNDER'S DAY AND INSTALLATION of officers for
the Ford Road scholol PTA
as held recently with devotion led by the 105 members
of the eighth grade class under direction of Mrs. E. B.
Cole. Front row seated left to

right are: Mrs. Sallie Thomas, secretary; Mrs. Georgia
Rumpus, state PTA president;
Mrs. Arden' Gooch, pr es ident; Mrs. Mary Ann Wrushen, vice president; Mrs. Leverne Wilson, chairman of the
membership committee, who

At Regional Meet Here

orable occasion by giving the Southern Jurisdiction its
greatest regional session durini5.
Easter week end.
ganizations during Easter week
Two Bills Aimed At NAACP
Dates for the 1957 Southern Re end.
gional Conference have been of
"Care is being given to every
' NASI1VILLE — The Tennessee ities. The other requires persons
finally set for Thursday, Friday, phase of the Alpha Conference,"
Apuse of Representatives passed or organizations soliciting funds to
Saturday and Sunday, April 18- Swigler stated, "as it is expectwithout- opposition and sent to the finance racial litigation to reale21, according to announcement ed to become the crucible for proSenati last week two bills design- ter with the Secretary of State.
this week by Lewis 0. Swingler, viding the dynamics of a proed tcaamper Tennessee activities Violation of either bill carries a
vice president.
gram redefined to help meet the
of t
NAACP. One bill requires $10,000 fine. Spokesmen said the
As the regional conferences of needs of this restless period of
ons or organizations op- measures were aimed specifically
all
Kappa Alpha 'Psi and Phi Beta social, economics, and cultural
posi
anal legislation to reels- at the NAACP, although the orter
the Secretary of State ganization was not mentioned by Sigma fraternities will also be transition." Conference theme is
held in the Bluff City concurrent- "Fifty Years of Service Through
and lisr.full details of their activ- name.
ly with that of the Alphas, ar- Alpha. . .Suggestive Next Steps
rangements have been made to for the Future".
•
'
Good Conduct
' Conference
stage a joint public program on
Among other prominent speak25 students, representing spoke on "Good Conduct". Prof. the evening of Friday, April 19 ers will be Frank L. Stanley, Sr..
all
city's Negro schools, at- E. L. Washburn, Lincoln School at Metropolitan Baptist church.
of Louisville, Ky., General PresiRev. Martin Luther King, presten
citizenship conference
principal, and chairman of t h e ident of the Montgomery Imlas
k at Lincoln school. Main
ape
was Hollis Price, presi- Memphis Good Conduct clubs in provement Association, Montgomery, Ala., will be guest speaker
den
LeMoyne college, w h 0 Negro circles, presided.
Allo•
for that evening.
BUSINESS SESSIONS
Arrest Of One Solves 2 Cases
(Continued from page 1)
LeMoyne college, of 807 Walk' Tirarrest of Joe Louis Payne, home of 949-B Peach. While in- er ave., will be the scene of all er Ottinger quote from the Bible,
50, AK 299 Leath, solved a house vestigating this charge, police business sessions. Dr. Hollis F. it was reported.
bury and also the case of a
Rev. Ottinger called on Rev.
learned that the traffic division Price, president of the college, is
ear
yen by Payne which was
making preparation to entertain John Beard, Negro pastor of the
invod in a hit-run collision with had been seeking Payne. Payne visiting delegates of the three or- Wall Hill church to
verify the
a milk truck. Payne and a corn- and Johnson pleaded guilty to
statements he had made.
pan, Henry Lewis Johnson. 18, grand larceny charges. Payne was
However. Scott came back quickof 2a. Manassas, were arrested also bound over on a guilty Plea
ly with this order:
afteVIrs. Christine Cash corn- to leaving the scene, reckless driv"You are not to come into Misplamid they stole $175 from her ing and driving without a license.
sissippi and address a Negro audwOo.
(Continued from page 1)
ience, especially not in Tate counThe Bar
Mrs. Moore. They are Officers ty."
Ha= William Pyle of 3601 erners in 1953 and was active in Winfield and Dickey of Squad Car
SMOKES CIGAR
Lbo
ircle, a retired paint con- its spread throughout the South 50. Mrs. Moore thinks the wife
During the time Scott was on
who founded the Pro tra
of one of the two men might have
the rostrum, with the congregaSou
ers, a segregationist or- during the next three years. Last made the calls.
tion growing uneasy, a white
gan
ion from which he later re- spring he resigned, declaring that
On March 1, Mrs. Moore said,
sign* died last week in Mem- "a radical element has destroyed a white man called at 2:30 a.m. man (whose identity was n o t
phislje originated the Pro-South- everything I have done."
and used vile language. T h e known) stood in the back of the
church SMOKING A CIGAR.
same person called back again
After delivering his ultimatum,
at 7:30 a.m., used more vile
Scott stalked out of the church
language and made the following
Two developments followed, the
threat:
Tri-State Defender witness report"You better move from that
RI5rIOND, Va. — Dr. Martin week of prayer observance at Vired:
address.
I
am
going
to
blow up
Luth 'King told an audience ginia Union university. He said:
ESCORTED AWAY
that house."
here ,at "modern man has be"We
have
adopted
A road block was thrown up
an
attitude
REPORTS
TO
POLICE
comes fascinated with his sciAs a matter of record, Mrs. by several whites, friends of
entifivigenius that he has left God that right and wrong are relative,
Scott, and Sheriff Joe Taylor of
behitZ"
according to our appetites, our Moore was instructed to report
ThOeader of the Montgomery, likes and dislikes, that there is the development to the Police De- Tate county, was summoned. When
Ala..sliss protest made the state- nothing absolutely wrong or ab- partment. She had been told pre• Brother Ottinger left the church
viously. after filing a complaint he was immediately approached
men
speech during the annual solutely right.
about an earlier call, to advise by the sheriff, escorted to a car
the department if she was harass- and away from the church yard.
The many who saw the evaned again.
To assure protection for Mrs. gelist taken away wondered what
Moore, other precautionary steps eventually happened to him,
DEAL BOOK FOR
Last week, the reporter learned,
A
were discussed by a leading
Rev. Beard received a letter
group of citizens.
RO HISTORY WEEK AND THE YEAR AROUND:
However. Mrs. Moore did get from Evangelist Ottinger. In it
ear
I
one encouraging call from a the preacher told what the sheriff
1
1 A MUST FOR HOME, CLUB, SCHOOL, AND
. white woman. This person ex- said about not arresting R o y
pressed sympathy and stated Scott for interrupting the church
PUBLIC LIBRARY:
she was going to attempt to services.
get support for Mrs. Moore
'WAS AFRAID'
from employes with whom she
"I was afraid," he quoted the
Works.
The caller stated that whites sheriff as saying, "that if I had
are also abused by the police made the arrest there would
A arK:10K CONTAINING MORE THAN 1000 PHOTObut the situation involving Ne- have been gunfire. Scott had a
GRaHS, HANDBILLS, CARTOONS, DRAWINGS, AND
number of friends with him. I
groes is far more serious.
didn't want anyone to get hurt."
Rat ILLUSTRATIONS:
HELD TWO HOURS
"I was not harmed in anyway,"
Mrs. Moore was arrested after
'Rev.
Ottinger wrote, ''but I do
she speeded up to pass a truck
while enroute to the Ford plant feel it is deplorable when a minto pick up her husband. She was ister of God is treated in such
a manner."
Crated by LANGSTON HUGHES and MILTON MELTZER fined $36 on a charge of speedAs of Saturday. March 2. the
ing at 55. She insists that she
wig an accurate and stirring text describing the long
was held for two hours by police, pastor of Wall Hill church, Rev.
steallgles and great achievements of the Negro People before taking her to the station, Bearci,..nar, any of his members
had been molested by whites, it
fin& the days of African freedom through slavery and the! and that she during that period, was reported.
, Wis insulted
by them. It was
Rtstruction to the Montgomery Bus Boycott and the 2:10 a.m. on Feb. 18
before AAC WHITE VISITOR
was able to get her released thru
la
Supreme Court Decisions. To receive this fascinating
The Defender witness stated
Carl N. Stokes, attorney, s h e that the Wall Hill Church of Christ
piriial
y
history by return mail send check or money order
said.
audience was not all Negro when
5.95 to University Place Bookshop, 69 University
fo
A committee composed of Rev. the intruder entered. A white male
D. W. Browning, pastor of Mt. visitor, identified as Albert 11.
PI
, New York 3, N.Y.
Pisgah CME church; Rev. H. H. Moore, was present. He was known
ww
....
Jones, superintendent of the Mem- by the residents of the area and
phis Methodist District;'Rev. Van is considered friendly and a Chris141101
".. E
J. Malone, pastor of First Bap- tian. Moore reportedly described
at
tist church Chelsea, and Rev. Scott as exemplary of the unenJ. W. Golden, chairman of the lightened trouble-makers.
ACIIVESS
Jurisdictional Board of EvangeNM
aim
lism for the Methodist church was Your cootribution to Easter Seals
investigating the case. The corn- pays for needed services to both
CI' t AND STATE
mittee is from the Interdenomina- , crippled children and adults In the
tional Ministers Alliance,
I community.

Sermon

Threats

— Segregationist Crosses

Go Forsaken, M mister Says

A ctorial History of the Negro in America

Afictorial History of the Negro in America

meuts on old Me memberships,
initial payments on $7,00U in new
life memberships, contributions to
the Legal Defense Fund and donations by the public.
Atty. Lockard presided.
Rev. David S. Cunningham,
udience
membership chairman, announced
The large Saturday night auditnis year's goal at 5.000. Member- ence was enthusiastic. Applause
ship cards were made available interrupted Robinson a dozen or
for both members and prospective more times and all the other
workers for the campaign.
speakers, including local leaders,
Soft but blunt spoken Robinson received them, too. Hundreds of
urged Memphis' 180,000 Negroes
them came by later to shake
to unite in vigorous action in seek. hinds with the mau who broke
big their Constitutional rights,
baseball's color line.
'Work Together'
Local leaders included A. Maceo
"UnliSs we learn tile mportance
Walker, president of Universal
of working together, we cannot
Life Insurance company and execdemand the things we desire and
utive vice president of Tr -State
deserve," he declared.
Bank of Memphis, who presented
He appealed to "every Negro"
Robinson as a ""courageous man
to join the NAACP. He described
who is just as American as Thomthe organization as one which
Jefferson."
works as hard for the rights of as
the white man as for the Negro On Program
sat in on photo for Mrs. Clara
Elneeda Ayers, president WeaRev. Cunningham. chairman for
and seeks to "uphold the prestige
Harris, treasurer. Back row,
ver school PTA; Mts. Works,
the second year of the membership
of the United States."
same order; Mrs. Johnnie Pesitting in for Mrs. Mattie
He said he was proud of the drive, served as song leader; Rev.
ters, publicity chairman; Mrs.
Jackson, assistant secretaiy;
work any whites are doing for the H. C's Bunton, pastor of Mt. Olive
Catherine Tappin, reporter,
Edward
a,
Mrs. Marguerite
Cathedral, gave the invocation,
NAACP.
standing in for Mrs. Ruth
Mrs. Annoe Mae Jones and
"It is time," Robinson said in and Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, pasOdell, 2nd vice president; Mrs.
Mrs. Minnie Lashure. (11 ithers
agreeing with a statement attri- tor of Mt. Moriah Baptist, made
Bessie Jones Cafedoris; Mrs.
Photo)
buted to another sports figure, the call for donations.
"that the Negro does everything
Other leaders who spoke_ and
short of violence to achieve his gave reports included Dr. S. A.
freedom."
Owen, pastor of Metropolitan Bap,
Referring to another oft•heard tist, church, Dr. .1. E. Walker, Lt.
pjea to the Negro to "be patient," George W. Lee, Atty. B. L. Hooks,
Robinson said he had been hear- and Bishop J. 0. Patterson, mining that one since he was eight ister of Pentecostal Temple
years old.
Church of God in Christ.
Robinson recalled that he had
played here in Memphis on nul
merous occasions and credited the
strong support of Memphis fans
here and at St. Louis games with
having contributed to his accomThe First Quarterly Conference
plishments in baseball.
of Clayborne Temple A. M. E.
'Much Tougher Fight'
J. E.
4 day afternoon, April 19, at Cur- "We are now fighting a much church recently with Rev.
charge.
ries Club Tropicana. Recipients tougher fight than we ever faced James, presiding elder, in
will include Atty. A. D. Shotes, on the baseball diamond," he said, Rev. H. L. Starks is church minister.
Civil Rights lawyer of Binning- "and your help is necessary."
.
ham, Ala.; General President
Elder James delivered the SunThe former Dodger star said he
Stanley and Vice President Swin- is often asked why, if he retired day morning message and t h e
gler, the latter for having remain- for security, would he align him- business session was on Monday
ed in the organization 30 years self with an organization as connight with $149.813 being reported.
without ever having been unfinan- troversial as the NAACP.
Mrs. Gertrude Smith reporter.
cial. There will be citations to "The more that I travel, the
administrators of colleges where more that I see people like yourAlpha has had chapters establish- self, the more I am tickled to
DON
'
T MISS
ed over a period of years and death that I aligned myself with
through them has carried out an the NAACP," He said winning the
This
effective educational program.
,NAACP's Spingarn award was one
JUMBO
Dr. Leland Atkins, newly elect- of the greatest thrills baseball
Size Sole
ed president of one of the host brought him.
with the
chapters, Alpha Delta Lambda, is Mrs. Lampkin
heading the largest array of acMrs.
La m pkin, a
SUPER
veteran
1101110CK MO Co
tive members in the history of NAACP worker, declared the presSize
the chapter. President of the un- ent period "a new day, a wonderSayings!
dergraduate chapter, Beta Xi, co- ful thing to have lived to see."
host to the conference, is George
REV. KING
She cited the change in WashCox, LeMoyne college, senior. L. ington, D. C. "When you go there
H. Twigg, sr., president of Union now you feel like a citizen of the
dent of Alpha Phi Alpha fraterProtective Assurance Company, is United States."
nity; Dr. M. L. Harris, presigeneral chairman of the confer- "What has happened there," she
dent, Philander Smith college, Litence.
predicted, "is going to happen
tle Rock, Ark.; Dr. William H.
right here in Memphis."
Hale, educational director for AlMr. Current praised the more
pha, and faculty member at Clark
than 3,000 Memphians who turned
college, Atlanta; T. M. Alexandout on Saturday, "an unusual night
er, realtor and insurance broker,
for such a meeting." He also
also of Atlanta; Meredith G. Fer(Continued from page 1)
praised the help rendered by the
guson, General Treasurer of AlTri-State Bank of Memphis in
pha, and vice president of the Cit- bard said Monday,
"we had serving as a depository for funds
izens & Savings Bank, Nashville, hoped we had just
about gotten used to offset the economic
Tenn.; Atty. Henry J. Richard- them a II through
college a n d squeeze some Missis-sippi whites
Shop 9:30 A.M. 'Til
son, jr., of Indianapolis, Ind.; Dr. would be able to live
a little our- brought against Negroes who stood
Lionel H. Newsome, of Southern selves. Now it
looks as if we will up for justice.
university, Baton Rouge, La.; have to start
over again."
Fears NAACP
James E. Huger, general secreMrs. Hubbard said her kitchen
Mr. Current said the South's
tary of Alpha, Chicago; Walter was completely
destroyed, includ- fear of the NAACP is because
H. (Duke) Williams, president of ing a $640
refrigerator her daugh- "they know we are on the right
Security Life Insurance Co., Jack- ters had
recently given her, a track and they know We are going
son, Miss.; and President Levi stove and
washing machine worth to win."
Watkins, of S. A. Owen Junior WO,
her deep freeze and "just
He called upon Tennesseans to
college, Memphis.
everything."
During This Giant Event!
help take up some of tne funds to
COVERS SEVEN STATES
Most of everything in the room be lost because Alabama. Texas I
Delegates are scheduled to con- other
than the living room were
verge on Memphis from seven either ruined
by the fire or water
states comprising the Southern the
firemen used in putting it
Jurisdiction. They include Alaout. She said she was trying to
bama, Georgia, North Carolina, salvage
some.
You now have — right in Memphis — the services of an experienced
South Carolina, Florida, MissisSearching bravely tor an optiand well-trained Printer One who is sualified to print big lobs little lobs.
sippi and Tennessee. Regional dimistic angle Mrs. Hubbard reor even medium-Ilse lobs. In other word,. no Job is too large Or small for
rectors and advisors working with
DUBLIN az AB1.8 PRINTING COMPANY,
membered, "Some of the children
the vice president in carrying on
had their clothes off in school with
You can get sunlit? work and fast service, at reasonable prices. We
the work of the fraternity in these
ar• •e close to you as your telephone. so tellY don't you go to Your telethem, I guess there's always the
states are N. H. Bennett and L.
phone now and dial JAckson 5413e. and niece your order with us If YOU
brighter' side."
B. Frasier, North Carolina; Luke
are in our vicinity at any time, stop by our office.
The Hubbard children are:
H. Chatman, South Carolina; WesMrs.
Mary
Alice
McWilliams,
ley Whetstone, Alabama; Cecil W.
Boston, Florida; Walter Washing- Bzoker H. Washington teacher;
¶50 SOUTH FOURTH ST
ton, Mississippi; Wilson P. Hubert, Dr. Walter Hubbard, practicing in
Georgia; George James and Dan California; Mrs. Ella Long, teachJ. Thomas, II, Tennessee; and Ad- er in Chicago; Mrs. Edith WilNow 1480 Kcs.
visors Andrew J. Lewis, II, Atlan- liams, teacher at Porter; Mrs.
Now 5000 Watts .
ta; W. H Duke Williams, Missis- Alma Shaw, teacher at Magnosippi; James Greene, Alabama; lia; Mrs, Emma Jean Mitchum,
and Robert JPeOX, Tennessee. LeMoyne college student; EdWives of Alpha brothers have ward Hubbard, University of Illibeen organized into a Ladies Aux- nois student; Miss Margaret Ann
iliary known as the Alpha Hubbard, Fisk university student,
Bettes, and they are planning a and Lonnie Hubbard, Tennessee
V
I
\
briliant social calender. Among State university student.
Although Mr. Hubbard has not
the top social events will be a
MARCH, 1957
motorcade, fashion revue and been able to work since Septemluncheon; and a bridge party. ber, Mrs. Hubbard said they are
_
Mrs. Jewel Speight is president still trying to keep all their chilMONDAY TH-RU SATURDAY
of the auxiliary.
dren in school. Edward and MarTIME
ANNOIJNCIIR
PROGRAM
Several citations will be made garet Ann are seniors and Lonnie
Ston On—Gallael Prince
500- f130
R. L. Weaver
during the luncheon program Fri- is a freshman.
II:00
Show
ASOMundy Dory
Hanky D•'7

Alpha Frat Will Present
Martin L. Ki ng March 19
Highly successful as host chapters to the 1947 regional conference during which time nine national officers
of the organization were in attendance, Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity men of Memphis, Tenn will observe that mem-

and some cities In Louisiana have _
curbed the work of the NAACP. A bill aimed at curbing NAACP
action in this state was passed last
•
week..
Mr. Current reported the NAACP
received more money than ever
before last year with branch reports putting the figure above the
million dollar mark. Membership
l utshiiassayceaAr is 450,000.
g
Eonath

Clayborne AME
Holds Confab

SEARS

SEARS MAMMOTH

million
dollar
SALE
9 PAL

Flames

THURSDAYS
and SATURDAYS

PRINTING IS MY BUSINESS!

DUBLIN & ABLE PRINTING COMPANY

T.

SOO- TOO
SOO-SA
031•11:011
11A0-11:05
WOE- 1:30
1,10. 1:00
3:00- 3:05
3:04- 3:50
Sig

Alictorial History of the Negro in America

nig once in a
century has.#o.fine a
bourbon been probueeb

Garirude's Route
Southern Wend*s,
Rey. I H. Gordon
New,
Nunky Diary Show
Rey. I. M. Gerdes
News
Cone Coll Club
P
For Peace—Von

Gertrude Patterson
R. L. Weever
Gordon
Chester MeDowell
'lunar Dory
G•rdon
Dick "Cone" Cele
Cane Cell
Off

SUNDAY
ses. 700
PAL 7:35
, 7411- 5:00
SOO- 5,10
MN- RAS
WM- 000
Slid 5,10
1:110-10,00
W00-10AP
I0:S0.11•00
11,00- 130
1:30- 2:00
500- 3:00
5:00. 1:001
4:00- 5:011
5:00. s:30
11130. 3:35
MU- MOO

S.fin On--111olritu•I Moments
RP, W Herbert Illrew•ler
S•.ritual Moments
Oral Robert, Healing Waters
Jordan Wonders
Spiritual 111/111.ams •
Providence Baptist Church
Christian Fellowship Church
Southern Wenders
Rev. Lockh•rt
•
OK lilt
Meet The
Platter Party
•ishop Mormon
Rev Drowsier
Orchid. Te You
Oh Nit Per•de
Pee Preelev-S.an Off

R t
W
Stud..
,
R. I. W
R. L.
\
R. L.
P. L.
Rfrnilte
Rennet.,
R. L. Weaver
Remote
Cone Cole
Cane Cole
Can• Colo
Rernot•
Remote
I. N. Cterdon
CAM. COIO

HOLLER FOR GOLD DOLLAR!
DIE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO, FRANKFORT, KY, DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PROD. CORP. • KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. SO PROOF.

SYRUP, HOT SAUCE, MUSTARD, PICKLED PEPPERS
•
AND VINEGAR.
Sold at All Leading Grocery Stores
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King Cotton Jumps Sharp March 22
At Ellis-Miss Jubilect On Slate

B.y MABEL B. CROOKS

NASHVILLE — Two nervous
sophomores — willowy Shirley
Parker of Pittsburgh. Pa., 'and
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
rangy Harold West, Nashville —
got the judges' nod and the "Miss
Charm", 'Mr. Esquire" titles at
"Pathetically amusirg" appears and "apparently was justified." Tennessee State last week.
The annual selection of the most
to be the appropriate descriptive Note the word APPARENTLY.
WEST TENNES.SEE'S REP.
term for certain action by Sen. rhillips claimed that Naylor used charming co-ed and the most genresentatives in- the "M
tlemanly
male student on the unHarlon Dodson, of Davidson coml. profane language, in his presence
Charm" and "Mr. Esquire"
ly.
and had a pocket knife. No com- iversity's campus is a part of a
competition at Tennessee State
The conscientious solon intro. ment was published from the vic- planned program to promote and
university were Miss June
sustain an interest in the art of
duced in the House. which pals. tim.
Billops of Memphis, daughter
ed it by an -overwhelming vote", (2) From Columbus. Miss. came gracious living; and to give recof Res. and Mrs. D. C Bilognition to those who most gena "separate sexes" bill. This the report that two white teenlops; and etilbert Whitney, jr,
uinely exemplify dignity, poise,
measure would permit local school agers joined by a white adult chaswholesome personality, and the soboards to provide separate schools ed Joe Spencer, a Negro, 20, thrn
cial graces, as well as good looks.
for boys and girls, if all other the streets to his home. There
Forty-six students representing 22
anti-integration legislation was rul. Spencer turned'
ion the trio after
states and two foreign countries
they smashed into his home. He
ed unconstitutional.
participated.
It seems a significant number fired a .22 bullet into a boy iden- WON OVER 22
of whites need to discard their tified as ':Shine" Pullen, 19. T h e
Tawny-haired. lovely Miss Parkfears which obviously are ground- two other attackers were identi- er. whose statistics
read 5' 7", 3417,
and
LouLarry
Adair.
fied
as
ed in guilt complex. and face the:
24-34, 130 lbs., is an elementary
,y1 fact squarely that the average in- is Cook, 25. Here is a case of education major. The
daughter of
telligent Negro is not seeking three attempting to take the law Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Parker,
through desegregation to foster into their own hands, one of them she was
chosen,"Miss Char tn"
mongrelization. Even where bar• an adult. That can be gleaned
over a field of 22 girls. She is an
nets are down he has refuted the from the bare facts presented.
independenet and a member of the
stereotype: "Every Negro thinks , It might be enlightening to Eastyearbook staff. West, the affable
paradise is an affair with a white land to make an honest survey
and handsome son of Dr and Mrs.
person."
on the number of Negroes who Harold D. West, was
awarded the
Mississippi
since
have
the
left
inThe "After Dark Integration"
title "Mr. Esquire" over 24 outfamous
Till
case
faded
from
the
has come from the human segstanding male students. He stands
ment, from whence now are heard headlines. We are positive Illinois 6' 5" and weighs 200: his major
can
assist
Central
in
employes
shrieks of rage over desegregais biology. He is pledged to AlARKANSAS' REPRESENT.%this. Once the facts are in, we'll pha Phi Alpha fraternity.
tion.
TIVES in the "Miss Charm"
The element of humor hobs up wager Gus Courts is not proien
In the -Miss Charm" competiand "Mr. Esquire" competi•
In this: The thinking Negro knows a liar.
tion June Billops of Memphis, lion at Tennessee State inrthere is no need for such "crutch
freshman, placed second; and Alversity were Miss Estrella,'
legislation. Ile is seeking econombertha Johnson of Miami, Fla.,
ic, educational and political equal,
junior, placed third. Gabriel Denity, but if integration through sepnis of Monrovia, Liberia. West
aration of sexes in schools will
Coast Africa, special student, placbe more palatable to the dieed second in the "Mr. Esquire",
hards in the struggle, then so be
competition, and Frank Fraser of
Montreal, Canada, junior, placed
Gus Courts, gun shot victim by
third.
Activity plans for the annual
party unknown in Belzoni, Miss.,
Judges were Dr. and Mrs F.. session of the Convention of the
now of Chicago, triggered SenaPerry Crump Dr. and M r s. Ladies Auxiliary: ot the National
tow Eastland of the Magnolia
George N. Redd, Mrs. Margaret Dental association were Crystal.
state into a rage last week when
G. Simms and H. A McClaron. lized in hot Springs. Ark during
The 14th Ward Civic club will Mrs. itelyne Wilhoite, Mrs.
he testified before a subcommit.
Mabel the recent executive hoard meetof
hold
officers,
its
installation
W. Leathers, Dr. Thomas E. Poag, ing.
tee in Washington, D. ('. that thouMonday
night
March
II.
at
the
Mrs. A. G. H. Sasser and Dr
sands of Negroes have fled from
Mrs. If. W. Willianiston, Idabel,
Lelia Walker Home, 719 Walker. S. 0. Bryant of the university's
the persecution in Mississippi.
Okla., vice president of the auxilAll
members
of
the
ward
are
faculty
Eastland, of course, contends
worked with the contest. iary, presided.
asked to be present and visitors allts.
otherwise.
The national convention is schedTwo typical cases of Mississip- are welcome.
uled for August 4-8 with the NaThe program to obtain a corn•
pi violence have been reported
tional Baptist hotel in Hot Springs
munitv center for this area will ( rippled children learn to wait, as headquarters.
during the past two weeks: •
(1) Front meadian a news be the topic of discussion. Much to talk. to be useful and happy
A highlight of the August conthrough services of the 1-aster
syndicate reported that Leslie depends on your presence. The
Seal Society. You can help them vention will be a symposium.
(King) Phillips, white service sta- program wil begin at 8 p.m.
luncheon honoring incoming and
by giving to Easter Seals,
tion operator shot Amos Naylor
Z. L. Bonner is president.
out-going presidents with special

. by 1. Alex Wilson
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14th Ward
'Civic Club
To Install

of Memphis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Whitney, Si.
Miss Billops placid second In
a field of 22 lovely co-eds vying for the coveted title; she
Is a freshman business edu•
cation major. Mr. Whitney,
also a freshman, is majoring
in biology.

The 1957 Jubilect. "King Claton of a different kind of attire
Jumps Sharp" is a BIG SHOW which will blend into an exciting
that has everything for its pa- dance or musical act by' the modtrons who will crowd Ellis Audi. eling group while they are on
torium South Hall, March 22.
I stage. From evening wear to
From the brilliant big opening lounging attire will be eshibitied
by WDIA's Teen Town Singing and by beautiful misses and hand
Honeymoon's Jubilect band the some lads. Song a n it dance roushow will swing immediately into tines will run the gamut from
numbers produced by the High classical to rock and roll.
and Jr High schools.
DAZZLING PARADE
The unusual motif of a musi•
A bevy of beautiful professional
cal fashion show will have each models directed by Martha Jean
of the schools in a modeling scene • — ''Princess Premium Stu(

Steinberg will also add beauty'
and charm to the show in an'
especially prepared Jubilect Fashion Bit. These lovely models will
parade a dazzling array of fine
clotheswear done to a special masit-al score by the Jubileet band.
The candidates for king a n d
queen of the big May celebration
ot the Cotton Makers Jubilee will
also be presented in a showcase
of the newly formed Royalty club,
frotn which the king will come,
anti sonic of the most beautiful
young ladies of the mid - South.
Many of these girls are already
queens of their college campuses.

4-H Tractor Leaders
Sponsor First School
The Negro 4-H Tractor Leaders
of Crittenden County have held
the first tractor school of its kind
there in Marion.
Paul M. Spurlock. the agriculture extension engineer, supervised it. Four leaders attended.
Others attended and observed
sonic demonstrations. Included
were John Gammon, Vlevelend
Vaughn, Ezra Scoggins and Ver•
nice Gamble*. The school was held
for the purpose of training 4 -II
leaders to teach 4.H clubbers tractor safety, lubrication, tire care,
battery care, record keeping
The leaders will set up Oita
ow-n program to suit the needs of
the 4-14 members in their community.
The following persons received
special kits for working with 4Hers, in giving demonstrations:
James Dyer, Riceville: Thomas
Lathom, Abson Wynne; Joseph
Vaughn, Clarkedale; Enmanuel
Newsom, Riceville. Some of the
things were grease guns, motor
oil, tire gage, lubrication grease
and a folder of useful literature.
Other persons participating with
operating with the tractor program will be Richard Bolianon,
Earle: Carl Banks, I, attain g:
B. Bailey, of Janette.

Henderson, of Hot Springs.
daughter of 5Ir. and Mrs. H.
t. Henderson; and Allen Rogers, of Et. Smith, son of MI6.
H. Rogers.

Dental Asso. Auxiliary
Makes Plans For Aug.4
attention on state vice-presidents;
a fashion show spotlighting new
trends and fashions and a charm
clinic, a picturesque mountain-top
sightseeing tOttr and formal dinners and dances.
Those Present
Women present for the Spa session were:
Mrs. c. N. McMillan. of Wash
ington. D. C., president: Mrs. R.
Q. Venson, of Memphis, presidentelect; Mrs. If, W. Williamston. of
Idabel, Okla., vice president; Mrs.
W. K. Elliott, of Huntington, Va.,
assistant secretary; Mrs. W. R.
Bell, of Jackson. Tenn . secretary;
Mrs. R. P. Beshears, of St. Joseph,

Othe persons participating with
the program were L. L. Phillips,
State 4-11 club agent for Negro
Work: 'I'. R. Belton. Negro. sericulture agent, and Thomas F.
Vaught's. assistant county agent
for Negro Work.
Mr. James of Peoples' Implement Co., West Memphis also assisted. The American Oil COTIIpany helped sponsor the activity.
The equipment given to leaders
and the two meals served e:ere
through the cooperation of the
American Oil company.

MISS JORILECT
The climax of this year's show
will come with the naming of
"Miss Jubilect" from a score oe
more of lovely lasses between 16
and 22 years who are vying foe
that coveted title. The winner will
receive a cotton wardrobe, lead
the Grand Jubilee Parade, become
the principal model it Cottona.
ta later on and many more glans
mous honors.
Its a big show — no get Yee,
tickets now for the 1957 Jubilect,
"King Cotton Jumps Sharp" at Ellis auditorium, Starch 211. Please
don't forget the change; March 32
for .lobilect.

sathere.sw wAlledeitfre
Premium
Quality

Mo., treasurer; Mrs. A. M. Parker, of Pine Bluff, Ark., president
of the Arkansas Medical, Dental
and
Pharmaceutical auxiliary;
Mrs. Pratt, local convention chairman; Mrs. J. E. Burke, of Forrest City. Ark., entertainment
chairman, and several others.
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Extra Good..CheedidRefreshment/
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DOLLAR GENERAL STORES

01

OPEN 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.

350 MONROE AT WELLINGTON

PARKING LOTS -310 UNION
(PRIVETTE MOTOR CO. LOT)

Come as you are and bring the whole family

DAILY

—

NO PHONE

OR MAIL ORDER

Where one dollar does the work of three

THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND IN THE MID-SOUTH - - - JUST THINK

Off

1•1

WHERE EVERY DAY IS SDOLLARS DAY

TWO LARGE FREE

11111..

TOWELS

3 for sl

MENS WORK

PANTS
EVERY DAY

Mens BRIEFS
& T SHIRTS
for $11

IMOIMI1W

3

oe-

NOTHING
OVER Si
Sq. Ft, Shopping
Pilled With

Unbelievable Values
350 MONROE AVE,

MIXING BOWLS

IS

•

DAY

DRESS

SHIRTS

Many

Patterns and Colors

EVERY DAY IS $ DAY

$1

GINGHAM
Woven) Famous

SHIRTS
With

Names

2 yds. si
EVERY DAY IS $ DAY

Ties and Cuff-Links

NYLON SLIPS
si

MENS &

Children Chenille

HOUSECOATS
si

for $1

EVERY DAY IS $ DAY

51

Guage -

15

Denier

2 pr. si

Umbrellas
Each $1
EVERY DAY IS $ DAY

BOYS

BOYS

SWIM TRUNKS

NYLON HOSE

EVERY DAY IS $ DAY

EVERY DAY
IS $ DAY

EVERY DAY
IS $ DAY

2

Ladies and Children

EVERY DAY
IS I DAY

'V.

NYLON PANTIES

(Fine

AND SPORT

EVERY DAY
IS $ DAY

EVERY DAY
IS $ DAY

3 fors

' Set of 3

EVERY DAY

7 to 12

MENS

Ladies

4 pc.
CANNISTER SETS

PLENTY OF
SHOPPING
SPACE

DRESSES
Sizes 2 to 6x and

Plastic

EVERY DAY
IS S DAY

EVERY DAY IS S DAY

T.

$1

IS $ DAY

EVERY DAY IS $ DAY

Women and Girls

AND Ditkii

PANTS
Khaki
Navy Blue
Every Day
Is
Day

si

$DOLLAR GENERAL STORES
350 Monroe Avenue at Wellington

NOT ON
CONGESTED
MAIN STREET

DOLLAR
GENERAL
STORES
Memphis. Teen.

OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TIL 9 P. M.
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Memphis Trio
Takes Basic At
Lackland AFB

WLOK Adds'---A Second
Series

Mt. Moriah To
Honor Pastor

Three Memphis youths are now
completing their first phase of
by
their basic military training at
Lackland Air Force Base, San
Two interesting documentary
will present Its Annual Paenezer
BAPTIST
JOHN
IT.
(;
broadcasts are to ebe heard regYWCA, Antonio, Texas.
The congenial membership of rade of Fashoins at the
✓
They are Charles B. Craig, is, ularly on Sundays pver WLOK.
p.m.
St. John Baptist church of 2S06 Sunday, from 3 p.m. to 7
fi
At 130 p.m. Sundays, sponsored
Dead,rick ave. celebrated its 31rd The fashion show will be highlightIn
by Banner Laundry - Cleaner,
to
gift
a
of
at
Sunday,
presentation
the
by
ed
Church Anniversary,
Is
WLOK features "Meet The.Leadchurch
of
outstanding
Madison
most
the
of
one
3 p.m. Rev. W. L.
er," and on Feb. 24, Mrs. R. Q.
Shiloh Baptist church, the princi- clubs of the city. The name of
Venson was the charming subject
that
at
revealed
talk
be
will
club
his
the
centered
pal speaker,
of this broadcast.
around "The Greatness of time.
Interviewed by M. C. Richard
Cl
Church." it was a day to be re- OLD SAI.EM BAPTIST
Cole, Mrs. Venson related that she
pay
to
one
indeed,
and,
membered
m The Sunday School Boosters chit.
is a native Memphian and gradtk
honor to the distinguished organiof Old Salem Baptist church obuated from LeMoyne college here
zers of the house of worship, .1. 1.7.
AT NEW LOCATION — Ernest
served Friends' Day recently.
in 1946, A public figure with wide
hi
Alarbam and Rev. J. W. Smith.
Vensop C. Withers, well known commer.
guest spea'ser,
Mrs.
the
interests,
Daniels,
varied
Rev,
and
Mrs. Alice Cochram was chairman
is probably best known for hen cis' photographer, has moved his
delivered an address on "0 u t
of the successful observation.
studios from 208 Calhoun to a new
Sick."
Is
Lazarus,
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Workshop Planned For
Social Studies Teachers

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — An eighlweek workshop for secondary
loyof
years
11
of
recogoition
In
school teachers of social studies
al and faithful service, the Mt.
will be held at Fisk university
Moriah Baptist church of
from June 10 through Aug. 2. it
Orange Mound will honor its paswas announced by Dr. Preston
tor and his wife, Rev. and Mrs.
Valien, director of die program.
R. W. Norsworthy, Sunday, March
Designed to improve the qualIs.
ity of teaching in secondary
The featured service will be at
schools, the workshop is partially
3 p.m. Mt. Moriah invites the pubsubsidized by the Phelps - Stokes
lic to join with it's congregation,
Fund,
in making this a successful day.
Dr. Valien stated that a numMrs. Susie Lee is chairman for
ber of full scholarships, restrictthe day with P. J. Nelson as coed to experienced teachers planchairman.
ning to remain in the teaching
a
been
has
Norsworlhy
Rev.
profession, had been made availconsultant to the public in gen• able by the fund.
eral. Aside from things spiritual, I
he always keeps his congregation
alerted (cud current events an
world happenings. Much has been
accomplished
ship.

under his leader-
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Protest Egypt's
Expulsion Of Jews

LONDON — (INS) — A British
government spokesman said that
It Is estimated that 25 million the government will protest again
milk bottles are loss or broken o the United Nations against
each year with a loss of about $2 Egypt's expulsion of British Jews
million.
and confiscation of their property.
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Whatever Your Church Needs, Quality Stamps Can Help You Get It!

Shelby County
Association
To Install

Mr

GC'
Rt,

The Quality Stamp Co. and the firms
who give Quality Stamps have special
arrangements for groups of stamp
savers such as PTA, Religious Clubs
a n d Group, Ladies' Auxiliaries,
Men's Clubs, etc. We can supply
large special orders for playground
equipment, electric organs, station
wagons, etc. or cash monies for treasYes Madame,
For all types of breads the
modern housewife use's Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour. It
contains extra vitamins AS
well as the correct amount of
gluten that assures perfect
baking.
Be smart and always keep
it supply of Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour on hand to
help you make e‘ery meal for

uries
. when members pool their
books and turn in 500 or more books
at one time . . . a marvelous opnortunity for your organization! Contact
the Quality . Stamp Co., 216 South
Cleveland (Bomar Center) or call
BR 5-2166 for details and information.
your family an extra special
one.
AN EXTRA SPECIAL
BREAKFAST LOAF
1 yeast cake
2 tablespoons lukewarm
water
'• cup shortening
2 eggs
'• cup sugar
3.4 cup milk
cups Jack Sprat enriched
flour
1 teaspoon salt
'• cup seedless raisins .
's cup
chopped canned
cherries
PLAIN WHITE ICING
Dissolve
yeast in
water,

cream shortening and sugar.
heat eggs. Add to shortening
and sugar. Add milk a n d
yeast. add 1 cup flour, mix
well. Cover. Let rise in warm
place one hour. Add salt.
raisins, citron, Cherries. Add
Knead
remaining flour.
thoroughly. Put into a well
pan.
greased 1-inch round
Cover and rise until double in
bulk. Bake in moderate oven
at 350 degrees F' about 1 1-4
hour, Remove from pan.
Frost with pleb' icing. I4
,is
e•
just what I call an extra
cial Breakfast Loaf. ,
Bye for new,)
Jana Porter
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SAVE JACK SPRAT LABELS
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-ZORINE COLLEGE, Inc.
Presents Home Coming p4.ogram Mari h 17, II, 19, 20, 1957. A
Mommoth mass meeting will he held at Mt. Olive Cathedral.
Linden at Lauderdale. Sunday, March 17, at 3:00 p. m. Guest
• speaker;'Mrs. Katie Whif kam, of New Orleans, Louisiana,
president of the National Beauty Culturists. league Inc.
The Southern Central Reginal NBC' will meet jointly with
..as on Sunday for the opening. At this service all graduates
ad former students of Gorine College will be honored, We are
exery Goriner to he included in our Souvenir Program.
Yor further information each eranduate or former student is
requested to get in touch with the college immediately.
Beauticians' Clinic will be held daily Monday, Tuesday,
— Wednesday. (18: is, 20) at Gorine College, 149 Reale Street.
Class periods-10:00 is5tAn-12M) noon; COO p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Seieral Beauty Supply einipanies will hold "Open House"
for our out of town visitors. Some will serye "COFFEE".
The Clinic is free to all Coriners. Other beatiti, ians may at.
lend the threeclas clinic for a small lee of fiye dollars (S5.00).
States attending are: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Tennessee, Texas. Members of the Southern Regional of which
r Mrs. Carrie Taylor of Raton Rouge, Louisiana is supervisor,
will demonstrate different phases of beauty. work on Monday.
Lectures and demonstrations on—Hair styling, Hair cut
Ling, all types of waving and setting. Tinting. Bleaching,
Coloring, Charm and Make-up, Body massaging. Shop Man•
aging.
Reception Maui h 17, at 7:00 p.m. in Mt. Olive dining room.
Courtesy of the Pet Mils Company, directed by Mrs. Mildred
Riley.

The Public Is Invited
Gold S. M. Young, president

DYERSBURY, TENNESSEE SENDS THE EXCELLENT "EL CAPITONS" GROUP TO STAR ON THE BIG STAR SHOW

PARKING PROBLEM
AT BANK
SOLVED!
Customers of the

•

Tri-State Bank of Memphis,
386 BEALE
Need worry no longer about
Where to Park
YOU

may park your car for 15

minutes

FREE in

The T & T Service Station lot,
382 Boole (Next door) just west

of The

Bonk

\ SPLENDID performance was gisen by the El empanels, Dyers•
tory when they paid a visit to the talent show sponsored by the
'lig Star Food Stores over 50.060 wall %AMA. The Rig Star Food
Stores' Talent show is always glad to welcome group appear
once on out.of town groups as well as Memphis Ensemble a nil
If seine choice or choral promo, would like to make a guest appearance on Rig Star Talent Show. son are invited to feinted
viDIA. %neither out oftown performer was Author Lee Parks, of

Grand Junction who presented the thrilling
number "Without
Song." The Rig Star Show Is heard every
Saturday morning
1130 over 50.000 watt WDIA, 1070 on your dial.
Pictured abo
are left to right first row: Robert
Honeysuckle Jr., Clyde Fqtr
Joyner, Marshall Morrison, Bernice Smith,
Benjamin lark, Ron
nip Riley and Robert Hickman. Second
row left to right: Au
thor Parks, Charles Mosley, Robbie Turner, Joe
Eddie Suber
Cleo Kirk and Rev. Robert Honeysuckle Sr.
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Porter PTA
Celebrates
Founders Day
"Love, loyalty, courtesy, cleanliness and preparation" are the
qualifications necessary for ad•
vancement, Rev. IL C Nabrit said
last Thursday night as speaker
for the Founder's Day program of
the Porter Junior High school PT. A.
Rev Nabrit. minister of t h
First Baptist church Lauderdale.
spoke from the subject, "Promot.
ed Techniques of Advance". He
paid tribute to the founders of
the Porter PTA, now in its 401h
year.
Program participants included
Mrs. Sadie Edward, executive
committee member; Mts. M. S.
Draper, state PTA secretary,
H. Shelto, solo; the Porter Male
Founder's Day tribute; Mrs. 0.
quartet .composed of L. V. Johnson, L. E. Thompson, F. A. Davie, and W. F. Williamson in four
selections, the Porter band, directed by R. J. MeLemore. Mr.
Johnson was program chairman.
Mrs. Dante Strong, PTA president, presided over the businBess session and reviewed high.
lights of the recent executive
committee meeting held Feh. 13.
' Plans were made for the aim; at tea to be held on Sunday, April
36. This year's goal will be $2,000
and proceeds will benefit several
school needs.
A highlight was the presentation of the trophy given by the
Bluff City PTA council for Porter's having the largest PTA membership. The school has 2,707 members. The trophy was presented
by Mrs. Georgia M. Bumpus, insmediate past chapter president
and council and state PTA president.
The seriousness of the school
attendance problem was stressed
by Principal R. B. Thompson.
Mrs. ,Griffin and Mrs. Porter
tied for the attendance cup by
'having the largest numbers of
parents present.
Mrs. B. A. E. Calloway is the
chairman of publicity.

Postmaster To
Talk At Trinity
Postmaster A. L. Moreland will
be guest speaker Sunday, March
10 at Trinity Missionary Baptist
church, 1058 Overton Park, on occasion of the church's Annual
Friend's Day.
Postmaster Moreland will be introduced by L. D. McMurry, superintendent of Highland Station.
Miss Lee Eleanor Reed will be
mistress of ceremony. Jeroy Copperidge is chairman for the dag
and Rev. J. B. Jones is church
minister.

TRI-STATE VFENDER

Rev. Nelson Speaks
At Philander Smith

Set., Mee. 9, 1957

Rev. Clarence T. R. Nelson,, The College Vespers are interprominent Methodist minister of I racial and interfaith, and are open
Columbus, Ohio, was the Vesper to the public.
speaker for Philander Smith college on Sunday. Feb. 24.
Rev. Nelson, an alumnus of Phi.'
lander Smith, is superintendent of
•
•
the Columbus district, second larg•
est district of the Lexington Aunual Conference.
ln his sermon, "A Strange
adox", Rev. Nelson stated, "As
the athlete must lose himself in
An American Red Cross award
self-discipline, and the scholar for "devoted support and human.
must lose himself in the discipline itarian work" has been given
of study, nations must lose them- Southern Bell Telephone Comp'.
selves by giving up their nation- ny. The citation includes the acal sovereignty, if the U. N. is tivities of the Memphis exchange.
to be an effective organization
The Red Cross commended the
for peace. . .Leaders like Mar- company particularly for its partin Luther King, jr., have lost ticipation in first aid training.
themselves in service to the peoRoy Freeman, Soutfiern Bell Diple. The church, too, must lose vision Commercial Superintendent
itself in service
it is not an in Memphis. said today: -We con.
end in itself but a means of serv- alder Red Cross first aid instrucice and salvation for and to the tion to be of immeasurable value
people."
to our people in their jobs. First
of all, it helps to teach them safety. And, importantly, it trains
them how to act in emergency
situations."
Mr. Freeman said that 63 male
plant employes here have w o n
standard, advanced or instructor
first aid certificates as a result
of courses held rgeAularly by the
Airman Basic Samuel Brown, company. Tennesseans hold 3,076
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas of the 190.53 company total. In
Brown, 2664 liale ave., has re- addition, many non-plant and
cently entered training here at women employes hold certificates.
Sheppard Air Force Base in the
Statistical specialist course.
Airman Brown is a graduate of
Manassas High school.
The Statistical specialist course
provides training for airmen ii!
statistical functions, personnel statistics, material statistics and reports system and audit procedures.
The Memphis Baptist BrotherAirman Brow'', entered the Air hood will meet Thursday night
Force Oct. 15, last year and be- March 7 at the Owen college, Organ Basic training at Lackland leans and Vance.
Every Brotherhood and Laymen
Air Force Base, Texas.
organization is asked to meet and
make a final report for ads and
patrons to be placed in the souvenir program for March 15. You
are also asked to report for tickets sold and . your work up to
that time. Failure to do so will
cause patrons and ads to be left
out. The meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at the Orleans at, entrance.
Z. L. Bonner is president

Southern Bell
Gets Citation
. By Red Cross

Manassas Grad
In Air Force

Brotherhood
Slates Meet

8-Week Workshop For
High School Teachers

AIRMAN BROWN

RICELAND RICE now is packaged in new, modern picture.
packages as shown. In order
I. enable customers to readily distinguish between Riceland Extra Long Grain and

be packaged in cellophane bags
in one, two and three pound sizeS.
Extensive tests to predetermine,
the shelf appeal and consumer
acceptance of the new Riceland
Rice picture - packages indicate
In advance an enthusiastic acceptance.
Riceland Rice advertising will
continue to emphasize that Riceland Rice is so quick and easy
to cook that even a child can
cook it perfectly every time. ..
Rice is guarBoth packages are being fea- and that Riceland
anteed to cook fluffy.
pound
l
two
tured in one pound and

NASHVILLE. Tenn. — An eightweek workshop for secondary
school teachers of social studies
willbeheldatFiskunt
versity from June 10 through Aug.
2, it was announced by Dr. Peterson Valien, director of the pro- schoole, the workshop is partially
gram. Designed to improve the sublidized by the Phelps-Stokes
quality of teaching in secondary Fui nd.

1957 OPENING

Next Sunday March 10
BIG FEATURE IN COLOR!
Gregory Peck — Randolph Scott

"MOBY DICK"
"SEVEN MEN FROM NOW"
and Cartoons
Bring The Kids — They Are Free!
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DRIVE-IN MOVIE

The night classes at Griggs
Business and Practical Arts college held a popularity poll recently with the following results
Miss Helen Townsend was chosen Most, Attractive Girl; .1 o h n
Underwood, Most Attractive Boy:
Miss Evelyn Turner, Bist Personality; Miss Ruby Washington,
Most Talented; Richard R. Richardson, Most Studious; Herman
Lusk, jr., Neatest Boy; Miss Elise
Martin, Neatest Girl; Miss Minnie Ann Gray, Friendliest Girl.
and Charles Smiley, Friendliest
sizes.
Boy.
Use Easter Seals, Help Crinled
The contest was sponsored by
Also, Riceland Rice continues to thi;dren.
the accounting class.

Quantitits—Free PariOsgi
Prices Good Fri., Sat. and Monday—We Reserve the Right to Lhatt

•

`. LINCOLN

You'll now find your Riceland
Rice packaged in new, modern
picture-packages on your grmers'
shelves.
In order to enable customers to
readily distinguish between Riceland Extra Long Grain and Rice
land Plump Tender Grain Rice,
the Riceland Extra Long Grain has
been packaged in a long (horizontal) carton a n d Riceland
Plump Tender Grain Rice has
been packaged in a vertical carton.

Stores
Open
Every
Night
'Til 9

0a

(5'•
WELCOME
froz
‘ Back Home To Your
_,•34

Rice Now In
Most Popular I Riceland
New Picnic - Packages
Griggs Students

/IC

id sugar,
shortening
ilk and
ix
in warm
Add salt.
ries. Add
Knead
a well
Ind pan.
double in
rate oven
tout 1 1-4
an.
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!xtra

one and two pound sizes. Also
Riceland Rice continues to be
packaged in cellophane hags
In one, two and three pound
circa.

Riceland Plump Tender Grain
Rice. the extra-long grain has
been packaged in a long (hor•
izontal).carton and the plump
tender in a vertical carton.
Both are being featured In

404,
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•
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• •• • • • •

RICELAND
CE
les the SAME natural

RICELAND RICE
thaes so easy to cook!
The Riceland Rice In the new picture paciege is the SAME
natural Riceland Rice which luta 601.1 tlia hoorite of gO0C1
for years.
Only the PACKAGE hat lime changed. The RICE is the
SAi‘lE easy.to-cook, guaranteed-flatly Riceland RIM Get run
in the new, modern package today/
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As always. Riceland Rice is the NATURAL perfect.
rice. Its guaranteed fluffy!
cooking
RINCI
AO. As oltorkys, Riceland Rice is so easy so cook dist isso.
o child can code it perfectly ever, tinsel
Get this SAME natural Riceland Moe is iis mese
E;rifse 10N°
'
PAIN
modern package today!

ROLAND
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A
•
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Even a child can
cook RICELAND RICE
perfectly every time!
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DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am warmth sad care of a good wife
single Christian young lady 28 is just not himself when left all
ears of age and would like a pen alone. I will answer all letters
al to correspond with of Chris- and send my photo upon request.
141 VERE BILL.
HEN 1 V 1R51 MOMMED...LIFE 1#4A6 VtoNDERcut.
an character. I am 5 feet, 5 in- George "Sugar" Schiffer, 4748a
%MY "NE LONG
. MY DOGUSED VatIAAP '1•4' BARK At ME...NW VIWE
es tall, weighing 120 lbs. and Hammett, pl.; St. Louis 19, Mo.
?
F ACE
WOULI, BRING MNI sLtPPERS...AMP NOW ...
•••
ark brown complexion. I taught
✓ three years. I chose nursing DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
s my hobby,"so I am now a stu- like to correspond avW i man
ent nurse at the Victoria Jubilee between 39 and 48 or over. I am
ospital. A. M. Harrison, Victoria 45, dark brown complexion, 5/
1
2
ubilee hospital, Kingston, Ja- ft. tall, weight 164 lbs. I like
aica.
church and pleasure. I am a
By ALFRED DUCKETT
•••
Nurse's Aide. Mrs. Evelyn Milner,
Ark.
Little
Rock,
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am 3301 Broadway,
Eminent and highly-trained experts who have studied
* •
girl of 111. I would like to corthe causes, characteristics and trends of homosexuality,
:espond with male and female. DEAR MME. CHANTE: I ani
have brown eyes and brown desirious of being married to a agree on many conclusions.
But they split sharply in their opinions—notably on
omplexion. I am 5 ft, 3 in., decent and honest woman in this
eight 125 lbs. My hobbies are country. I am a Jamaican. Height one vital point—whether there are
asketball and dancing. I prom- 5 ft. 7 in., weight, 150 lbs. com- some humans born with the deloving men and women-loving woe to answer all letters. Mary plexion brown and possess good sire for their own sex—or whethmen are born or made "that way."
lice Fersuson, P. 0. Box 123, ability. Cecil Cayle,, L.F.C., Inc., er homosexuality is a state which
There is also a marked differexander• Arkansas.
Box 1185 Lavaris, Fla.
humans acquire either through ence of opinion as to the frecruen*•*
•••
environment, conditioning and cy with which homosexuality oc•
DEAR VIM. CHANTE: I am
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am circumstance,
curs in our modem( civilization.
5EIPPER5
11-IE DO6 P.RINGS
man 48 yrs. old, brown com- 36 years of age. I would like a
In other words—the big fight KINSEY REBUKED
bFE ..1U NAPS N BKRICS
lesion, with brown eyes, weight man with his own property and among learned students of abnorAN 9A•1
It may come as a king-sized SW lbs. and 5 ft. 5 in. tall. I am one whose age is in his late for- ma! sex practice—is whether men- prise to you to learn that the
SAE!
terested in women 18 to 30, with ties or fifties. E. Smalling, 50
name of Dr. Kinsey, the mostcod intentions and willing to be Rum Lane, Kingston, Jamaica, tall. I will 'answer all letters I publicized and widely-read sex
good wife. Mr. Manduha, Box B. W. I.
receive and will also enclose a
3, Louhreille, Kentucky.
•••
snapshot if required. Miss Mary 91111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111t
•••
(EDITORIAL NOTE: IgnorDEAR MME. CHANTE: A good Haynes, 185 Camberwell R. D.,
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would friend of mine made lots of friends London S. E. 5.
ance about the facts of man's
e to correspond with some nice through your paper. I wish to
sex life which challenged the
•••
g man between the ages of correspond with some young ladies DAR MME. CHANTE: I am late Dr. Alfred Kinsey of the
and 48, who has a- good job between 23 and 27 years of age. a Jamaican by birth, Cuban and
University of Indiana can do
d his own home. I am 5 ft. I am 29, 5 ft, 7 in., weight 145 Indian, single with long black
great harm to sociell% His rein., dark brown skin and I weigh lbs., brown complexion. Robert hair, 38 years of age, 5 ft tall, light
search work helped to create a
lbs. I have three children. Thomas, State Farm, Virginia.
new understanding of how and
complexion with black eyes. Would
like to work because I would
••
why human beings behave as
like to travel and am seeking
e to have something in life. DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would marriage. Medoria Grant, 2
they do. This series, based on
Malam 29 and single. I am look. like to get married to a decent
scientific reports should contrivin Browne, Kingston, P. 0., Jag for someone who would like and intelligent person in this coun- maica,
bute to the general enlightenB.W.I.
get married. If not interested try. I am Jamaican born, my
ment on a subject, which like
••
marriage, do not write. Ctn. height is 5 ft, 8 ins., weight 150
-venereal disease some years
ice Moore, 331 S. Albany ave.. lbs., age 32. Edward Aeome DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
ago, has been covered up by a
a lonely young man 24 years of
icago 12, Ill.
Evans, L.F.C. Inc., P. 0. Box age, height 6 ft 1 in. tall, weight
curtain of false morality. We
VS.
believe that the author has
1285, Tavares, Fla.
180 lbs. I have black hair and
BERGLER: "Some of these fel- is (despite al Its Imperfections) students of the horrible, hurtI4
Exaggerating the incidence
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I
handled it with intelligence and
•*•
black eyes. I would like to meet
lows you refer to were just on so strong that it can withstand the and frustrating ways of homosexven't been able to meet nice
of homosexuality.
it is presented herewith as a
a
nice
girl
here
in
Chicago
beDEAR
MME.
CHANTE:
I think
uality and, with open minds andthe verge of making the jump any- truth.
Displaying a so-what attitude
ople, at least I don't know my
public service.)
way. The rest of them are a new
The plain truth about homosex- hearts, help the world along t6 ay around. Would like to hear the work you are doing is simply tween the ages of 18 and 24. If
about abnormal sex—ahnost as
any
young
lady
here
in
Chicago
wonderful.
1
hope
through
(The
Last
of
Five
Articles)
your
sociesuggested
are
uality is that its followers
a better understanding of this fasttype; the name I have
om the Saint Church of God in
if it were a thing which
for them is 'statistically induced more victims than they are offen- spreading disease or way of hie
rist. Also any nice people. I column I shall meet a true com- would like to meet a man with 011111111111111111111111111111111111611111111111111111111111111111111
ty should sanction.
good
intentions,
please
write
to
panion.
I'm
44,
.5
ft.
6
in.,
weight
victims
of
parenthoThey
,
will
revert
to
ders.
They
are
that
homosexuals.'
—whatever you want to call it.
assuming
a man 45, 5 ft. 81
Wrongly
/
2 inches tall.
tedium brown skin, black hair 145 lbs., complexion dark. I have me. Joseph Wilson, 6049 S. Mor- statistician of the century, is a
mosexuals can't help them- heterosexuality in time, although al stupidity, of an unreasoning
dirty word in the opinions of
ad weigh 180 lbs. I have two one child, a high school senior. gan st., Chicago 21,
selves because they are "born they will be left with a lifelong censorship, of ridiculous attitudes
•• •
many serious social scientists, that way."
mental scar. They can thank Kin- on the part of society. They are
_ars of college education. Would I am anxious to meet a single
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am psychiatrists, analysts and socioce pen pals of both sexes—age gentleman, intelligent, kind, sinthe victims of an age when marsey for that."
Giving thousands of young
ea not matter, nor does color. cere and sober of good character, desirous of corresponding with logists.
and older people who otherThe central theme of the Berg- riage vows and parental responAll of them acknowledge socie'inor Merriwether, 664 E. 46th 45 to 5.5 years of age and must pen pals in the United States or
wise might have never strayed ler book is that homosexuality is sibilities aro not taken seriously
be 5 ft. 6 in., or over and brown Jamaica. I would like a serious ty's debt to Kinsey for the trem- from normality an "alibi" to curable—and that Kinsey treated —but are too often farces.
., Chicago 15, Ill.
skin.
He
job
of
inquiry
he
did
and
endous
must be gainfully em. minded young man between the
Se.
practice perversion based on It is if it were a trend not neces- OFFERED PROMOTIONS
statistics which
Kinsey's claims that it is insary to be cured—but to be en- I am not talking about the crimDEAR MME. CHANTE: I am ployed, one who appreciates the ages of 2:1 and 28, 5 ft. 8 ins: or for the body of
better things of life, willing to over. I am 18 years of age, 5 ft. he assembled. But the Kinsey
dulged in so commonly.
pected among human beings.
lonely boy who would like to
inal homosexuals who prey on
attend socials and church and be 2 in. 125 lbs, light tan complex- methods and- Kinsey conclusions
it married to the right girl beAmong those who are deeply op- Bergler is not the only expert young children and uninitiated
willing to live in this area. I ion, shoulder length black hair, are harshly criticised—in some
NEW, YORK — The Harlem
eeen the age, of 17 and 24. 1
outstanding who finds fault with Kinsey. By youngsters or who pervert kids—or
have my own home. Will marry considered nice looking. My hob- cases bitterly—by writers who ac- posed to Kinsey is an
71 a Korean veteran, age 25,
Bergler, suggestion, condemning the late even grown-ups—by offering them Mortgage and Improvement Coun.—,
Edmund
Dr.
analyst,
if suited. Please give details and bies are reading, dancing and cuse him of the following:
cil will hold its fourth annual
eight 168, height 6 ft. 2 in., tall,
whose new book "Homosexuality doctor for a "loose" and alto- some material reward to join in
Over-sensationalizing t h e
ave brown eyes and black hair, description in first letter with swimming. Will answer all letters
Of Life," is a gether too liberal attitude toward sexual perversion. if you think it dinner at the Hotel New Yorker,
Way
Or
—Disease
on Friday, March 29.
ht complexion. I am easy go- snapshot. Will answer promptly. promptly. Yvonne Diggs, 1058 facts.
most interesting and revealing abnormal sex, Jerome Himeloch doesn't happen—wake up and reaMiss L. H. Walker, P. 0. Box 265, Greenwood ave., E. Chicago
Using unscientific means of
g and quiet. Don't drink or gamBergler re- and Sylvia Fleis Favp, in their lize that there are as many grown
Central theme will center around
book,
this
work.
In
Heights, Illinois.
arriving at conclusions,
e, have a steady job, also attend Jamaica 31, N. Y.
ports an exchange of conversa- book, "Sexual Behavior In Ameri- men on jobs and in careers in the newly-created Mortgage Facil*•
tool under the GI Bill. Will
patient
can Society," sneer at Kinsey which they are offered promo- ities Corporation, which was ention with a homosexual
timer all letters enclosing photo. DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
tions, advancements and benefits acted into law by the New York
who had come to his office, not findings thusly:
ace or creed doesn't matter. like some pen'pals. I am 32, single,
willingly, but because his family "Dr. Kinsey apparently thinks if they will "go along with the State legislature last year, and
hires Scarbrough. 3900 Park 6 ft. tall, complexion. dark. I live
had brought pressures on him to it would be a good thing if every- program" of a homosexual super- especially designed to insure a
S. W:, Birmingham 11, Ala. alone. John H. Smith, jr., 1817
do so. The patient is defiant in body had lots and lots of sexual ior as they are kids on the street free flow of mortgage funds into
Baker
at.,
San Francisco, Calif.
Se*
who are lured into back alleys such areas as Harlem from Inhis attitude that homosexuality is outlets."
▪ ••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
perfectly normal and to be ex- A bit kinder, but nonetheless by the promise of a coin or a stitutional Mortgage Lenders.
very lonely young man, who DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
pected of certain superior hum- just as firm, is the observation of candy bar.
The Council spearheaded a 515.
suldlike to correspond with some' a lonely man and would like to LOVE FOR OTHERS
The kind of people who hold out year campaign which resulted in
forward to what the future holds ans. Here is an excerpt of the con- the noted anthropologist and writ.ry nice young ladies between meet a nice woman who is interer, Margaret Mead, who states: this sort of inducement to make the enactment of this newly creat.
versation:
for
you.
Love, we are told, is the 'fule ages of 18 and 33. I am 23, ested in marriage, with light or
•* *
BERGLER: "You asked me to "The way the Kinsey report was an innocent person "do right" ed corporation by the legislature.
'0 lbs., light complexion and light brown complexion, between filling of the law. Through its
LONELY. I am very lonely convince your family that homo- permitted to become a best-seller (which Is to say "do wrong")
Among the key participants on
moldered nice looking. I will 25 and 40 years of age. I am power our lives may be changed I don't have any friends — to sexuality is normal. I cannot do —the sudden removal of previous- ought to be handled by law.
the program will be Leffert
iswer all letters and exchange brown skin, 40 years of age, 5 H., and seeming miracles wrought. speak of, and I feel like I should that. I don't believe it. I consid- ly guaranteed reticence has left
But the mixed-up, confused, Holz, superintendent of Insurance
altos. Charles Wilkins, Box 73. g ins, tall, weight 165 lbs. I go "Love thy neighbor, Love your
make a change, what do you er homosexuality a neurotic ill- many young people singularly de- love-starved, dominated young peo- and chairman of the Temporary
to church and I like shows, car enemies, Love one another." suggest?
etros, Tenn.
fenceless
in
just
those
areas
where
ple who are coming up today — Board of Directors of the Mottness."
•••
riding and different sports. I These things we are told to do
PATIENT: "Illness, my eye.. their desire to conform was pro- unable to find inspiration or un- g age Facilities Corporation;
ANS. A careful analysis of your
the
Bible's
to
follow
In
order
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am have a nice job and will do all
question indicates the fact that Don't you know what Kinsey tected by a lack of kninvIedge of derstanding in their homes, un- Joseph Carlino, Majority Leader
oking for a light brown skin I can to make her happy. James teachings and be happy.
able to learn the truth about ho- of the New York State Assembly;
you haven't really tried to make says? What century are you liv- the extent of nonconformity."
rl, one who is educated and Shumate, 9347 S. Rhodes' ave., Expressing God's love through any friends. You must venture ing in?"
REFLECTS ERROR
mosexuality in their schools cc Rep, Adam Clayton Powell, jr.,,
tiling to share all the way. I Chicago, Ill.
our everyday encounters should forth youraef in order to put
BERGLER: "Kinsey's statistics This writer holds no brief for churches—who turn to abnormal Judge Francis Rivers of the City'
ive been disrobed as far as
• ••
become a habit. We find ourselves others at ease, they will then make on homosexuality are wrong He or against Dr. Kinsey. But the sex because no one thought Court, New York City.
lances are concerned, but have
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am growing increasingly perceptive an effort to be friendly with you. directed his questions to too many above statement by Miss Mead, enough of them to give them guid, job and am starting all over. in need of a.pen pal. I am a of the moods of those around us may I suggest your associating homosexuals, mistook his volun- for whom we hikve the most pro- ance and confidence—those kind
I y wife died two years ago, and West Indian lining in England, and as a consequence more yourself with a church — and teers—mostly neurotics L.- for a• found respect, seems to us (and of people are more to be pitied
man who has once known the single, 30 years old and 5 ft. 6 ins. thoughtful concerning them. We some group in the church, along cress section of the total popula- we say it humbly) to reflect fair- than scorned.
instinctively recognize and respect with some activities at one of the tion and arrived at erroneous re- ly well one of the errors which
I don't know whether Kinsey's
the times when they wish to be centers there in your city. You sults."
organized society in America cons- figures or conclusions were right The U. ft. Secret
Service, the
silent and when they wish to talk, will soon find that you are so
PATIENT. "The stop, I hear mita with respect to homosexu- or wrong. And I don't care. I do Bureau of Narcotics, the
Alcohol
We perceive the signs that mean busy . . loneliness will be the is different. He's a great scient- *My.
know that what he did—turn the and Tobacco Tax Division
of thisthey are troubled or that they are thing of the past.
Miss Mead's statement seems spot light on a serious social Internal Revenue Service
ist who knows what he's talking
and
the ** «
HOLD II MY
happy. If, we would express more
to indicate that she would protect problem which has brought unhap- Bureau of Customs have
about. His statistics . . ."
launched
of the Christ love, we must sense
M. A.—Will I be able to take CONVINCED BY TALK
American youth from homosexu- piness to too many people—was a joint recruiting
MOW
program for tity2
their moods,
the test? Can I make a good
BERGLER: "What's wrong with ality by shielding our young peo- a worthwhile service.
forcements agents.
There will be people who wM
Love for others is the basis grade? Just what are my Ktnsey is not the decimal point, pie in ignorance.
The Treasury Department ,111141
We happen to believe that ignor- write in to the DEFENDER to
but the whole approach."
of most rules of etiquette, for in chances to get the new job?
-WA&
speak- just announced an open continIn
for
shield.
For
newspaper
ANS.
is
no
true
condemn
this
be
Only
ance
following'
to
one
when
them
we
seek
PATIENT:
"Says
question
is
an-.
mtbaost earound as sliwerted
ed in
thoughtfulanput
d
et
BERGLER: "The psychiatrists stance, we believe the best way ing out about homosexuality—for uous examination throughout Ilee to
limited
them
ease,
space,
of analytic coloring, whose do- to combat Communism is to /et even daring to feature articles linois, Michigan and Wisconsin for
write in for a private reply in main Kinsey, as a layman, enters as many people as possible learn concerning it. Those are the very filling these positions which start
•• •
care_ of this paper sending your without having the slightest know- the truth about Communism—not people who are guilty of what I at $4,525 per year. The first writJ.L.H. Dear Prof. Herman: I
to build our own Iron Curtain think is an almost criminal blind- ten test is scheduled for March.
received your reply and the order name, address, birthdate and 35c ledge of the unconscious."
to cover mailing cost at your
PATIENT: "4 know a lot of fel- against books, movies, speakers ness. Those are the people who 22, 1957 and additional tests will
a few days ago and was very
earliest opportunity and I shall lows who turn to homosexuality and ideologists who espouse it ought to read more hooks and he held at frequent intervals there.
happy to hear from you I am
be happy to help you.
because Kinsey convinced them." Our democrady ought to ha—and articles, talk to more victims and after.
feeling fine since I have been receiving your advice and your orders . . . I have more faith and
0i0 Sh 4401'OM Bug?1144k1 vsks a,minitss 000-0
the way for me is opening in my
Issqm.....04.c.)..•
fAxte \NOW
VON MitE You AllEmPlIs4G 'O CROSS
stREEtsw
GUY cwfkustso swo Qutc.<
favor. Actually I am feeling so
INE MIDDLE OF TNE. BLOCK? VOu'RE OLD AND COULDe4"1
MOVE FAS1 mc VOUNA910!IF ONE OF - OsE LARS SNOULD good, that I hardly know what to
say, except I know God will make
rt 40U...40if0 v.sto41 To BLAME
DRNER.60 ON
a way out of no-way. Since I have
INE CoRNER wassERE Isse TRAFFIC LIONT'S
DOV4h1
been using your products I feel
AND CROSS SAFELY
like a new man! I have been blessed and I can feel it in my heart.
I shall always call upon you, for
you have proven you are my
friend. Sincerely.
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LET'S FACE IT
worth of a YMCA, one would
It's easy to get the impression think it would be an easy matthat Memphis Negroes are not ter to raise the few dollars askreally interested in a first-class ed to build and sustain so worYMCA for their young men,
thy an institutsion. It doesn't seem
There's been a financial drive that it would be necessary, as in
Subscription rotes. Oa. year. $6: sin months, $I SO. (2-piser special Subscriptien rote. $10)
going on over something of an the present instance, for the alThe Tri-State Defender Does Not Take 149pin/bray ler roue/kites Manuscripts or 'hetes.
extended period in the city to ready over-worked and over •
raise the comparatively small suns stretched campaigpers, to be consPublished Ivory Thunides by the Tri-Stat• Defender Publishing Co. Entered so Seceed
for $8,000 for the maintenance pelted to extend the current drive
Class Matter it the Memphis Post Office Mooch20. 11032. Under Act et March 2, 1871.
a n d improvement of 1 he Abe as they have been compelled.
Scharff Branch of the "Y."
NOT A SECRET
One wonders what gives. It can't
A top-flight YMCA fund campaigner, Dunbar Reed of Atlanta, be said that the "Y" drive has
Ga., came to town and organized been kept a secret. It can't be
an up-to-date, streamlined group said that the campaign has lack
of local Volunteers to solicit con- ed intelligent leadership. It can't
tributions needed for reaching the be said that the white people of
modest goal. As a matter of fact, the city have thrown cold waconsidering the caliber and status ter on the movement. It can't be
of those included in the fund-rais• said that a "Y" is not needed.
So. when one asks "What the
ing group, one would think it was
The suspicion long held in many Tiart- Eisenhower Administration uses its influ- an outfit designer to garner to heck is the trouble?", there does
Tirs that a back stage deal, last Spring,'with ence to delay action on the civil rights bill. times that amount.
not seem to be but one basic
the Republicans on the Judiciary Commitanswer. And that is: There are
Brennan was given a recess appoint- HARD CORE WORKERS
tee, not to join with the liberal Democrats ment to the U. S. Supreme Court last Oct- Then, in addition to the 100 vol- too many Negroes in Memphis
to force the civil rights bill out of commit- ober while the Senate was in adjournment. unteer fund raisers, representing who don't have the slightest idea
tee is now confirmed., by unfolding events. A hearing on his confirmation was sched- the cream of the town's civic crop what the YMCA is all about.
many of God's children are
Sen. James 0. Eastland (D-Miss.) let uled Tuesday, February 26, but was cancel- among colored folk, there has been Too
too willing to let the
felthe cat out of the bag when he spoke be- ed at the last minute. These hearings are the continuing presence of that low be a member of other
the "Y"
fore the Leland, Miss., Rotary Club explain- regarded as a "little filibuster" designed to "hard core". . .or better, "dedi and support the "Y" . . while
rated corps" of Memphis men they join social clubs
ing how he used the Sobeloff's confirma- delay a vote as long as possible.
and go to
like, Prof. Blair T. Hunt, J. T.
tion to block action on civil rights.
The Administration is faced with the Chandler, E. P. Nabors, H. W. fashion shows.
The appointment of Simon Sobeloff to choice of putting over Brennan's appointcore of the trouble rests
lieecher, Dr. J. E. Walker, E. L. inThe
the fact that too many Negroes
the Circuit Court of Appeals, last year was ment but losing the civil rights bill. East- Washburn
and others, who, seem- never hear much about the "Y"
pending. As solicitor general Sobeloff had land has made it clear that the Administra- ingly since time immemorial. have
argued the school integration cases forthe tion, will not get both. Under Judiciary been drumming the idea of an until it's time to raise money and
government. In order to block action on his committee rules, it is virtually impossible, adequate Negro YMCA in the ears seek new members.
confirmation, Sen. Eastland had his com- short of deposing Eastland. to force the of the local community. They and YMCA FIRST OR
COUNTRY CLUB?
mittee staff prepare a lengthy brief on chairman to call a Committee meeting on their colleagues, took the lead in The year-round
activities of the
years
past
to
plant
nucleus
the
„
Sobeloff. In the committee meeting, he rec- Brennan unless he wishes to do so.
Y", the continuing facilities of.
of
a
Negro
Memphis.
"Y"
in
ognized Sen. Johnston (of South Carolina)
fered by the "V". the local, state,
Eastland has another trading weapon
who spent five weeks of the committee ses- coming up. The President must soon nomi- And with an inching-along tech- sectional, national and internationnique.
.buttressed
by
the
encourat importance of the "Y" movesions reading the brief. Then, Eastland told nate a successor to Justice Reed whose reagement, help, money and advice ment
don't receive enough pub'
the Justice Department and the Republi- tirement became affective on Feb. 25. That of
big-hearted and big - minded licity and
dramatization to reach
cans in the Senate that they could have explains the strange behavior of Mr. white citizens and YMCA
leaders, the consciousness of the average
&beloff as long as no further civil rights Brownell when he appeared before the Con- they nursed the Negro '‘‘Y" move'House Rent Parties' Are
Trieasures were offered. On July 1, complete gressional committee that held hearings on ment from a back street "shack" Negro man-in-the-street.
Of course, there has long been
agreement was reached.
Again Returning To Harlem
the Administration civil rights bill a few to the present promising structure
unsustained idea in the minds
The committee could not meet on July weeks ago. The Attorney General cautioned located at Lauderdale and Linden of a lot of colored
folk
that
the
After
the
Stock
Market
crash
of their styles, had fun themselves, peared from the Harlem scene.
9, the next scheduled date, because East- moderation while he pleaded for the
YMCA is an outfit of namhy-panipass- SOURCES OF
followed by tbe closing of and worked out ways of play* Lately, they seem to be coming
land wanted to learn about a new irrigation age of a toothless civil rights measure. Interestingly enough their chief by, prissy, male snobs, going 1929,
many factories, shops, and
influenced other jazz. pian- back into favor again Maybe it
system on his farm at Thxldsville, Miss. And. he was vehemently opposed to an anti- encouragement has conic f r 0 m around with a better-than-thou at- numbers of people in Harlembanks, that
had ists.
is
today and the high cost
The Senate adjourned as soon as it became lynching provision being attached to the newcomers, like L. Alex Wilson, titude. But thousands of Negro no work. But they still wanted to When I first came to llarlem, of inflation
living that is causing the reeditor of the Tri-State Defender service men, and veterans know
apparent that the civil rights bills will not bill.
and current general campaign much better than that. They got have a little fun once in while as a poet I was intrigued by the turn of the pay-at-the-door and
come out of the committee. An account of
even during the Depression, so
little rhymes at the top of most buy-y o u r-refreshments parties.
We pointed out in this column that Mr. chairman. . .and from outsiders, and
get close-up views of the man- custom of giving pay parties the
the Eastland speech was carried in the Brownell had one eye set on the vacancy like Dunbar Reed and
in House Rent Party cards, so I Only, unfortunately, instead of live
other con- sized importance of the "Y" in some homes came
into being, with saved them. Now I have quite a music and all-night -long piano
Greenville, Miss., Nita Democrat-Times on the Supreme Court bench and the
other secrated YMCA men who have the armed services.
a small charge made at the door, collection. Some of the cards players, now, the juke box, the
and reprinted last week by the Congression- on Sen. Eastland whose favor he must
cur- pitched in to get a needed job Memphis Negroes need to and also for refreshments inside. were reproduced
in the Harlem phonograph, or radioe usually fural Quarterly, an independent news service. ry if he hopes to join that august
body of done and a proven institution sus- wake up. and lake advantage of Such parties became very popular. section of the first volume of my nish the music.
Not until Eastland's speech became black robed Justices. Again, a hack door
this opportunity to prove their
Sometimes,
at
the
end
of
the
autobiography.
"The Big Sea." The parties are not as much fun
available was there proof that the. GOP deal is in the making which will pigeon- But what about the big Mem- right to consideration as being month,
people would give
par- One card dated June 9, 1928, ad- as they used to be when the guests
phis Negro public? There are some
Senators, at the Administration's request, hole the civil rights bills so that
for first-class citizenship ties to help them get the pay
tothe Ad- 160.000 colored folk in this town. ready
rent
vised:
contributed to impromptu enterby supporting this first class or- gether. So these parties
had "laid off" civil rights in order to get ministration nominee might get the
came to If Sweet Mama Is running wild tainment with maybe a large lady.
approv- And considering the long, tough, ganization, . .before
they start be known as house Rent Parties, And you are looking for a
Sobeloff confirmed. Now Eastland is using ing nod from Sen. Eastland.
singing the blues, or a young tap
up-hill struggle which has assum- a country club or go around
the nomination of Supreme Court Justice
whether the purpose was always
By now it should be crystal clear that ed epic proportions at times, and buying
Do-Right Child.
dancer hitting a series ci steps
so
many
fancy
golf
bags
to help raise the rent or not. These Just come around and linger
Brennan as a club over the Administration no civil rights bill will ever be
just for fun, and perhaps someenacted into considering the proven need and to lug around.
parties were often announced by
on the civil rights issue. He is said to have law so long as Eastland is
awhile
body arriving at 3 a.m. with al
chairman of the
small
printed cards given out to at a Social Whist Party given by guitar.
sent word indirectly to Attonmy General Senate Judiciary Committee.
Eastland is
friends,
put
into
neighborhood mail Pinkney and Epps, 226 West 129th The current House Rent Party
Brownell that he will not allow Brennan to the major obstacle. Let us
resolve to reboxes, or stuck in the elevator Street, Good Music. Refreshments: cards, however, are just as amus,11-pr confirmed by his committee unless the move him.
grills of apartment houses. Often A card announcing a September, ing as the old ones. And they are
there would be a little verse at the 1929 party was headed:
distributed indiscriminately to all
top of the cards, sometimes partly
Some wear pajamas,
and sundry, as before, handed out
in slang or "jive talk" like:
Some wear pants,
in bars, stuck in mall boxes, and
Hop, Mr. Bunny!
What does it matter,
dropped in elevators. A recent
No more inspiring example of how the people with handicaps who'aren't as lucky
Skip, Mr. Bear!
Just so you can dance?
Harlem card asked:
•
power of the human will can triumph over as myself." This magnificent exhibition of
If you don't dig
And LuctIle-Ind Minnie's card Why stay home and look at
major physical handicaps is that set by personal achievement actuated by an unthis party.
dated Nov. 2 of that Year said!
the wall?
You ain't nowhere!
a It-year-old blind student at Columbia flagging faith in oneself presupposes
Fall in line and watch
Come on out and have a ball
an
Dr. Charles Thompson, of Chi- most satisfying way to find out To come into the party might be
your step -r- at
university. W. Wayne Durham, a Brooklyn unshakable trust in a Divinity which precago, president•elect of the Na- who is right is to find out what a dime or a quarter at that time.
There'll be lots of browns
a Party give by the 7 Brothers
scholar, blind since he was 14 years old, sides over the destiny of all of us.
tional
Dental
Association, made is right, for only what is right For fifteen or twenty cents a hot
With plenty of pep.
Social Club, December 7, 1956.
listens to books on records and takes his
fish sandwich or a golden-brown And Mary Winston stated that Bsit now, although there is no
Wayne's glorious victory over the a statement in his report to the can provewho is right.
notes in Braille and has made the dean's
Board
of
the
ND4
at
chicken
Hot Springa, Right is an exponent° of truth.
leg could be enjoyed. at her party:
depression such as we had in the
honor list at the College. He received grades handicaps that would have discouraged Ark., last week which rang a
We've got yellow girls.
Truth is a two-edged sword. It There was dancing, bften to very
Thirties, money does not buy what
of B-plus in six courses in the winter ses- most of us, puts to shame those of us who bell with me.
good
music.
Some
of the best
We've got black and tan.
cuts both ways - the person who
it used to buy, prices are high,
sion of his junior year. The announcement possess all our physical attributes, yet He said, "Let
Will you have a good time?
and maybe for that reason, the
us try to find out uses it as the person upon which piano players in Harlem played
of his academic achievement was made re- bemoan our inability to reach our objectives what's right instead of spending it is used. Truth is the basis of at House Rent Parties in the late
MAN!
YEAH,
pay-as-you-enter parties seem to
cently by Dr. Charles C. Cole. assistant in life..
so much time trying to prove who freedom. Who is he who does Twenties and early Thirties - Usually a good time was had he returning to Harlem-and whomaybe
dean of Columbia.
J.
P.
Johnson,
Willie
seek
all,
the
well
freedom
not
playing
with
piano
by
"The
is
from
right."
can some, so long
ever-you-may-be
something?
To
me,
it
is the stateWe like to blame others for our failIle who has found truth is the Lion" Smith, Dan Burley, or into the wee hours of the morn- as you have money to spend. Not
A sociology major, Wayne shares his ures or conditions of birth for our short ment of the year.
Fats Waller, all of whom event- ing.
much money is needed. For just
dormitory room with his 4-year-old seeing- comings, and ill luck for the obstacles that I am paraphrasing his state- frecist of all men.
ually
famous. At these But with the passing of the de- a little, you can have a ball at a
Ire dog, a German shepherd that has been are thrown in our path. In truth, most of ment with the following: "If you Don't waste time trying to prove partiesbecame
young pianists developed pression, such pay parties disap- House Rent Party,
guiding( him around the Columbia campus our failures can be traced to personality spend enough time in search of who is right, just try to find what
WHAT'S RIGHT,
will have no is right. This will give you thc
since 1954. On week-ends, Wayne and his conflicts, to a lack of perseverance and de- time to waste on you
trying to prove answer to your question.
dog travel to Brooklyn where he lives with termination to buck the storm and push WHO IS RIGHT."
It is greater to know and to
his parents. Wayne plays the saxophone through our plans at whatever costs.
To find WHAT'S RIGHT, one do what is right than it is to
and clarinet and plays occasional jazz dates
It was not without substance that the is more deeply concerned than he own and rule the biggest state,
at night.
Roman poet Virgil declared that:
is when he is trying to prove for he who can control himself is
He says that he "would like to help
who is right. To find what is right greater than he who rules an em"He conquers who believes he can."
is a two-way street (the right di- pire.
A wonderful friend of mine and becomes a full citizen, the whites ed a new drug, never made the
rection and the wrong direction).
of America is ill in her native will not enjoy their full citizenship first airplane, never painted a
To find what is right, one must
hills of North Georgia. Among the either. She asked the Montgomery' great picture, never wrote a great
acquire a knowledge of the right.
many reasons I am proud of her Improvement Association group play, never explored a new iron(Study). To prove who is right
is the fact that she is a Georgian. in a speech a couple of months tier, never discovered new lands.
oftimes only requires ad opinion
You may have guessed the name, ago the following question: "Do never built a civilization, neverToo often opinions are colored.
Lillian Smith, the liberal author You, here in Montgomery, realize dreamed a great religion. The
There is a greater chance for
of "Strange Fruit." Her home near that in helpin., yourselves to se- great thrusts of the human imag, ..
opinions to be wrong.
Clayton is almost two hundred cure your freedom, you are help- nation and spirit came out a
500 Rural Negro Teachers
ferent, but Jim Crow spells segre- DEFENSE MECHANISM
miles from mine in Savannah by ing young white Southerners se- daring to meet ordeal and need,$.J.
gation, wherever you find him, and
To find what is right, one must
Lose Jobs Because Of Integration
the sea.
cure theirs, too?"
new way.
it's strange, but true, that the be able to interpose or reconcile
PHILADELPHIA - The Insti- What with the Georgia legisla- Miss Smith was criticized by a "It
- :would be difficult to imaghlt
DE-SEGREGATION OF THE own all-Negro schools were aban- Dixie states making the greatest the facts. This requires meditaPUBT20 SCHOOLS IN THE doned and the Negro minds ab- strides toward integration, have tion. Too often one is inclinced tute of Urban Studies of the Uni- ture trying to impeaCh the jus- few Negroes upon the publication Jesus as a 'moderate'. Diffictli,
SOUTTI. is moving apace, but the sorbed in white schools. Many of the largest number of diF
to use only his imagination in versity of Pennsylvania has re- tices of the U. S. Supreme Court of her first nov,a "Strange Fruit." to imagine Leonardo de Vine( Ai
Ws is slow - so slow in fact, these teachers had from 20 to 30 Negro teachers. In Okl: ia, proving who is right. Imagina- ported that a survey it conducted and former governor Talmadge Most of this criticism came from a moderate. Imagine Gandht Al '
Vif drOWSy•e,
P4
room years ot teaching experience, and more than 300 teachers have lost tion never paints a true picture indicates that "general public ac- sitting securely in the U. S. Senate, those who did not understand the a moderate. Imagine Shakespekt*-7
the PROGRESS from the therefore were unable to cope with their jobs, because their all-Negro of the subject. Also one must ceptance of racially unsegregated it is refreshing to note that the book nor the real motivation of or Einstein as a moderate -1
state that gave us Governor Grif- the author. Nevertheless, she told You have dramatized, folliqii.e01-0.•
side-lines - he'd laugh himself to the younger, more alert teachers, schools had been closed. But, no bring what is right into existence,
housing may come sooner than fin also gave us Lillian Smith,
the truth in all its ugliness and I America to see, that in tinfdera.—
death.
who, because of advanced train- white teachers were displaced be- make it real. This requires clear many experts have predicted."
However, the picture Is At too ing in other lines, Could fincNm- cause of the new integration pro- thinking. In proving 'who is right, The survey covered 102 families lifeMiss Smith has walked all her can personally testify to it. The ordeal, in times of crisis, r'thd
in
the
great tradition of the success of "Strange Fruit" en- extremist can meet the chaltenge. -.dismal and you read occasional ployment in other lines, as in busi- gram.
memory is too often the only
In the rural sections of Ken- measuring stick. Memory seldom in Concord Park, a pioneer inter- New England aristocracy which abled her to carry forward the The question in crisis or Ortleat—•
news stories, where scone of the ness or industry.
racial
development,
ent
gave
nearby
so
many
daughters as teach- liberal fight and even now she is not: "Are you going to bel
tucky, 60 Negro teachers were left gives an accurate total. Too oftNegro school teachers have found Here's
Bucks County. It was made as part ers and missionaries to the cause is striking blows for freedom. extremist?" the question is:
an example: On a recent 'holding the bag,' while ,in Louisjobs in the oixed schools,' and trip
en,
atterqpt
the
to
prove
who
is
an analysis of housing markets of uplift and education of the Ne- I shall quote from the speech kind of extremist are you
to Phoenix. Ariz., this writer ville, among the first to
you are able thereby to answer,
obey the right is used as a defense me- of
being directed by Prof. Chester groes of the South who were she wrote, but did not deliver, for to be?"
a personable young Supreme Court mandate, no Negro
at least in part, the oft-repeated Interviewed
chanism.
What
is
right
needs
no
struggling to overcome the ves- the Institute on Non-Violence and "Here, in Montgomery,eyA
query-. "How many Negro teach- woman teacher who had been teacher has been displaced. In defense. Right is satisfying, there- Rapkin of the Institute.
. It
when the public schools West Virginia, 52 were
George and Eunice Grier, social tiges of slavery. Since emancipa- Social Change which was sponsor- decided what kind of
ers have lost their jobs, because 'shelved'
fore,
it
is
conclusive.
ousted:
admitted
all
pupils
tion
white,
I
Mexiunderstand
that
researchers,
nearly
found
"no
ed
excess"
of
not
go
long
by
Martin
Luther
In South Carolina, 24 were dropped
you are. You have chosen
of integration?"
Who is right is relative, depencan. Negro and Indian - to the from
the rolls because they re- dent upon who is the attorney idealists or crusaders among the 50,000 dedicated white women have King and his group. The speech of love and truth, the w
All in all, it's safe, to say that classes.
made
some
contribution
to
wbite
buyers
this
of
the
read
$12,000
was
by
Hylan
to
$14,Lewis
of
Atfused
to
disclaim
violence and
allegiance
to the the jury and the judge in the
about 500 Negro teachers-mostly
cause. Among these were women lanta university because of her way of patienceunderstand"'
000 homes at Concord Park.
and fi
In farm and rural areas-have lost But, Miss M . - she's married NAACP. In Missouri, the count is case.
Nearly half of the white buyers of wealth and immense prestige. illness. Its truths are seit evident. way of dignity and
their jobs because of integration now - had no qualms about her uncertain because the State Edu- Considering the time, effort and
Smith
Miss
is not, however, a Miss Smith wrote in her mess- tence.
had
had Negro neighbors
in the public schools of the South. ruture. '-lose in addition to her cation department keeps no 'color' money spent today in trying to closernever
than three block sways. Aft- Yankee who came South to help in age the following:
'eacKer training, she had taken an record in integrated districts.
" . In dramatizing
prove who is right, one is caused
a
great
human
They are the young women-and advanced course in husiness ad- In
project, She is a
estimates say that 35 to ask the question "Who is in- er occupancy, 86 per cent approv- native daughter who
"You have been extremists: extreme way can be the g
men-who are the DP's of the. ministration. She can operate a NegroTexas,
was
repelled
the creative way, and , 410.;
teachers have lost their dividual, then to the cr 0 ti ed of all neighbors. The average and hurt by the
U. S educational system-dis- comptomety, a Remington-Rand
inhumanity all good, creative, loving extremists times of ordeal it is the only, w
income per family of the white
and I want to tell you I admire
lobe. In that state, also, no white terested in what is right!"
around
placed, pereons, and native, not tabulator can cut stencils, take teachers
her
in
her
growing
years.
buyers
was
found
to be $5,998, and
you are helping the white, .45
She has detailed her views and de- and respect you for it.
foreign-who find themselves un- cast short-hand dictation and is a because have got the 'pink slip' This needless waste of time, of the Negroes, %,381.
of the new 'interracial' effort and money trying to prove
"Moderation is the slogan of our find its way, too. You are
velopment in her own writings.
employed because of the May 14. 'wizard' on the typepriter. As a ruling. Some
young white Southerners ho14
like Maryland, who is right begins with the in.
There is one principle or tenet times. But moderation never Because you are doing
1054. ruling of the Supreme Court, result,.he now has an inner-office have broughtstates,
• :bout the change (even religious groups) in local, Packers have selected the glass in her philosophy
rI
made a man or nation great. Modoutlawing segregation in the pub- job, and has four young women without dismissal
that
someday
want to close my greeting Xisis
of any Negro state, national and in world gov- jar as the best package for in- will, I believe, he
accepted, even eration never mastered ordeal or by saving, "Thank you." 7 ,
c achoela of America.
assistants, of various racial hack- teachers, but there, Negro col ernments.
stant tea because homemakers in Georgia She holds that in op. met a crisis successfully. Modera;Here's the score: most Of the 'grounds. "rider her immediate su lege grads are being urged to 'go TWO-EDGED SWORD
find it easy to reseal the pack pressing the Negro, the white man :ion never discovered anything. Send your greeting to this Ifirtisi
displaced teachers are in the rural sera/titian
into other fwd. •
it
The quickeest way, the easiest age to preserve (re/illness and sav- has also oppressed and damaged never invented anything, never lady to Clayton. Georgia for t%
not Talmadge represents the'
15 the South of course it's dif- into other fields?
areas al the South, where their
way the cheapest way and the or of the unused portion
himself and that until the Negro built a skyscraper, never discover- lure of the South and
America.'
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ennessee
RS GEORGIA McVEIGH
Velma Johnson, 224 Tan...., this city, gave a surprise
y party for her sister, Mrs.
;arrett, Nov. 26, 1950. The
m was beautifully decorith fall flowers and other
rd decorations. There were
guests present and each
useful gifts. She also re.
(
ts from friends in KanKan., Tupelo, Miss., Boss., Gary, Ind,, and Dech. We think Mrs. GarDEAR MME. Cite a wonderful and usesingle Christian and hope for her many,
ears of age and sccessful birthdays. The
al to correspondserved a chicken salad
an character. I tea, ice cream and cake.
es tall, weighirdy enjoyed Bingo Gaines
ark brown compral prizes were given to
r three years. .
a my hobby, scold Mrs. Terry Tyson, Mrs.
eat nurse at thiell all of this city, motored
°vital. A. ai.rucah, Ky., and went to the
to see Mr.
ubilee hospitains hospital
i Spann who is being treataica.
here. When they returned
DEAR HMO they reported Mr. Spann
girl of 18. h improved and had a suc-

Powell Finn On 'No Aid' To Rebel'Schools
Tennessee

Claims Schools
Must Integrate

GRAND JUNCTION
•
By A. L. PARKS
Miss Christine Lake was cretKIts
ed Queen of Hardwood by Jill "
Allen White Bears of Whiterillie,
member of
Tenn Miss Lake is
the honorary society, literary •
WASHINGTON — (AM') — Con- tee considering the school, consociety, dramatic club and'the
glee club.
gressman Adam Clayton Powell struction bill. He was stripped
s
of his seniority at the reorganizaMiss Etta Mae Mechlin was
last week served notice on his
tion of this 85th Congress, supcrowned queen of the Mt. Pisgah
colleagues that he would press posedly because he had supported
Eagles, Collierville, Tenn,
for the passage of his school bill Eisenhower and Nixon.
The Allen White Bears defeated
with its anti-segregation provisHe tried again this week to reI h e Mt. Pisgah Eagles. Diens
would
ion despite opinions that it
capture his seniority rights, but
Hareway scored 33 points and Milsound the death knell for the en- the attempt was unsuccessful. A
dred Tostor 18 for the girls. MOMprogram.
federal
closed
aid
tire
motion was offered at a
as Smith scored 38 and Ray GrimThe Democratic Representative, committee session Tuesday to rees 25 for the boys.
the Republican consider the vote for Powell's
who supported
Arthur Lee Parks will sing on
candidates for President and Vice chairmanship. The motion was
the talent program at WDIS with
President last year, made this reportedly defeated by a vote of
other contestants from Variouk
declaration before the House Edu- 21-4.
places.
cation Subcommittee,
The lite to adopt a rule allowThe Missionaires' entertainfident
The New Yorker urged the com- ing the committee chairman to
was held at Mrs. Annie . Price's
mittee to consider his bill, in spite name subcommittee heads withhouse. Mrs. Sue Anne Stephenson,
of argument that the Powell out regard to seniority was- appresident: Mn. Willa Lee Parks,
spond witlaul trip.
Amendment killed the school con- proved two weeks ago by a
vice president; Mrs. B. Cheairi.
have 1,,,,,,Aerry High and Webb High struction bill in the last session margin of 19-9. Powell
called
— lit a doubleheader here Friday
ass't teacher; Mrs. Winnie Cheaire
mplcxion.
of
Congress.
the
first
"discrimination"
vote
secretary and Mrs. Elnora Drane,
eight 1254ht with the Merry girls winthe
Powell
third
Demranking
is
committee
w
hen
chairman
teacher. •
asketball•Ing in a walk, 57-27, and the ocrat member of the House EducaGraham Barden of North CaroThe birthdays of Emily Jean
e to att*ebb boys taking home a 54-50 tion Committee, and should have lina by-passed his name
in
the
Readers and Betty Lou Cher.irs
sills members from Atlanta
campus. President Harry V.
lice Feectory. Merry Brown turned in rightfully headed the subcommit- selection of subgroup chairmen.
liam J. Faulkner, pastor, Park
CenUNIVERSITY
ATLANTA
e top
were celebrated Jan. 20 and
university, Clark college,
25 performance for the locals
exandeiivith
Richardson, Gammon TheologManor Congregational Church
ter Religious Emphasis Week
points, while Webb's Hall
The Talent Hunt Musical held
Gammon, Morehouse college,
ical Seminary was chairman
of Chicago, conducted servicommittee is snapped during
- bad 15 for the losers. In the boYs
af Bolivar woe won by Arthur
Morris Brown college and
of the committee, which was
ces through Wednesday in SisDEAR game it was Black for Webb
planning session for observwith
Parks. Second prize, Dave Harris
comprised of students and fac• • and Spelman.
ters Chapel, Spelman college
man 18 points and Montgomery
ance, held this week. Dr. Wilwith
and third prize was won by Jannie
lexio:
9 points for Merry.
Bills. All are stUdents if Allen
'
worked on programs such as schol. sister, one brother, five grand- White. Mrs. Margaret
•`u • Merry High school Parent-TeachSanders was
tem Cr Association is
relatives.
children,
and other
arship funds and social events,
opening its camnstructer.
ood
are the parents of a little son
Students of the seventh-grade
paign to raise funds for uniform DURA,NT
Final reports coming from NeMrs. Tommie Lou Readers and
By MRS. RIKEY ALLEN
hem to them last week.
for the Merry High band Wednesgmo diVisions of the recent March civics class of Immaculate Con- daughter, Ester Louise were din•• •
Funeral services for Mrs. Mu73
'
day night with a festival at the
of Dimes campaign show a total ception Academy have adopted a ner guests of her mother. Mrs.
Dotson
CANTON
at
dess
were
Goger
held
school. Mrs. Catherine Springof $1,366.07 in donations. This Catholic mission in Honduras Cen- Bessie Cheairs.
By JULANIE LAMPKIN
The Emma B. Miller Federated
•••
field, president of PTA, Said the Spring Baptist church. Rev. Isedo
included: Dance, $306.60; teachers, tral America, as a club Project.
e
Club met with Mrs. A. P. Carter.
at
freshman
a
now
and
school
interesting
kickoff festival began at 8 p.m. Jackson, officiated.
$510; "Mothers' March," $549.47. The following officers have been JOHNSON CITY
One of the most
tin
Mrs. Pearl Mcntgomery's broth- Mrs. R. C. Boyd, Mrs. Lillian events of the week was a musical, Clark college in Atlanta. Ga,, has The report
tn toe Merry High auditorium.
was announced by elected:, Gloria J. White, presiBy CORTLAND IL RHEA
a
Chinn, and Mrs. Wealthia Cox and literary program presented to been named to the dean's list of Prof. Y. N. Myers.
featuring a concert by the band, er of Chicago is here visiting.
dent; Robert Gladman, vice pressMrs. Eilene Burns, and child,.s.W
under the direction of Prof.' Miss Sarah Ann Riley is home were special guests. The hostess the public program at Trinity CME the school. She is one fo the • Recently elected officers of the dent; Barbara Jean Gray, corre- have returned to Flint, Mich.
in
Charles L. Beasley, band instruc- recuperating from an operation. presented each guest a lovely gift. church. The event was sponsored school's YWCA delegates to Spel- annual campaign of the United sponding secretary; Barbara Jean
Rev. W. W. Bowden, and Rev.
The Lucy Jefferson Federated
tor. Choreography, under the di- We wish her a speedy recovery.
by the junior auxiliary board of man college. She is also a mem• Negro College Fund, Inc., which Goudy, .recording secretary; Le- J. F. Birchette, jr., have visited
lik
On the sick list are: Mrs. Mattie Club met with Mrs. A. L. High.
rection of Mrs. Bernice Lucas
the church. This program climax- her of the Philosophical Society, will get underway in March, are: roy Wilson, treasurer, and Ken- in Salisbury, N. C.
featured the drum majorettes of Better, Miss Alhee Mae Herman, The last rites for Mrs. Irena ed the children's contest which Social Science club and French
Mr. Carl Young, an., is on the
S. M. Jenkins, chairman; Mrs. neth Brawner, sergeant- at-arms.
an
the group, and other numbers, Walter Hemingway, Mrs. Annie Barnes were held at Mary Magda- was directed by the board.
club, and is a pledge of Delta Sig- Ruth B. Crawford, vice chairman,
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SHARE MIDNIGHT SPOTLIGHT AT LIVING AD SHOW
— The highlight of the lavish
Third Annual Pre•Lenten Char
Ity Ball of J-U-G's Inc., held
Friday, March I, at Club Ebony. WAS the presentation of
the 26 beautiful girls, brilliant•
Iv costumed and sponsored by
Memphis firms, businesses
aid clubs. The panorama ef

pulchritude and exotic cos(umes depicting the theme of
their sponsor began at midnight, as a capacity audience
of Memphis socialites warmly
cheered the gorgeous spectacle
at the formal affair. Parading
along a long spotlight ramp extended half way across the
ballroom floor, each Living Ad
descended to the floor to be

presented floral tokens by
their sponsors. Charles Tarpley was master of ceremonies
and introduced each Living Ad.
Pictured are: No. I; Left to
right, Alberta Woodland for
Hudson TV Service Center;
Maxine McCain for Royal
Crown; Cecil Ann Palm for
Tri-State Defender newspaper;
Marnette Joyner for Harlem

House Restaurants; and Ernice
Taylor, representing Southern
Funeral Home. No, 2: Left to
right: Bertha Hooks for Black
& White Department Stores;
Hattie Smith for the Memphis
World newspaper; Dorothy
Lynch for CIO Workers; Norma Tenpin for Coca Cola Bottling Company of Memphis.
and Ann Fouche for Cooper

Office Equipment Company.
No.3; Left to right: Walrene
Bell for Top Hat and Tails.
Inc.; Barbara Jean Oonahlle,
Patterson Funeral H 0 Ill e ;
Rosemary Griffin for Sawyer
Realty Company; and Shirley
Finnie for Radio Station WDIA.
No, 4: I kneeling) Left to right:
Mars Josephine and Mary
Catherine Taylor, representing

Automobile Sales Company.
Standing, left to right: Marjorie Bagan for Spartan Sportsmen's Club; Evelyn Vavesseer
for We Moderns Social Club;
Mary Fields for the DEA Club;
Stevelyn Triplett for Model
Laundry - Cleaners; • n d Ida
Mae Jones for Sta-Glo Hair
Products. No. 5; Cigarette
Lirls, Carolyn Purdy; Jnawice

Tucker; Patricia Lynn Walker.
Living Ad for Pepsi Cola Bottling Company; add Barbara
Jones and Mary Vanzant, cigarette girls. No. 6: Zenobia
Johnson for 'Wirt Beak
Company; Elizabeth Shannon
for Josten's: Betty Gillis for
Radio Station MAME: Debris
for the v.I.P. %rider
Club and Melvia Brownlee for

Fuller Products. J-1.1.G's Inc.
presented a check for $1,200 to
further their efforts for trans'iodation for Negro children
to the Les Passee Treatment
Clinic, which Was received by
Dr. Cad E. Hookings of the
Board of Directors of Les Passee. (Withers Photos)
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presenta' Wednesday ushered in the Len- Taylor, the gift on her
ten season, and for many the tion.
Your scribe was one of the
next..six weeks will offer a respite
along
from the pleasures of this mad guests at their lovely table,
world. . .5 period of reflection with Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. and
Sugarmon,
Mr. and
upoi th• spiritual aspects of the Mrs. Russell
settee!. . .and an opportunity to Mrs. Gerald Howell, Mrs. Julian
mothgarner spiritual succor and sub- Kelso and their Living Ad's
stance so vitally needed by so er, Mrs. Taylor. Mrs. Johns was
charming, wearing a black semany in these unsettled times.
' The Pre-Lenten Charity ,Ball of quinned taffeta frock, with which
was a scene of spec- she carried a magnificent white
the
tacular beauty taking its cue from orchid.
Again...like last year, we mar.
the days of the Arabian Nights,
as allue and silver color scheme vel at the ease with which the
proved a beautiful foil for their handful of J-U-G-S put over their
herculean fund - raising project.
third annual formal.
LIVING ADS' PRESENTALiving Ads Show at the Third
seen above. Left to right:
Methinks, many of our organized
TIONS — Three scenes of gorAnnual Pre-Lenten Charity
Miss Cecil Ann Palm, Tri •
They again covered themselves
cooperain
lesson
a
geous
floral
presentations
Ball of .1•11-G's Inc., Friday,
State Defender Calendar Girl
With glory as they presented $1200 groups have
them.
from
learn
to
effort
made during the spectacular
March 1, at Club Ebony are
and Living Ad receives pink
to Dr. Carl E. Bookings of the tive
MERRI-MAIDS
board of directors of Les Pas- THE
Social club enMerri-Maids
The
see, continuing their program of
recent meeting at the loveproviding transportation to cere- joyed a
of their president, Mrs.
bral palsied Negro children. They ly home
Lucas at 3403 Alta rd. Busiwere covered with glory, t o o, S. L.
delicious • menu and a
When debonair William F. Nabors ness, a
In a marriage ceremony of ex- Mrs. Myrtle Surrell, who sang, white satin was fashioned with a
the person of Mrs. Vicpresented a plaque on behalf of guest in
made the evening ceptional beauty, Miss Carolyn "I Love You Truly", Mr. John deep portrait neckline, enchancLucas
toria
the Coca Cola Bottling Company
Joyce Isabel pledged her vo w s Taylor, who sang "Because", Mrs. ed by irridescent paillettes a n d
of Memphis in recognition of out- an enjoyable one.
with Mr. Otis Catchings, at Col- Elizabeth Martin, who sang, "0 pearls. The long sleeves were taMAR CHERIS
standing and exemplary commu- THE LA
Club La Mar Cheri met at the lins Chapel CME church, Sun- Promise Me", and Miss Wilma pered to petal points at the
nity. service.
home of Mr. W. W. Walker on day, Feb. 24, at 3 p m. with Barnetta Smith, who sang "The wrists. The snug lace bodice was
Members cut quite a swath in Richmond, with charming Mrs. Rev. Davis S. Cunningham, pas- Lord's Prayer" during the bless- fastened with tiny satin buttons.
their lovely ball gowns of pale Mary Beal as hostess. They are tor of the church, officiating.
ing of the marriage.
The full skirt had insets of mablues, with chiffon. . .so, so pop- busy making plans for their forThe bride, the former Miss DECORATIONS
line embroidered with sequins at
ular this year, and lace the pre- mal dance which will be announc- Carolyn Joyce Isabel, is the daughThe church sanctuary was beau- the front and back and extended
dominant materials. Again their ed later. Next meeting is sched- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Isa- tiful with baskets of white gladi- to a sweeping
cathedral train. The
Impeccable formality was appar- uled with Mrs. Rubye Nell Brit- bel, Sr., of 772 Hanley. Mr. Catch- olus and stock, with an arch finger'
tip veil of imported silk
ent. . .and at long last, more and tenum at her home on Parkway. ings is the son of Mr. and Mrs. formed by gothic candelabra and
illusion was caught to a cap of
more folk are responding to the JUST-A-MERE BRIDGE CLUB
Elijah Catchings.
white tapers, entwined with green- illusion brimmed with embroidfull significance of dress at a
PROGRAM
ery.
Mrs. Callie Stevens was hostess
ery of pearls.
formal affair.
The musical program was pre- THE BRIDE
to the Just-A-Mere Bridge club reHer bouquet was a cascade ar' -Piece-de-resistance of the lavish cently at her home on 1Crayer st. sented by Mrs. Ethel Isabel
The lovely bride was given in rangement of gardenias and tuball, of course, was the Living Members and guests had a brief Thompson and Miss Anne E. Sut- marriage by her father, Clarence beroses.
Ads show which began at midnight bridge lesson which did not re- tles at the organ. Soloists werel Isabel, Sr. Her gown of luminous
The bride was attended by her
. .when 26 super-lovelies repre- duce the fun at all. Then all
sented Memphis businesses and enjoyed a delicious repast, topped
organizations, wearing beautiful with that All-American favorite,
costumes, mostly sequinned or ice cream and two kinds of cakes
glittered, adorned with fabulous . . .alas and woe for the dietand fantastic headdresses created ers. Guest prize was won by
by Reginald Morris. the LeMoyne Mrs. Myrtle White. Club prizes
Art instructor who ls so versatile were won by Mrs. B. G. Olive,
Amid a bejewelled and beglitter. Funeral Home; Miss Bertha Hooks Gillis for Station WLOK;
In his major field, and equally Mrs. Cecil Goodlow and Mrs. St.
Miss
ed blue and silver setting depict for Black and White Department Debris Tatum
es.adept in drama. . .as all Mem- Julian Simpkins. Other members
for VIP Bridge
ing tales of the "Thousand and One Stores; MISS Hattie Smith for the Club; and
phis will see April 12, at Bruce present were Miss Dorothy Slate,
Miss Melvia Brownlee
Mak when he presents "The Two Mesdames I. S. (Dorris) Bodden, Nights," hundreds of Memphis so- Memphis World Newspaper; Miss for Fuller Products; Miss Walcialites
were
present
at
the
spec- Dorothy Lynch for the CIO; Miss rene Bell 'for Top Hat and
Mrs. Carrolls" for the AKAs. Houston (Mary) Collier, A. L.
Tails,
' . But back to our J-U-G-S. . . (Elizabeth) Plaxico, Luciue Gla- tacular Third Annual Pre-Lenten Norma Tenpin for Coca Cola Bot- Inc.; Miss Barbara Jean Donahue
Charity
Ball
of
J-U-G's
lac.,
Fritling Company; Miss Ann Fouche for Patterson Funeral Home; Miss
society turned out full force. . . dys) Sharp, Eddie Rideout and
for Cooper Office Equipment Com- Rosemary Griffin for Sawyer
and many of the 26 sponsors roll- A. M. (Inez) Woods, Mrs. Stevens day night at Club Ebony.
The
formal
even,
unquestionably
ed out the red carpet for their was a most charming hostess, in
pany; Miss Patricia Lynn Walker Realty Company;
Miss Shirley
personal guests. . .with beautiful- spite of her recent illness. She one of Memphis' top social affairs,
for Pepsi Cola Bottling Company; Finnie for Station WDIA; The
ly decorated tables, lavish with even surprised the members with was the occasion of the glittering
Misses Mary Josephine and Mary
assorted flowers, souvenirs and a booby prize! Ask the prizewin- midnight show of Living ads, geor. Miss Zenobia Johnson for Dattel
Catherine Taylor for Automobile
geously costumed to represent 26
favors. Adding the right touch of ners who won it!
Realty Company; Miss Elizabeth
Sponsoring businesses and organiglamour was the presence of SIGMAS' STORY
(Continued On Page 11)
Shannon for Josten's; Miss Betty
zations.
WDIA's popular disc jockey team
The home of Atty. and Mrs. B.
DECORATIONS
. .chic Martha Jean Steinberg
F. Jones was the scene of a "juke
The splendors of Arabia and Perand Nat D. Williams, who were
box jamboree" given by members
sia were present in the decorative
on hand interviewing guests as
of the advisory committee of Omscenes of the ball, with two huge
they entered and at tables and
icron Sigma chapter of Sigma
on the floor throughout t h e!
genies guarding a magnificent
Gamma Rho sorority. The very
treasure chest filled with multinight. The United Press was there'
gala event honored the members
colored gems, a silver ball domigathering pictures for Johnson
of Alpha Omicron chapter of the
nating the center ceiling, surroundPublications. . .and our local pho- sorority
and their guests.
ed with suspended blue balls with
tographers had a field day posing
Pretty Ophelia Watson, anti baand snapping the pulchritude and
silver prongs and smaller balls at
sileus, led the group in dancing r
charm of the bevy of beauty that
the tips, and myriads of silver and
and playing games. Sorors assistwas their assignment for the night
ing her were Ritta Porter, basil- blue balloons hung in clusters susSuave Charles Tarpley held forth
eus; Anna J. Goodloe, Charle P. pending from the ceiling. About
at the mike as master of cereRoland, Mary Brooks, Charleset- the bandstand, blue lame' drapemonies. . .and it will be a long,
ta Branham, Lytia McKinney, ries were interspersed with silver
long time before we forget the
Rosa Ford, Rose Holley, Hazel stars. The grand piano was decogorgeous spectacle of the 26 Ads
rated with blue tinsel, with a blue
Lee and Minnie Echols.
and the four charming cigarette
spotlight lending a soft glow to
RENAISSANCE
HOLIDAY
CLUB
girls who made the circular prom-1
the beautiful scenes. Throughout
enade at the end of the show. . . The Renaissance Holiday clubl the ballroom, each nos' held decotheir arms laden with costly bou- met with Miss Helen Heard at rative glittered signs bearing the
15 Jeanette, where plans were
quets.
names of the 26 sponsors of the
made to give a scholarship to a
Living Ads.
Folk are still talking about Rastudent nurse at E. H. Crump
dio Station WLOK's basket of exSchool of Nursing. A very inter- GUESTS INTERVIEWED
otic white orchids which went to
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg,
esting program was also rendertheir charming "Ad", Miss Betty
ed under the direction of Miss beautiful in an oyster white broGillis. . .and the overwhelming
Lydia Collier, and a quiz under cade ensemble topped with blue
bouquet of dozens of the longest
the direction of Mrs. Leota El- fox, and Nat D. Williams, both
stemmed American Beauty roses
lis. Prizes were won by Mrs. Radio Station, WDIA disc jockey's
massed against a silver fan, poisMary Brook, Mrs. Georgia Bry- were present with a tape recorder,
ed in a standing wrought iron
ant, Mrs. Irma Varnado and Mrs. interviewing guests throughout the
stand at the head of Southern Fu'Nettie Reeves. Mrs. Mamie Pam- dance, to be used at a subsequent
neral Home's table, until presenphlet was the birthday honoree broadcast. Music was furnished by
tation time when Harold 1. Johns
and received many insautiful gifts Tuff Green's band.
gave his Grecian gowned model
and cards. A tasty menu of fried J-U-G's MEMBERS
wearing a silver-glittered hour Members of J-U-G's were beautichicken and trimmings was servglass headdress, Miss Ernyce ed by a well known cateress. fully gowned in ball gowns of various shades of pale blue, among
which chiffon and lace predominated. Miss Erma Lee Laws, president, was wearing a beautiful orchid sent bs the president of Les
Passee,
LIVING ADS SHOW
At midnight with Charles H.
Tarpley acting as master of ceremonies, 26 beautifully costumed
living ads made their appearance
down a long ramp. wearing exotic
glittered headdresses and many
carrying elaborate structures depicting the theme of their sponsor,
made their descent to the dance
floor where they were presented
floral tokens from their sponsors
The most elaborate presentations
made were those of Southern Funeral Home — dozens of long
stemmed American Beauty Roses
against a large silvered fan background; and Radio Station WLOK's
basket of half a dozen perfect
white orchids, 4 spotlights played
up the spectacular revue.
.1-1J.G's DONATE sine —
has seen Les Passel- build its
THE LIVING ADS
Carl E. Bookings, member of
new treatment center, schedThe 28 living ads and their sponthe Board of Directors of Les
uled for opening about April I:
sors were Miss Alberta Woodland.
, received the $1200
and that the $1000 given by the
Hudson's TV Service Center: Miss
check presented by Miss Erma
J•U-G's last year has been well
Maxine McCain for Royal Crown
MR. AND MRS. OTIS CATCH.
sanctuary where they pledged
Lee Lawe, president of the
spent. He further stated that
company who will be sent to HolINGS — Following their beautheir marital vows with Rev
J•U-G's, on behalf of the or. he hoped that the center will
lywood by the company at the
David S. Cunningham, sr., oftiful wedding of Sunday, Feb.
pulsation to aid in transport.
he able to provide more help to
close of school; Miss Cecil Ann
ficiating. Mrs. Catchings, the
24, at 3 p.m. at Collins Chapel
I g Negro cerebral palsied
our group, thanks to the gen•
Palm, Tri-State Defender CalenCME church. Mr. and Mrs
former Miss Carolyn Joyce Is.
Andres to the Lee Passee
erosity of this group of A
dar Girl; Miss Marnette Joyner
Otis Catchings are WIT beabel, is the daughter of Mr.
Treatment Center. Dr. Hook.
energetic girls who comprise
for Harleni House Restaurants;
fore the beautifully decorated
and Mrs C'arenre I-000, sr.
legs stated that the past year
the .11-U-G.'s.
[Miss Ernyce Taylor for Southern
fhe groom is the son til Mr.

•
roses from Mrs. Marion Ford.
(Center) Statuesque Miss Norma Tenpin, Coca Cola Bottling Company of Memphis Liv-

ing Ad receives roses from
Coca Cola representative, William E. Nabors. Right: Harold I. Johns, president of
Southern Funeral Home pre-

sented a massive array of perfect red roses, a fitting tribute
to his gracious Grecian Maiden Living Ad, Miss Eroyee
Taylor.

Lovely Miss Carolyn Joyce Isabel Becomes Bride Of M r. Catchings

J-U-G-S Donate $1,200 To Climax
Spectacular Annual Charity Ball

two sisters, Miss Cora E. Isabel
as the maid of honor and Miss
Marilyn I. Isabel, as her bridesmaid. They wore ankle length
frocks of white nylon chiffon over
baby blue taffeta fashioned with
long, long torso, square neckline
with silver sequin trim, and full
skirts with ties draped from the
neckline at the bac. Ornaments
of blue rosebuds and lilies ot the
valley were worn halo style ni
their hair. Their bouquets were of
white carnations.
Ernest Catchings was his brother's best man; and Joseph Isabel, brother of the bride was the
groomsman.
Flower girls were the little Misses Diane Ketchum, dresses in
white lace and nylon chiffon and
Maggie Isabel, dressed in white
chiffon over taffeta.
BRIDE'S MOTHER
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Isabel wore a ballerina
length gown of sky blue lace and
nylon chiffon over blue taffeta,
sequin trimmed, with white Sc.
cessories. Mrs. Catchings, mother
of the bridegroom, wore an aquamarine blue crepe dress, ballerina length, with pink accessories.
Their corsages were white carnations.
RECEPTION FOLLOWS
The wedding reception followed
at the residence of the bride's
parents. The bride's table was
draped with a fragile lace cloth.
The three-tiered wedding c a k e,

adorned with the bride and groom.
in crystal holders was the focal
point of the beautiful table. Miss
Lana Taylor and Mrs. Peggy Isabel presided at the puncn bowls.
Other hostesses were Mrs. Ethel Isabel Thompson, Mrs. Elizabeth Parker Martin, Miss Anne E.
Sullies, Miss Louise Seymour,
Mrs. Barbara Harris Mims, Miss
Josephine Isabel and Miss Caroolyn Jean Glover.
Present for the wedding and reception were the following members of the bride's family, Mr
and Mrs. 0. C. Sullies, Mr. and
Mrs. George T. Isabel, Mrs. James
Isabel and the bride's grnandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Catron.
GUESTS
Among the guests at the reception were Mr. and Mrs. Edward
McGinnis, Mrs. Rosa Voting, Mr.
and Mrs. T. E. Isabel, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Ketchum'and daughter, Diane Mrs. Mary Bentley,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest McWilliams,
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrie Noel, Mr.
and Mrs. John J. Taylor, Fr.. Lee
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Aldridge, Miss Ann Isabel, Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Thompson. Also Mrs. Blanch Pulliam, Mrs.
Myrtle Surrell, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sherman and family, Mrs. Jen.
nie Weir, Mrs. Melissa Smith,
Mrs. Leora Luckett, Mr. and Mrs.
Elisha Hall, Warren H. Bennett,
Mrs. Selena Jones, Mrs. Andrew
Weir, Mrs. Margaret Ellis, Miss
Marilyn Lindsay, Mrs. Margaret
Blanchard, Miss Rosalie Blanch.
a rd
Miss Louise White, Mrs. Beatrice Pinkston, Mrs, Alex Farmer,
Mrs, Jessie Bond, Miss Shelia
Rice Miss Anita Faye Rice,
Miss Thelma Peyton, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles R. Iles, jr. a.if daughter, Kathy Diane, Miss Ida Maupin, Mr. and Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge, Mr. and Mrs. Alfonso Das.
sic, Mrs. Mae Willie Taylor. Mrs.
Minerva Watkins, Mrs. Pauline
Wiliams.
Mrs. Malinda Johnson, M r s.
Jannie Wilson, Mrs, Lois Greenwood, Mrs, Clara Hawthorne, Mrs.
Maxine Draper and daughters
Mrs. J. W. McKinney, Mrs. Inez

Glenn and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert D. Cowan, William Boyce,
Mr. and Mrs. Georgee Clark, sr,
Holmes, Lawrence Yates, Mr. and
Mrs. Elisha Catchings.
Mrs. Virginia Bentley, Cecil
Goodlow, Mrs. Corinne Bryant,
Mrs. Mary Glover, Mrs. Mildred
Bailey, Marion Taylor, Joseph
Bonds Miss Bennetta Nelson, Mrs.
B. H. Nelson, Mrs. D. S. Cunningham, Miss Janice Frazier. D.
S. Cunningham, jr., Miss Carolyndr,,
Glover, Miss Barbara Barandor
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Holmes.
Miss Mildred Polk, Frank Bryant, Miss Eleanor Addison, Miss
Quintella Addison, Mr. and Mrs.
Elgin Hale, Mrs. Mattie Hightower, Miss Jim Ella Cotton, Mrs.
John Scott, Mrs. Mary Smith,
Mrs. Ida Walker, Miss Elsie Thomas. Willie Lindsey, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Bishop, Mrs. Mamie Polk,
Mrs. Clara Thomas, Mrs. Kathryn Hollingsworth, Miss Maxine
Hollingsworth, Miss Mary Eliza
Lavane.
Calvin Murrell, Mrs. Elatris
Wilburn,.Miss Frances Thompson,
Mrs. Lillie Mae Thomas a n d
daughters, Mr and Mrs. T. .1.
Johnson, Ben Wooden, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hines end family,
Miss Lillian Hall, Mrs. E. Bates,
Mrs. L. A. Cloud and daughters,
Mrs' Susie Martin, Mr. and Mrs. '
Leroy Suttles,
Mrs. Barbara Harris Mims,IF
Mrs. Stella Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
George Divers, Mrs. Walter Polk,
Mrs. Osie Murphy, Mrs. Roly.rt
Matthews, Mrs. Dorris Boddon,
Mr. and Mrs. William Jamison,
Aubrey Tompkins, James Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thompson,
Mr. and Mrs. Thelhert Martin,
and Mrs. Thurston Hill, Mr. and
Mrs. Emmerson Abel, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Kendrick.
Booker Baggett, Miss Bernice
Strong, John Taylor, jr., Miss
Dora Catchings, Miss Lana Joyce
Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Thomas and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Thomas, Mrs. Sherman Aldridge, Miss Louise Seymour, Miss
Josephine Isabel and Mrs. Peggy Isabel.
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At home...
nywherea Coke!

Feeling lary

ho-hum hazy?

Need a spark to get you back on
your feet again? Try a sparkling
bottle of bright and bracing
Coca-Cola — the quality refreshment with the light little lift
and Mrs. Elijah Catchings, A
wedding reception was held at
the home of the bride's parents at 772 Hanley at.. following the ceremorvy and was attended by more than Iwo buntired gliests. (Photo to Bliike
,eY)

that comes through in a moment.
Have a Coke ... and come back
refreshed!
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of TM COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS
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READY FOR SPARKLING
FASHION SHOW are these
models who will join others

in the La Bonne Soi Social
club's much-talked about fashion show coming to the Fla-

mingo Room at 8:30 p.m.
March 17. In first photo, left
to right, are: Mrs. Denise Ro-

Oldie, Mrs. Willa Jones, Mrs.
Ann Mitchell, 0. W. Seauood
and Miss Margaret Nubia. Sec-

ond photo, sitting left to right
are: Misses Louise Dqvvdy,
Adelaide Ragland a n d Mrs.

S.
By ALICE MARIE DOBBS
ISREAL MILES
Looking around the campus last
week I found everyone saddened
by the shock of losing one of our
popular students, the late Johnny Carl Green, who was perhaps
best known as a member of the
Teens. I am sure that the entre
student body joins me in expressing grief to the family and other
friends.
•••

Bryant,
Mildred
Joseph
on, Mrs.
S. Conzier, D.
Carolyn/
larandor or

In our spotlight this week Is
Isreal Miles a real personality
boy. He is son of Mr. and Mrs.
Israel Miles Sr., of 1334 N. Willett. He Is interested in his church,
St. Luke Baptist, pastored by Rev,
Thomas Pearson Buckner.
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Hams and Mrs. Ida Belle Watkins. In finale, left to right,
are: Mrs. Leola Mitchell, Mrs.

Jean SteinbeNt and Miss Juanita 'lunette,

sport a new group with extraor- CHIT CHAT
Freddie Street is trying to take
dinary talent, the Four Dots, CaMarvin from Jackie. Beulah
rolyn Thomas, Irma Jean, Jean
Knight has her eyes on Wile
Authrie and Thelma Lemmons. Harris. Rosetta
Proctor and ClinThese aren't the only good things ton Taylor are cooling it. Alma
I'm wondering who is going to we'll have in that show though, be- Holmes and Edward Jones ate
be our basketball queen. Misses cause among other things I've singing "Next Time I See You."
Iola Walton, Georgia Smith and seen Dorothy Jackson, Olivia JefThe top chicks and cats around
Shirley Owens, all pretty, are ferson and Carolyn Purdy run- are Isreal Miles, Iola Walton,
running.
ning with shorts in hand toward Billy Joyce Mac, Larry Turner,
SOPH BEAUTIES
Johnny Wright and Mary Vanzant.
the stage for practice.
And speaking of pretty girls,
the sophomore class, which has
its share of them, had some of
them chosen for the J-U-G's annual
charity ball. These include May
Vanzant, who has been chosen
prettiest in the class, Carolyn
Purdy. who will perhaps in her
Science Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
senior year be our drum major.
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
ette, and Cecil Ann Palms, who
problem!" And among those rat.
N. T. (Special) —
York,
New
is outstanding for her singing
For the first time science has ferers were • very wide variety
with the Five Yums.
hemorrhoid conditions,some a/
of
substance
found a new healing
10 to 20 years' standing.
By the way, the Yums have
with the astonishing ability to
All this, without the nes
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
gone out of business, and while
narcotics, anesthetics or astrinpain—without surgery.
we're on the subject of singing I
gents of any kind. The secret 14
In one hemorrhoid case after
suddenly remember that the Teen
a new healiny substance (Bia.
another,"very striking improveverified
Dyne')—the discovery of•world.
Tones were unsuccessful in getand
reported
was
ment"
famous research institution. AL
ting a record waxed. hat's off to by doctors' observations.
Bio-Dyne is in wide use
ready,
promptly.
Pain was relieved
them though, they're a swell
And, while gently relieving pain, for healing injured tissue on all
crew.
parts of the body.
setual reduction or retraction
This new healing substanee 18
This year's annual show will (shrinking) took place.
And moat amazing of all—this offered in suppoeitory or redeems,
called Preparation H.• Ask
form
in
maintained
Improvement was
for individually sealed convenient
eases where doctors' observations
Preparation H suppositories or
were isontinued over • period of
Preparation H ointment with spa.
many months!
LOANS — INSURANCE
cial applicator. Preparation is
In fact, results were so thorsold at all d rug itores.Satistaeties
12 Union A
ough that sufferers were able to
guaranteed or money refunded.
statements
astonishing
such
make
Iferving Memphis 30 Teem
Mu,5.1 TA. AS
as "Piles have ceased to be a
JA. 6.0341

Manassas High

Ind Mn.
Boyce,
srk, sr ,
Mr. and

nk Bryn, Miss
ul Mrs.
HighMrs.
Smith,
e Thorny! Mrs.
le Polk,
KathMaxine
y Eliza

Mabel Winfrey. Standing is
Miss Juanita Jordan. Couple
in third picture are Bill Wit-

HOLIDAY ON ICE — -Cheerio! Good Luck!" — the sparkling opening number of Hididaw on Ice of 1917, scheduled to play at Ellis Auditorium, for one performance for

RIPLEY

colored patrons, Sunda y,
March 10 at 8:30 p.m. is a
gay, colorful precision routine
by the' beautiful Glamour —
"1 e e r s" and the "1 c e"

Squires. This is one of the 21
delightful numbers in this magnificent production. Thi, is
the show all the family should
see. A real treat Is in store

J-U-G-S Donate $1,200

Following the presentation of
(Continued from page 10)
the living ads . . . all beautiful
Sales Company; Miss Marjorie high school and college girls with
Bogan for Spartan Sportsmen's abundant pulchritude, charm
and
Club; Miss Evelyn Vavasseur for poise, the
promenade of the modWe Moderns Social Club; Miss els was a spectacle of beauty
Mary Fields for BFA Club; Miss with their arms filled
with costly
Stevelyn
Triplett for
Model
bouquets of flowers and many corLaundry-Cleaners; and Miss Ida sages
of orchids.
Mae Jones for Sta--Glo Hair ProThe eight charming members of
ducts.
the J-U-G's, all attired in pale blue
Serving as Cigarette Girls were gowns,
wearing long white gloves
The Misses Carolyn Purdy. Jua- were introduced
individually, inJones
and
Tucker,
Barbara
wice
MisHill
Chapel
the
Recently
cluding Mrs. Sarah McKinnie
Mary
VanZant.
regular
its,
held
society
sionary
Chandler, Miss Gwendolyn Nash,
meeting along with a short busiMrs. Gloria Weaver, Miss Marie
Chapel, Holly Grove and St. Mat- Bradford, Mrs. Velma Lois Jones,
ness period.
thew.
Mrs. Modean Thompson, Mrs.
The Society presented the "Hen
The following known ministers Josephine Bridges and the presiand Corn Rally.'' Mrs. Jessie Mae
Wm.
Morgan,
present:
Rev.
Isere
and
dent,
Johnson
Miss Erma Lee Laws. Miss
Wells, Mrs. Jessie
Deacon J. L. Barnett were the Rev. L. Nelson, Rev. R. G. Mur- Laws presented a check for $1200
Rev.
E.
ray,
Rev.
B.
F.
Harris.
liens
the
selling
for
to
committees
Dr. Carl E. Hookings, board
and Corns. The profit made was G. Carroll and pastor, Rev. J. II member of Les Passees, to con$23.77. Paid out for expense $1. Halliburton
tinue their program of transportaDetroit, Mich. and Hennin g, tion for cerebral palsied Negro
leaving $22.77.
' At' regular worship the presi- Tenn., were represented; Mrs. children to Les Passees Treatdent, Mrs. Sarah Turner presided. Drusilla Webster of Detroit; Fred ment Center. Over 1,000 miles
Devotion was conducted by the de- Montgomer y, Mrs. Ernestine were covered and 200 hours were
votional leaders, Mrs. Ella Shaw Montgomery and Mrs. Lela Bonds, spent transporting these children
and Mrs. Drucidla Taylor. Devo- Mrs. Ernestine Montgomery, all of from the proceeds of $1,000 donated at their ball last year. Miss
tional Message: Mrs. 0. Z. Shaw, Henning, Tenn.
Mrs. Corine Miller sang a solo. , Mr. and Mrs. Will Wallace of Laws stated that they have again
A "Pound" rally will be held the 'Barbee st. prepared and deliver- expended every effort for this
fourth Sunday in April, the 28th. ed special refreshments includ- cause, in the hope that through
' The lesson, "Jesus Got the Mul- ing five gallons of ice cream for physical speech and occupational
titude and His Disciples Told" was the ill and shut-ins. "Heaven - therapy; these cerebral palsied
beautifully taught by Mrs. Louise bound Train", a program present- children may enjoy fuller lives.
Barnett, the teacher.
ed by Morning Star a few weeks In 1955 J-1.1-G's contributed $800
' During the meeting the chair- ago was presented as the group to the Council for Limited Chilman of the executive committee, was served. Mrs. Ellie Rucker, dren. The purpope of the organiMrs. Katie L. Estes, Mrs. Jes- chairman, Rev. J. R. Halliburton, zation is to promote human welfare in the community, culturally,
Mrs. Katie L. E)stes, Mrs. Jes- pastor.
The L, H. School pep squad, civically and socially.
sie Johnson and three deacons,
student
body
and
faculty
sent
the
Dr. Htlokings stated that Les
James H. Wells, Floyd Hall and
Walter Miller wero instructed by basketball teams to the tourna- Passee's new treatment center
ment
in
high
spirit.
The
boys
would open about April 1, comMrs. Sarah Turner to go visit
Walter Taylor, a member of this team has top honors In the dis- mended the group, composed of
trict
and
has
•
been
selected
by
church who is ill. They reported
only eight members who have
some as the team to watch.
his illness not too critical.
each year surpassed their previous
Much
is
also
expected
from
the
donation, and said that they would
Attendance, 19 W. M. S's. two
Y. W. As, four deacons and one girls teams but Somersville girls be able to do better for children
(1956
champions
State)
have
top
than
they have been able to do
trustee, a total of 26.
honors in the district.
at this time.
' After the meetings, the society
Durhamville Consolidated school,
Mr.
Wliliam F. Nabors, reprewas served a variety of appetiz- J. F. Taylor, Principal H. Win.
ers, by their hostesses: Mrs. Lou- bush, R. M. Montgomery coaches sentative of the Coca Cola Botise Barnett, Mrs. Channie Sang- celebrated a happy homecoming tling Company of Memphis, presented a large plaque to Miss Laws
ster and others
basketball game by winning the
Mrs. Sarah Turner is president; girls game and losing the boys for the J-U-G-S in recognition of
Mrs. Lela Mae Reed, secretary; tilt to Palmer-Turner, their guests. their outstanding community servMrs. Mae Vies Hall, treasurer; R. Jacox is principal, F. Jacox, ice. It is believed that this was
the first occasion that a local soRev. L. T. Shepherd, pastor; coach.
cial club has been singled out for
Miss Rosa V. Turner. reporter.
Mrs. Josie Young sponsored a
The month of February was set shower at the Young Cafe, Hen- an award for community service.
Throughout the entire ballroom
aside by Morning Star Baptist ning, Tenn. in honor of Mrs. Ern
church as "Woman's Month" with Shaw Reid, who recently married and beautiful decorations, the
emphasis placed on special ac- William Reid of Lauderdale Coun- tables of the various sponsors of
tivities led by the women of the ty. Several schools and many Living Ads were beautiful with
church.
friends gave many valuable gifts. floral centerpieces, souvenirs and
The Palmer Turner PTA en- were scenes of convivial gatherAmong the many programs presented was a Calendar social Feb. tertained the community with a ings of friends invited to share the
26, in the L. H. S. cafeteria, due Tacky Party Feb. 28. It was full hospitality of the organizations.
to the lack of space in the church of excitement and fun. The first Among these was the Table of
kitchenette to accommodate the prize was won by Mrs. M. Gar- Southern Home, resplendent with
crowd that supported the affair. rison but just as it had been pre- garlands of greenery, a centerTwelve tables were beautifully sented, in walked Mrs. Ada Cur- piece of assorted flowers, and
decorated with cakes, many other ry, beauty mart operator, and own- souvenirs and highlighted by the
distinctive bouquet of roses backer in a 1912 outfit.
foods and flowers.
The Tri-State Defender can be ed by a silver fan arrangement
• Known visitors from the followIng churches were represented; purchased at Luther Jones' Gro- in a wrought iron stand on the
Elam Durhamville, Spring Hill, cery and Cafe. Henning, Tenn. and floor at the head of the table.
later presented to their Living
ILL Pleasant, St. Luke, Miles Young's Cafe, Henning, Tenn.

County

NEWS

Announce New Way To
Shrink Painful Piles

Al Manassas he is a member of
Mrs. G. Greene's 10-4 class. He is
vice president of the Capri Social
club and a member of the library
club. He plans to major in social
science at Tennessee State university.
His ginl friend, Iola Walton, was
Ads. Harold I. Johns, President of
Southern funeral Home and Mrs. running for basketball queen.
The new music system in the
Johns were Mrs. Julian Kelso who
wore a Christian Dior model of cafeteria seems to be working
red fringe on crepe; Mr. and Mrs. wonders. The girls become so inGerald Howell, she wearing a terested in Nat Cole singing "Too
black chiffon short formal; Miss Young" their own chatter boxes
Jewel Gentry who wore a becom- cease to chatter.
ing short formal frock of red taffeta; Mr. and Mrs. Russell B.
Sugarmon wearing an Empire
frock of black with a white bodice
resplendent in rhinestones and
pearls, Mrs. Marjorie I. Ulnn and
Mr. W. Bell.
Another festive sponse, table
was that of the Coca Cola Bottling
Company, where Mr. and Mrs.
William F. Nabors were hosts to
Dr. and Mrs. H. 1-1, Johnson, Mr.
and Mrs. Maceo Walker, Mrs. Walker wearing a beautiful pale blue
chiffon halter gown; Dr. and Mrs.
Oscar Speight, jr., Dr. and Mrs.
Frederick Rivers, Dr. and Mrs.
Leland Atkins, Dr. James S. Byes,
Mrs. Vivian White, and Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Sawyer.
Among other guests present were
Mrs. Charlesteen Miles and Elmer
Henderson, Dr. and Mrs. I. A.
Watson, jr., Dr. and Mrs. Thurman Northcross, Dr. and Mrs.
Vasco Smith, Mr. and Mrs. O'Farrell Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Willis, Attorney and Mrs. A. W.
Willis, Miss Vivian Wills, Dr.
Clara E. Brawner, Mrs. Katherine
Perry Thomas, Mr. and
Mrs.
George Harvey, Mr. and Mrs.
E. F. Wynn, Mrs. John R. Arnold,
Mrs. Jennie Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Tarpley, Mrs!. Erness
Westley, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Roberts, Mrs. Buddy Tarpley, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Mason, Dr. E.
SUNDAY ... Church DLI All Scout%
A. Witherspoon, Mr. and Mrs. GarMONDAY ... Ilumeniakino Duy
men Currie, Mrs. Rubye Gadison,
Mr. David Holt of Los Angeles,
itiren.hip Day
TUESDAY
California;
Dick
DesVerney,
WEDNESDAY ... Health and Safety Day
"Cookie" Washington of Chicago,
Mrs. Louise R. Prothro of St.
THURSDAY ... International Fricnd%hili
Albans, New York, Herbert Wright
FRIDAY ... Art% and Craft• Day
of New York City, W. Benjamin
SATURDAY ... Ontwf•Door% Dis.!
Kelly, II, Mr. and Mrs. George D.
Clark, Mrs. Elms H. Shaw, Mrs.
Willie Palm, Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Ford, Mrs. Adelaide H. Ragland,
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg, Nat
D. Williams, Dr. and Mrs. E.
Frank White, Miss Julia Doggett,
Mrs. Ann L. Hall and William
6—A Girl Scout is a Mend to ori:s,o!i
Weathers, Dr. and Mrs. W. H.
I—A Girl Scout's honer is to be fruited.
Young, Mrs. Taylor C. D. Hayes,
Promise
Scout
Girl
The
2—A Girl Scout it lord.
7—A Girl Stout obeys orders.
Mrs. Thomas Hayes, Jr., Charles
at tor
3—A Girl Scout's duty Is to be useful end to help
O Iny
1/—A Girl Scoot is cheerful.
Iles, jr., Mrs. Cloteal Shackelford,
ethers.
av rely auoy rc4 ...Ai by
and many, many others.
T. do my duty to Cod and my cuontrp,
4—A Girl Scout Is•friend to ell cod • sister to
11--A Girl Scout is thrifty,
every other Girl Scout.
To obey tko C SM.( Low*
THE L'AVENIR BRIDGE CLUB
ID...A Girl Scout is clean in thoug‘r,.ord oed deed.
Girl
courteous.
Scout
h
L'Avenir Bridge club—fireI Saturday night at the home of Miss
Mattie Fugh. The club was recently reorganized and now funcSponsored By
tions as a bridge club. An election of officers was held and new
officers are: President, Ruthie Pe- '
ques; vice president, Ophelia Watson; secretary, Carol Miller and
reporter, Jacqueline Flower s.
District Offkei
District Office:
Names of secret pals were pull231,
i HERNANDO ST.
234 HERNANDO ST
ed. After the business session,
HOME OFFICE: 480 LINDEN AVENUE
members were graciously and lavR
N HAYES, Maness.
M. L WEED, Menet*,
ishly served by the hostess, and
Capital And Surplus Over $3,000,000
followed by several rounds of
bridge.
and afforded for the first time
to benefit the charitable projects of Zeta Phi Beta sorority. A few tickets are still
available.

J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.

BELIEVE, BUILD, BELONG

GIRL SCOUT WEEK
MARCH 11-17

Girl Scout Week Activities

THE GIRL SCOUT LAWS

UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OLD LINE LEGAL RESERVE

S. Africans Defy
Bus Ultimatum

12 Sat.,DEFENDER
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350,000 Rural Youths
Mark National 4-H Week
WASHINGTON—More than 35,000 rural colored boys and girls
who bold membership in CH
clubs, are among some 2,200,000
young people who are observing
National 4-H Club Week, March
2-9.
"Improving Family and Community Living" is the continuing
theme of its annual observance.
Throughout the year, club members unite Head, Heart, Hands,
and Health to help bring the
theme more and more into reality,
says Dr. Edward W. Aiton, director of 4-H and Young Men and
Women's programs of the Federal Extension Service.
RECRUTITSIG
During the week 4-H boys and
girls are carrying on a recruitment campaign to help extend
club benefits to more rural youth;
also they are giving special salutes to 33,000 adult leaders of
their clubs; are reviewing their
1956 project achievements a n d
snaking plans for this year.
Last year, t he 4-Hers owned
and cared for 90,000 head of live-

In keeping with their slogan,
stock nearly two million chicand
kens, turkeys, ducks and geese; clubbers "learn by doing
had over 100,000' acres in field follow their motto, "to make the
crops, and 25,000 acres in fruits best better." For a well-rounded
life, they enjoy play and recreaand vegetables.
Also they canned, preserved, or tion as well as interesting, worthfroze a total of 1,800,000 quarts while work.
Character development and good
of vegetables, fruits and other
foods; and they planned, prepar- citizenship are the most important goals, Dr. Aiton 'emphasizes.
ed and served 3,400,000 meals.
The 4-H program is a part of
OTHER PROJECTS
The 4-tiers carried out a num. the national educational system of
imhome
cooperative extension work in agLer of other projects in
provement, yard beautification, riculture and homemaking, i n
home industries, health and sani- which the U. S. Department of
tation, and soil and water con- Agriculture, the State land-grant
servation and management. Mem- colleges, and the counties share.
bership in 4-H is made up of
young people, mainly rural, between the ages of 10 and 21 years. Insurance Meet
Altogether, 353.394 colored boys
Illiand girls in the 17 Southern States SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — The
are enrolled in 4-11 clubs. Girls, nois Department of Insurance leas
outnumber boys by nearly 40,- invited the National Association
000. Georgia has the largest club of Insurance Commissioners to
enrollment, 53,082; North Carolina hold its next year's meeting in Ilis second with 52,598; and Mis- linois, director Joseph S. Gerber
announced this week.
sissippi, third with 49,3:10.

I

plans for the Year. Harvey
and Henry Ingram of Pulaski.
Tenn., raised calves as their

NATIONAL CH WEEK —
March 2.9, is the time most
club boys and girls take a
second look at their project

KEY TO GOOD COOKING is
correct measurement of the in'
gredients. Mrs. Verna G. Motley, home agent, second front
left, tell three Montgomery

t ounts. Md., 4.H club girls.
They are observing National
411 Week by taking steps to
improve their project work.

left to right are: Susie Smallwood, a delegate to the 1936
Regional Camp; Mrs. Motley,
Shirley Howard, and Margaret Hawkins.—USDA Photos

Kwame Nkrumah, product of a
remote African village, a college
in Pennsylvania and a British jail,
has come far and fast in his 48
sears.
But probably the toughest days
of his life begin on March 6 when
Britain's Gold Coast colony is proclaimed the independent nation on
Ghana. and Kwame Nkrumah assumes power as prime minister—
the first Negro to hold such a
post in the Commonwealth of Nations.
If there are those who doubt
Minimal] and Ghana will long surviee, their doiihts are tempered
by the knowledge that were it not
for this handsome. firebrand of a
man, there almost certainly aould
I be no nation.
STRONG FOLLOWING
At present, Nkrumah has a
following
strong emotional

African Boycott Laid To Low Pay
African Affairs Department in a
recent survey reveals that 60 per
cent of African heads of families
in the city's African townships
15
earn only between 10 and
pounds (equivalent to $28 to 642)
a month.
ELITE GROUP
An elite group of 6 to 10 per
cent earn more than 20 pounds
($56) a month but the remaining
30 odd per cent earn less than
10 pounds ($28) monthly.
The average weekly budget of
those earning 10 to 15 pounds a
month for basic items like away
from home lunches, candles, coal.
wood, sugar, tea, meat, rent, soap.
meal, salt, matches and transportation fares totals 3 pounds and 10
shillings ($9.80) a week or about
14 pounds (S39) monthly.
There is no lavish spending in
this budget—the amount set aside
for a week's supply of meat in
that budget is a mere 14 Amen.
Funeral services were scheduled can cents.
Friday at 11 a.m. for Thomas R: For those earning less than this
Clark. sr.. of 3327 Indiana. at the amount monthly it means pruning
chapel at 3336 Indiana. Clark, an already almost unprunable budwho died Monday. had been a resi- get. Even then there are no aldent of Chicago for more than 40 lowances for clot bee, vegetables,
years.
milk or entertainment.
Survivors include a son. Thomas, THREADBARE
jr.: a grandson, William Clark:
On such a threadbare budget.
three brothers, Edward. Alfred
bus fares averaging a little over
and Isaac Clark: two sisters, Miss
56 cents a week are a substantial
Mae Clark and Mrs. Hattie Wilitem, and any increase cannot be
hams.
taken lightly.
These figures must be set

Thomas Clark
Rites Friday

ROBERT MENSAH (center)
newly appointed press officer
of the African Gold Coast. visits Bootee universitie's center for African Studies. The
Geld Coast became an independent nation March 6, 1957,
and will be called Ghana. In

project. They are shown in a
picture made last summer
with their county agent, at 0.
Maxwell.

Nkrumah Came From British Jail To
Lead Ghana's Battle For Freedom

JOHANNESBURG, S. Africa:—
The mass boycott movement and
the indications of its extension into
a nation-wide campaign for increased wages for African workers is focusing attention on the
economic plight of large numbers
of the workers which is at the
root of the boycott.
Regardless of political overtones.
the boycott will continue around
the question of meager wages
paid African workers. They claim
they simply cannot afford to pay
the increase in bus fares out of
their meager wages.
The incredible conditions of the
Africans are being exposed by investigations arising out of the boycolt movement.
The Johannesburg City Council's

EDWIN D. SHEEN, assistant professor of English at Lincoln university, Mo., has been awarded
the Ph.D. degree in English by
the University of Illinois, where
he *leo earned his Master's degree. Dr. sheen taught at Prairie
View college, in Texas, before
joining the faculty at Lincoln.

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa would be permanently cut off on
start— Defiance was shouted by 4,000 Friday unless the boycotters
Africans Wednesday to an ultima- ed riding the buses.
The protest started on January
tum designed to end the bus boy7 as a protest against a penny
cott started on January 7.
cents) raise in the bus
At an enthusiastic rally in the (about 2
than 60,000 Africans
segregated township of Alexander fares. More
the Johannesburg and Pretoria
the boycotters were urged to in
are involved in the boycott
"spare your food" in preparation suburbs
movement.
for a• stay-at-home move proposed
The Africans have rejected unas the next step in their protest
official proposals to negotiate if
campaign. was first called off.
The entire area rang with shouts the boycott
good is a promise that
what
"Of
not
ride
will
"Azikekwal"—"we
of
some money somethe buses!" after the meeting ad- you'd get
where, sometime, somehow, if you
journed.
mi
asked one
evidence is that the spirit have not go it, now?"
Dan Mokonyane.
of the rally infected the entire speaker. He was
It is expected that other towntownship and that the boycott will
Johannesburg and
continue. The decision and the ships around
lead of
threat to stay home from work Pretoria will fellow the
boyholds serious implications both for Alexandra in continuing the
the Africans and for the indus- cott.
tries dependent upon their labor.
It is expected that there will be
vigorous steps taken by the Government to smash the movement. The Torah Sisterhood of Anshe
The mass rally on Wednesday Kanesses Israel will hold a rumwas held to formulate an answer mage sale on Sunday, March 10
to the declaration by the bus corn- and on Monday, March 11, from
pany that service to Alexandra, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at 344 W. 63rd
ten miles from Johannesburg I at

Plans Rummage Sale

By ROBERT R. METE
INS Staff Writer

GHANA VISITOR — Dr. A.
Chester Smith. executive director
ef the Amr Church Home and
Forefign Missionary department, la
In Accra. the Gold Coast, where
he is attending the celebraHor ed
Oh. iedependience of Ghana, new
African nation. Rev. Clark is representing mor• than 800,000
BME's In the U. IL

or

the photo. Mensah is flanked
by Dr. William 0. Brown
(left) director of Roston university's Af rican Research
and Studies program. and Allen Barker, information officer
for the British Information Ser.
S ice.

SEATF,D AT CONFERENCE
table in Hampton Instltute's
Memoral library during a resi
dential seminal on uorld af•
fairs are (from left) Pardee

needs a minimum of 23 pounds
and 10 shillings ($65.80) a month
to maintain a family of five on
the barest essentials.
•

against the calculations of the
S. African Institute of Race Relations, an independent body that
has estimated that an African

Queen Reigns At
Cowboys' Feast
BEAL alUNT, Texas — Billie Ann
Sonnier, of Beaumont, was crowned queen of the Texas Rodeo Cow-boys association at the group's
annual banquet in Ames, Texas,
last week.
Association President L. D. Fontenot crowned the queen and presented her with a bouquet and a
trophy. He also presented trophies to winners in other categories. They included:
Elton LeDay, Cheek, Texas,
saddle bronc riding; Chester Bos•
sett, Raywood. Tex., saddle bronc
riding: Ben Johnson. Cheek, steer
dogging; Herbert Briggs. Beaumont, bull riding Ralph Holmes,
Anahuac. calf tie down, and Guy
Lute, Lake Charles, La., good
sportsmanship.
LeDay was also acclaimed the
best hack bronc rider and champion all round cowboy
Murry J. Frank, of Beaumont,
associate secretary and business
manager of the association, assisted in the ceremonies.

Lowe. Office of Reeearelt and
Intellieence, U S. Information
avows, Mr. and Mrs, William
Duckres, Philadelphia, Pas

Guest speaker was lath Christopher, rodeo promoter and fed.
eral game warden. Emile Fonten.
ot, of Ames, assistant business
manager, was chairman of the atfair.
The association will hold its first
1957 rodeo at the Fontenot ranch,
in Cheek. on March 17.

Organize Allen
Alumni Group

I

EDGEFIELO. S. C. — A. T Butler, alumni secretary of Allen tin'.
versity, met recently with graduates of the university at Edgefield
high school and organized an alumni club.
The following officers were
elected: Mrs. Mettle Gook,preSident; Miss Marian Counts, v i c
president; Mrs. Helen Burls, sec'glary: Mrs. Gussie Oliphant, assistant secretary: Mrs. Diamond
Lloyd, treasurer. and Mrs. Carrie
Adams, chaplain.

Joan Walls, program mere.
tary, Intern Mona' Relations.
Leagne of Women Voters of
the IS S., and Shepherd Wit-

throughout most of Ghana. A rousing speaker and skilled crowd
pleaser, his appearances set off
public displays of affection similar 'to those which greet Jawaharlal Nehru on his tours
throughout India.
Nkrumah's climb to his present
eminence began inauspicious'y in
a small. inland village where his
father was a goldsmith and his
mother sold cigarettes and rice.
Roman Catholic missions at Essiama and Sekondi gave young
Kwame his first taste of books
and knowledge and the outside
world. He received his secondary
education and was trained as •
teacher at the famous colleee of
Achimota where he displayed his
oratorical talents so early and so
often that one teacher admonished:
"You are here to learn, not to
teach."
STUDIED IN U. S.
But after graduation came four
years of teaching before Nkrumah set off from his native land
to he a student in America. From
1935 to 1939, the young man from
the Gold Coast studied at Lincoln
university in Pennsylvania where
he won a bachelor's degree. Then
he studied at the University of
Pennsylvania and begon speaking
against British imperialism and
for Gold Coast independence
In 1945, Nkrumah went to London where he spent two years
studying at the London School of
Economics and winning a law' degree at the same time.
In 1948, Kwame reterned to his
homeland and joined the United
Gold Coast convention He left this
political group to found and lead
the Convention People's party the
next year.
JAIL TO ASSEMBLY
The party demanded complete
independence from Britain and in
1950, Nkrumah found himself in
jail for inciting "illegal" strikes.
But in 1951 under a new constitution prisoner Nkrumah won election to the Gold (7oast. assembly.
He was released to become leader of government business in the
assembly. The next year. he was
named prime minister of the colony as it began moving toward
complete freedom.
The progress was not always
smooth, in part because of a determined effort by the Communists to take over the Nationalist
,movement.
During his years in the U. S.
and England, Nkrumah, like all
students from colonial'areaswas
a target for the Communists' special attention. The Reds promised

him their support in the "fight
against Western imperialism."
FOUGHT REDS
But by 1953, the Gold Coast
Trades Upioricongress was about
to be delivered by its leaders into
the Community World Federation
of Trade unions. Nkrumah, who
had accepted these union leaders
as his associates,' realized that
such action would stall progress
toward independence.
He announced that there would
be in the Gold Coast, "no exchanging British masters fer RIlssian masters," and told his colleagues:
"It is not in the best interests
of our country for any Nationalist
engaged in the struggre for independence to allow himself to be
used by a Communist .-irganization."
The Reds were purged from the
union leadership.
Nkrumah has also had to deal

with - graft. Last year.. several
members of the government were
in corrupt practices of the Gold
Coast Cocoa Purchasing co.
CALL FOR HONESTY
Last month. the Prime Minister called on all members of the
assembly and the government to
set an example of honesty and inleerily.
Ahead lies the task of channel.
ing the enthusiasm and drive of
the independence movement into
the less glamorous and more dii.
ficult jobs of social and economic
reconstruction.
Nkrumah's opponents say he is
not the man for the job. One of
the most bitter of them said recently: "We shall soon have to
choose between white imperialism
and black dictatorship."
But for the present, most (4
Ghana's 5,090,000 citizens are happy to be entrusting their future
to Kwame Nkrumah. The free
world is hoping they are right.

Claim 100 Boxes
Dynamite Hid
By MARTIN MURPHY
MIAMI -- (INS) — Al Neuharth, executive city adifer of
the Miami Herald, refused on
grounds of "newspaper ethic.,
yesterday to answer questions put
to him by a Florida legislative
committee regarding a copyright.
ed segregation story the Herold
carried Tuesday morning.
The story, without naming the
source of its information. said
some 100 boxes of dynamite were
secreted in the Miami area for
future use in racial violence.
The story.
which committee
counsel Mark Hawes went over
paragraph by paragraph, linked
Fred P. Hockett, one of four men
arrested in a recent cross burn.
ing attempt, and the Seaboard
White Citizens Council to the dynamite.
Hockett preceded Neuharth to
the stand and labeled the story
"contemptible fiction."
The admitted pro-segregationist
was the first witness Wednesday
as the committee shifted its investigation from the NAACP to
white supremacy grounds.
Neuharth,said both he and the
Herald wanted to help the investigators "in every way possible"
and had suggested other means by
which the committee could probably get the information it
wanted.
When pinned down on where
the Herald got the information
for its copyrighted story. however, Neuharth stated time
and
again: "I am unable as a matter
of professional ethics
. to
divulge our source." ,Neuharth
said
and his newspaper had
done everything but lead the investigator "by the hand' to the
Herald source, but would not out
rightly violate a confidence.
The Herald story said. in effect, that Hockett had been sent
to Miami by Frederick John Kasper. of Washington. D. C., secretarygreasurer of the SWCC, to
stir up racial discontent.
It said the dynamite would be
touched off "at the place" the
"brooding convict. . .chooses."
Hockett, cautioned by committee counsel that perjury carries
a 20-year sentence in Florida.
flatly denied he wax sent to Miami
by Kasper.
Hockett said he believes the
Herald got its information from
Hampton E. Shaver. 47. one of
the men arrested along with Hock.

Choir Recital
T h e Young People's choir of
Bethel AME church, 4448 South
man, seminar director, PhilaMichigan aye , presented Theo.
dore MeEwing, baritone, and Flodelphia. Pa The seminar was
concerned with relations berids Thomas, in A program of
, musical selections, Sunday. March
tween the United States and
' 3, at 7.30 p. m
Russia.
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ett in the attempted cross burning case.
The committee immediately
subpoenaed Shaver and Herald
attorney. John G. Thompson. requested, and was granted, the
right to cross-examine
future
witnesses.
The Seaboard White Citizen
Council which Kasper heads has
been blamed for stirring up riots
in Clinton, Tenn
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MISS ERCILE PATTERSON (top1
and Mrs. Edythe Bagley, both of
Alabama, are two charming addl.
tions to the Albany State renege
staff. Albans, Ga, Mies Patterson
is a transcript clerk In the office
of records and admissions
and
Mrs. Bagley serves as an assistant professor of English and 'adOtor to the Student's Voice—the
student publication. MIN Patter.
son is an Alabama State college
graduate and Mrs Bagley is a
graduate of Ohio State and Co.
lumbia universities.
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Chicagoan Cast In Band OfAngels'HOLLYWOOD
Sat., Mar. 9, 1957
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By HAZEL A. WA3HING1'ON
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HOLLYWOOD — Elyls Presley,
the current teenage rage, has been
signed by MGM to star in "Jailhouse Rock,'' a story of a juvenile
delinquent's reformation after a
stretch in jail. The picture is scheduled to start in May and is based
on an original story by Fred Berner. It is still to be decided wheth.
er Presley must trim his famous
locks for the scene where he is a
prisoner. The role calls for several
vocal numbers by the guitarnn
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SIDNEY POTIER w h o oc•
copies an important role in
"Rand Of Angels" took time
oat during ''shooting" for an

Chicagoan Gets
Role In Gable's
'Band Of Angels'

everal
Were

Gold

Minisof the
ent to
od in-

Interview by Defender's Hollywood columnist Hazel Washington.

By HAZEL A. WASHING[ON
The huge cast ol Hollywood
HOLLYWOOD — When the pic- stars, flown to 'Baton Rouge for
ire "Band. Of Angels" starring early shots returned to filmland
. 'lark Gable hits the nation's last week to complete their work
'creens late this month, two cities,. in the film. Tbere was plenty ac'hicago and Baton Rouge, Ill., tion around the studio as we drop.ill figure prominently in putting ped in for a glimpse of the shootI over.
ing. Everybody was busy and those
Baton Rouge will be interested who weren't stood alerted to pot
,ecause much of the shooting was sible call to immediate action.
lone in its streets, backwoods secWatching a picture being made
ion and also. on campus of .South- is nothing too new to this corner
ern university. And Chicagoans but even so there is always somevill want to see their own Rhoda thing of interest to observe. And
lordan, n o w an instructor in when the particular star is Clark
'roma at Southern perform in her Gable the interest mounts.
first screen production.
Incidentally the two most discussThere are other Sepians in the ed films of the moment are
"Band
'dm, some in important roles. of Angels" and "Island
In The
rhere is Carolle Drake of Billy Sun," both interracial The latter
F.ckstine case fame whom New film of course features Harry BelaYork and Georcia movie goers will fonte and Dorothy Dandridge
-.be interested in seeing perform, prominently. It is the
first film
in a spotlighted part. A n d of to be released that carries
intersours* Sidney Portier of "Black-, racial romance theme. Naturally
'esard Jungle' fame has an im-' part of the interest here is the reaortant part in the picture that is action movie goers will have lc
',ring much talked about evo.n he- such a film. It appears to he a
ore it is completed.
big gamble to many critics However director Zanuck is certain
the picture will prove a "natural"
at box office all over the coimtry
He even discounts possibility of its
being banned from certain cities
in Dixie.
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Lincoln Glee
• In
.71(.1b Hits
N.Y. Concert

burn-

diately
Herald
n, red. the
future

NEW YORK — ( ANP — The
'.incoln university (Pa.)
Glee
dub was presented by MU-TE-OR,
rooklyn branch of the National
'.ssociation of Negro Musicians.
sc., at Holy Apostles church.
..lanhattan, Friday night.
Conducted by Orrin C. Suthern
I, exulted in its opening chorus.

Citizen
s has
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ATTENTION CTA: Calling your
attention to pair incidents that occurred around 9 A.M. Sunday that
might be of interest. — COTTAGE
GROVE bus passengers waited
from two to five minutes while
driver parked at 37th st. to go
into drug store for purchase.—
THEN THOSE WHO left bus for
35th at. connection WITNESSED
TWO youngsters sit down and
light cigarettes. —WORSE YET
they were seated behind driver
(seems that 2620 was number of
this vehicle) WHO WAS puffing
away on a cigarette. — AND ALL
THE TIME passengers Were reading sign that said "No smoking."
— ELIZABETH RUSSELL Ram.

to

with two youngsters featured
in the huge cast.

(top)
oth of
addl.

TOMMY SMALLS show s
amszement as hr Mrs those

,•)

curves on cute Sylvia Vanderpool, of the hot rock and roll

learn of Mickey and Sylvia
This hit of clowning happened
backstage at the Apollo thea
Ire in %PVC Voris where the
disc jockey was appearing,

Clark Gable starrer, "Band Of
Angels" now being completed
in Hollywood.

African School Head
Okays 'Commandments'
Kisco, N. Y. representing Moral
Indicating the significance of
Re-armament.
Cecil B. DeMille'e production of
They are shown holding photo"The Tee Commandments" in fur.
thering unity between peoples mid graphic reproductions of Moses
and the Pharaoh Ramees II (as
portrayed respectively by Charlton Heston and Yul Brynner) the
religions of the world, three dis- two great
antagonists of the Detinguished visitors are seen above Mille film,
which dramatizes the
as they were photographed in De. age-old struggle—"Are
men to be
Millet office at Paramount while ruled by
law or by the whim of an
the producer-director was on a individual—are
men free souls entour fulfilling speaking comtnit- der God or do
nuoi belong to the
ments.
State?" "The Ten CommandFrom the left, they are: Menas- ments" depicts the life of Moses,
seh Moerane, head of the 10,000 w h o as the fountainhead from
member African Teachers Federa- which three great religions flow,
tion, with headquarters in Dur- provides a common bond between
ban; His excellency Adbel Majid Christian, Jew and Moslem in
Mahmoud, member of the Iraq their devotion to the one God who
Parliament and formor cabinet revealed himself to the Prophet.
member, and member of his counOn the wall of this picture is a
try's delegation to the United Nalions; and II. J. Almond, Mt., framed painting of Mount Sinai,
where DeMille filnied scene for
his momentous production, painted by artist' (ohm Jensen, who accompanied DeMille to the sacred
ground.

Erroll Garner Opens
Ruth Brown's
Famed Canadian Spot 'Lucky Lips'
Hits The Top

Erroll Garner and his trio openod at the Colonial Tavern Monday. The pianist comes to Toronto
from an outstanding engagement
at Storyville, in Boston, where at
a special presentation ceremony,
he received Award for being voted

the outstanding pianist In 1958.
From Toronto, Garner goes to
Los Angeles for a four week en gagement at Peacock Lane, opening March 8. En route, he will
play a concert at the University
of Colorado, on March

•

In that he get a good salary and
then fifty per cent interest of the
film after the original costs have
been recovered.
In order to correct an apparent
misunderstanding, Producer II a 1
Wallis announced that he still has
a contract for l'resley's services
for several years. He did not let
the singer's contract lapse. as was
reported, but did not preempt on
the picture that MGM is going to
make.
Since Wattle does not Intend to
start another picture with Presley
until later in the year, he will not
exercise his contractual right.
•.•
Sandra Dee, the 15-year-old
blonde-haired lassie who has become New York's highest paid
teen-age model, will make her
motion picture debut in MGM's
-until They Sail," starring Jean
Simmons, Joan Fontaine and Paul
Newman,
Miss Dee will play the role of
the youngest of four sisters (the
fourth still to he selected) of a
New Zealand family during the
World War II years when their
own menfolk were off to battle
and American Cl's literally took
over their homeland. The produc
lion will go before the cameras
late in March with Charles Schnee L
producing and Robert Wise directing.
• ••
GREENSBORO, N. C. — TWO
Fri Sullivan reports that Darryl Bennett college students — Missed
Zanuck has urged Harry Belafonte Lola
McAdoo, of Greensboro, and
to eliminate his references to Joan
Fontaine from his Las Vegas aft. Ilelen Becket, of Bowling Green.
It seems that Harry has been im- Ky. — were in Raleigh from Febplying that he and Joan were in ruary 28 to March 2 attending
a love scene in "Island in the seminar on state government.
Sim" and this says Zanuck is not
Sponsored by the American ,Fri•
no, Hmmmrn'tt
ends Service Committee, the semi• C.
nar provided an opportunity for 31
If you are a sports car en- college students to visit and obthusiast, you will be seeing seine serve the legislature in session and
of your favorite drivers In "The to discuss with key figures in the
Hairpin" being made at state government problems of ed.
Paramount.
ucation, welfare and other sub•
Kenneth Miles, Pacifle Coast jects.

Bennett Students
Attend Seminar

a

The most exciting new record In
the industry this year — Ruth
Brown's "Lucky Lips" continues
to pile up unprecedented action as,
with only a few weeks play, it
rates a Billboard's 'Best Buy' spot.
Not only R & B, but pop action
on this item is heavy in cities
like Baltimore. Pittsburgh and
New York. "Lucky Lips" now is
definitely chart-bound,

ed the Pretty Girl Revue for a
certain club Friday night that her
M. of South l'arkway that it Is models were mostly good BUT
very bad to discuss one's hus- EVEN THOSE who aren't should
band with either friends or stran- not be belittled by commentator
- A LETTER TO NOSEY
gers as she seem inclined to do.
—WHATEVER A HUSBAND does asks that he remind that Stanshould not be discussed with out- dard Liquor Store man not to
siders." THEN THE LETTER accuse someone of sitting in his
adds: "Wouldn't be so beautiful "Caddie" unless he knows the act
for the wife if hubby started talk- was committed. — NOSEY, THE
ing which he may or may not victim almost lost his job as a
•••
sey is expecting visit from stork be able to do in a discolored result."
Dear Nosey. says Mailbag:
that she hopes will fit the name way." — ANOTHER LETTER
Ronald — IN CASE 'TIS a girl,, suggests: "PLEASE TELL those "All the gang around the Suth•
then a new name must be chos- ladies of a well known club group erland hotel are betting, "PRETTY
en. THE 11TH ANNUAL party to that it is very rude tti talk while GENE" will he seeing the Mardi
be given by Journeymen Barbers a guest is speaking from rostrum Gras for the first time. REA.SON
Set for March 24. 4 to 9 pm at as happened at Ada S. McKin- —that torrid love affair with "MR.
Morrison hotel. MANY SPECIAL ley Fund Drive." — STILL AN- G. S." ended recently and he "MR.
features will be presented at the OTHER letter writer suggests: G. S." has gone back home to
STARS AND CAST members
affair— "DEAR NOSEY" says "TELL THE LADY who produe- New Orleans (and his wife)l!
or the "Birdland Stara of
mail bag: "Do not publish this
'57" troupe, currently on a
letter (which Nosey won't) "but
tour of 30 cities in 15 states,
thought I had better tell you about
are shown boarding the Greywhat happened after your story of
hound Scenicruiser In which
the "pulled in tar last week.
they are making the 6,049-mile
"NOSEY, THE WIFE now knows
journey. They are (L-R);
why her husband could not take
her to pick up the car and also
about there being a purse in 'he
car and to whom it belonged IF
THERE IS a divorce, Nosey, you
should feel responsible.
•••
WONDER IF that Lake MeaThe Gold Coast of Africa next will try to bring a report directly
dows resident knows when he took week becomes the independent na- from Ghana for broadcast on the
wifey to plane Sunday night the tion of Ghana, first African gov- program. Dr. Homer Jack of EvWith DOLORES CALVIN'
anston is in the African nation
fellow who tipped his hat at the erniuent to attain sovereignty
for its independence day and is,
doorway was actually a yart of
NEW YORK — Even before the
south of the Sahara.
making arrangements to make a
the wife's party ON THE TRIP
The new nation will be the sub- telephoned report on the occasion, sun thought of rising - at the hour
that was so planned? — MAYBE
of the.Council's 'weekly directly to World Spotlight studios. of 4 a in. - teenagers were gropHE HAD little reason to suspect ject
ing their way to the Paramount
presentation at
anything was wrong in the setup "World Spotlight"
Theatre in practically dead of
p.m. Monday, March 4, on
when wifey failed to "recognise" 9.30
night, many with lunches and all
Channel it, WTTW.
the other gentleman's act of cour•
with the determination of getting
Alan II. Smith, now of Marquettel
tesy. — NOSEY HAPPENS TO
Churches of the Central Juris- on line to be sure of a seat to see
forknow this same gentleman made University.
diction of the Methodist church the two-in-one show at the Parathe hotel reservations on other mer British colonial official in the have raised 55,288.41 for Hungar- mount—with Alan Freed leading
end of the trip to ??? in Mich- Gold Coast, will discuss British ian Relief, according to a report
the group like a Pied Piper.
igan. WONDER IF THAT little attitudes toward the newly sov- made by Bishop
Frederick B.
In addition to the great rock and
cutie making all those passes at ereign nation. Ghana will remain Newell. of New
York City, chair- roll stage show, Alan Freed and
Herman Roberts lother nite un- a member of the British Common- man of the Methodist
another
Committee
group of such stars appear
derstands now that the cafe bar- wealth, with a governor-general to on Overseas
Relief.
in a film called "Don't Knock
on isn't interested. — SfIE PLR- be appointed by the British throne,
More
than
a
million
The
dollars
has
Rock"
- so the crowd really
POSELY GOT in his path on a as Pakistan was after its iode- been raised by the
churches of got their money's worth. Though
trio of occasions she figured would peedence and separation from In- the denomination
since an appeal the film was termed "mediocre,"
attract his attention and still there dia,
by the Council of Bishops in De- except for those who are real aciwas no soap. — AND TO MAKE
Also on the program will he cember.
diets of the rage, the plot is flimii worse the lady came into the David Apter of Northwestern uniay but the music is hot. , .Most
place vvIth *guy she's engaged to versity, one of the nation's leadArizona consistently r a is It a notable is Little Richard, who
marry. — M1'. MY BUT Chicago ing scholars on African subjects, among the first states
in me total plays the piano from a standup
-sties can be game and foxy.
and author' of a recent book on amount of money It expends
for position which reminds is, in a
"DEAR NOSEY'', asks Mali the subject,
each child per year for education- small way of Maurice Rocco.
hag: "PLEASE REMIND Mrs. J.
Additionally, World Spotlight., al purposes.
Though Earths Kitt spoiled us

Gold Coast Freedom
Celebration On TV
Channel 11, March 4
Raise $5,288 For
Hungarian Relief

•
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office
4 and
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CLARK GABI.E who stars in
pia;"Band of Angels" is shown

Ole Nosey Hears AboutParked Car
That Stalled Pair Into An Expose

:alypso New
Capitol Fad
The first record since Robert
alitchum's recent contract signing with Capitol was being rushed
to retailers throughout the country
this week. The disk feature's Mitchum singing 'Mama Looka Boo
BOO, an authentic calypso number written by Lord Melody. and
"What Is This Generation Coming
To?" another original calypso
sang.
The popular motion picture star
recently returned to Hollywood
from Trinidad where he completed
the movie "Fire Down Below,"
co-starring Rita Hayworth a n d
Jack Lemmon. Ile brouislit back
with him many cf the calyoso
songs he heard and enjoyed while
on the Trinidad location.

CAROLLE DRAKE left, sect
Chicago's Rhoda Jordan are
also prominent figures in the

champion, Richie Gunther, Eastern
race winner and many more. This
is being produci'd by Cornet Wilde
and Jean Wallace.
.
Bing Crosby doesn't sing a note
in his new picture for Sol Cs
Siegel at MGM, "Man on Fire"
the first time in his long career
that Crosby has undertaken
straight dramatic role.
However the theme song ASS
been written by Paul Francis Webster and Sammy Fain, who corm.
posed the Academy Award winning 'Love is a Many Splendored
Thing" The "Man on Fire," title
song will be suing through the pia
ture's main titles by the noted
Ames Brothers quartet. ..
Apparently the only pool that
most Hollywood actors can qualify
in, is filled with water. Casting
for a big pool room scene in "Hot
Spell' only seven actors out of
thirty turned up, who could handle' a pool cue with any degree od
competency. The seven thespians
will actually play (hiring the st?ensi
and the others will kibitz.
Robert Taylor and Dorothy ste.
lone will sing a duet in "Tip en a
Dead Jockey." It will be the first
time that Bob has sung in hie
long screen career...Sir Winston
Churchill will receive a special
billing on all prints of Metro's
"Something of Value," distributed
throughout Great Britain in recognition of his appearance in the
special forward. . .Ava Gardner
gave her studio a promise that she
would fly from Spain to New York
for the opening of "The Little
Hut." This I'll have to see, before
I believe it. Ava has been gene
for over two years and :love/
Spain, and those handsome cabal.
leros and toredore.

Harlem To
Broadway

Henry Snorgrass, manager of
the Count Basic Orchestra; to
bandsmen; stellar vocalist
Sarah Vaughan, songstress
Jeri Southern and Count
Basle. The company also in.
eludes singer Billy Eckstine,
Joe Williams, the Bud Powell

Fisk Librarian
Talks In Delaware
DOVER, Del. — With its presentation on Sunday, March 10, of
Arne Bontemps, librarian of Fisk
university, the Delaware State College Library concludes its 19581957 library cuUural series. The
program will convene in the college library. Ile will discuss "The
Negro's Contribution Reconsidered "
Mr. Bonlempe, a prolific and
extremely creative writer, is an
authority on books for young people and has written extensively for
this age group. Ile has contributed
to leading professional and literacy
publications, has written two
plays, and has authored more than
a dozen books,

Trio, the Phineas Newborn,
Jr., Quartette, Chet Baker, the
'ferry Gibbs Quartette teeter.
ing Terry Pollard, 'leder
Young, "Zoot" Simms, Sehinn
Powell, Rolf Kuhn, Jimmy
Jones. Roy Haynes and Rich.
ard Davis.

Propose Bureau
Of Civil Rights

ALBANY, N. Y. — Creation 01
a civil rights bureau in thsts.lifeat
York state's attorney geneeal'i office has been proposed by Republican leaders to "open a brand
new avenue of action in the
against discrimination."
Atty. Gen, Louis J. Lefkrilltift,
Assembly Speaker Oswald- D.
Heck and Senate Makrity Leader
Walter J. Mahoney announced"the
plan with introduction of -IrgIslre
lion appropriating $100,000s.
"Operation of such a civil fights
bureau in the Department of Lew,"
they said. 'Will provide a more
as far as playing "Mrs. Patterson" workable, effective means at initiis concerned,, we hear the new aling complaints and intrViga•
version at the Davenport Theatre, lions."
with all unknowns cast, is "superior to the original". . Impossible, we say, as who else hut Plymouth Sales
......
Earths could have that lazy tilt
DETROIT — The
Plymouth
in her voice, . .yet the charm of automobile has regained :third
a Cleopatra?. . .Arthur Godfrey place in sales among the 111 cars
and wife off to Africa for a four manufactured for the American
week safari where they expect to market, and 'demand for the new
meet everything, including head- models continues at the highest
hunters.
rate in Plymouth's history-"

aght

•••.,
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$INI Wins District 3 Crown
Manassas
Bows After
Hard Fight
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By PAUL COLLINS
Booker T. Washington's tall and
talented basketeers, stymied by a
determined Manassas team for almost three periods, came alive
in the closing moments of the
third quarter to win 81-58 in the
finals of the District 3 tournament
at Hamilton High.
In the consolation game, Melrose edged Hamilton 58-59 for third
place and the right to enter, along
with Washington and Manassas,
the Regional 2 tournament beginning March 6 at Mt. Pisgah.
This was the 26th win without
a defeat for Washington this season, and the one they wanted the
most, but a scrappy Manassas
team bent on providing an upset, "THANK YOU!" said "Miss
made it rough for three quarters
Charm" and "Mr. Esquire" to
of the ball game.
"Miss Charm" and "Mr. Esquire" at Tennessee State uniCONTROL GAME
Playing a beautiful control game
verhity, Nashville, last week
they harnessed Washington's racehorse antics and Manassas was
ahead 19-14 at the end of the first
quarter.
Using variations of a 2-1-2 and ,
2-3 zone defense, the Tigers were
forcing Washington to shoot from
outside and Larry Williams and
Howard Ma t hi s, Washington
guards, were unable to find the
Boxers from throughout Missisrange. With Bradford and Ford sippi, Arkensas and Tennessee
controlling the rebounds for Ma-, are sharpening up now for ring
nassas in the ealy stages a miss- action here in the ,Tri-State Amaed shot by the Warriors was al- teur Boxing tournament to be
most the same as passing the ball held at Church's Park auditorium
over to the Tigers.
April 16-19.
Manassas continued to dominate
Harry T. Cash, director of the
the game in the second half and
tourney, said la st
at one point led by 32-22 in the 22-year-old
expects the biggest turnsecond quarter. 4113y now though week he
in the history of
Washington's big guns, L. C. Gor- out of boxers
don and Pete Gray were begin- the meet.
Funds raised through the annuning to take charge of the boards.
The Warriors began to move in. al bouts are used by the local
However, Manssas, with Doggett health department, headed by
and Rayford controlling their de- Dr. L. M. Graves, to provide
liberate attack, still seemed to milk for carefully selected underhave the game in hand. They were privileged Negro children.

when lovely Shirley Parker of
Pittsburgh (seated) and handsome Harold West of Nashville
(left) wer e congratulated.
Shirley and Harold were being

Boxers Sharpening Up
For Tri-State Tourney

CITY CHAMPS — Booker T.
Washington's Warriors a r e
again the City • District 3
champs. They claimed the hon.
or last Saturday night in a

Four-Year-Old Child
Succumbs From Burns
AIKEN, S. C. — A four-year-old
child died last week, from burns
received at his home near here.
He was identified as Johnnie Underwood, son of Mr. and Mrs!
-William Underwood. Investigating officers said the child was
burned while playing about the
fire-place of is home.

.

thrilling come•from-behind win
over Manassas High. Kneeling in front are Larry W i I.
hams, Carroll Holman, How.

Geeter Captures Title
In District 2 Tourney
By PAUL COLLINS
The Geeter High school of Whitehaven, led by the dazzling Brown
twins, Jesse and James, who scored 57 points between themselves,
literally ran Barrett's Chapel off

WELLS
CLOTHING
STORE
Where It's So Easy
To Buy

ard Mathis, Isadore Davis and
George Oliver. Standing, lett
to right: Trainer Joe Robin.
son, L. C. Gordon, Charlie

wD1A
MEMPHIS Am
MIN
1070 on your dial Amm
41111a1NIMIIII

RELAX DE LUXE

the Mount Pisgah gym last Saturday night as they took the District 2 basketball tourney final 8863.
Barrett's Chapel, with a brother act of its own in J. Smith and
C. Smith, who accounted for 39
of Barrett's 63 points, made a
close game during the first half
and trailed by only seven points
at intermission, 41-34.
Geeter started taking it, going
away in the second half with King
and Woods controlling the boards
and the twins hitting from every
angle.
Harrold's girls won the finals
in the last three seconds when a
free throw by Samella Howard
broke a 49-49 deadlock.

Calhoun Has
Edge In Go
With Cotton

BATON ROUGE, La. — Southern university will observe its 43rd
Annual Founders' day, Saturday,
March 9 at an 11 a.m, ceremony
and will present Dr. Rufus E.
Clement. president of Atlanta university, Atlanta. as guest speaker,
it has been announced by Dr. F. G.
Clark, president of Southern.
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Vince Martinez
Beats Gavilan
In Close Bout
NEWARK, N. J. — Vince Martinez of Paterson, N. J., won a close
decision last Tuesday night from
former welterweight champion
Kid Gavilan in a 10-round bout at
Newark Armory.
Some 8.500 persons crowded into
the Armory to see the non-televised fight for which Martinez
weighed 149 1-2 pounds to the
Cuban Hawk's 148 3-4,
There were no knockdowns in
the fast-paced brawl and Referee
Joseph Harrison scored the fight
6-3-1 for Martinez. In New Jersey,
the only official ruling on a fight
is the referee.
Sea water will generally freeze
at a temperature of 28 degrees
Fahrenheit.

JERRY'S SUNDRY

Comes that wonderful moment of
the day when you ... refox. You're
at ease! That's the time for Bourbon
de Luxe. Yee, relax de luxe. I
enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.

KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!

John Syphax
Top Man On
CIAA Team

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Coaches of the Central Intercollegiate
Athletic association, a conference
of schools in the Middle Atlantic
area, last week selected players
from five of the Association's 17member schools for their all-Conference basketball team for the
1956-57 season.
The team, as announeed by Dr.
Charles A. Ray, of North Carolina
college, Conference publicist, is
made up of three seniors and two
juniors. The seniors are S a m
Jones, of North Carolina college, a
6-foot-4 forward from Laurinberg,
N. C.; Jack Defaris, of WinstonSalem Teachers college, a 6-foot-3
guard from New York City; and
Ed Amos, of Hampton Institute,
a 6-foot-6 center from Baltimore.
The juniors are John Syphax, of
Howard university, a 6-foot-1 forward from Washington, and Ronald Evans, of Fayetteville State
Teachers college, a 6-foot-2 guard
from New York City.
Amos, Defaris, and Syphax are
repeaters from last year's team.
DENVER — Rory Calhoun of Jones, who spent the past three
White Plains, N. Y., won a close seasons in the Army, was selected
split decision over Charley Cotton on the 1952-53 team.
of Toledo, Ohio, Wednesday night
Conference statistics through
in 10 fast rounds nationally-televis. !last week show Syphax leading
ed from Denver.
the league in scoring with a 23.8
Both judges scored for Calhoun, average per game. Jones is third
48-43 and 49-46, but Referee Ray with 18.9, and Defaris fifth with
Keech disagreed and gave the nod 17.7. Amos and Evens are not
to Cotton, 4E1-47.
among the first six scorers. SyCalhoun. at 160 pounds, scored phax, an 18-year old graduate of
,Dunbar
high, was runner-up to
heavily with stiff jabbing and a
relentless body attack. The win- Amos in scoring last year.
Seven players were named to the
ner was cut over the left eye early
in the bout and in the ninth round second team selected by the coachsuffered a cut on the left cheek. es: shile five others received
Cotton, who weighed 155 1-2. was honorable mention,
unmarked. There were no knockdowns. The win was Calhoun's
26th and second over Cotton.

Set Founders Day

BOURBON
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Fobbs, Rick Mason. .1 o Ii n
Gray and Lieutenant Singleton and Coach William (Bill)
Fowlkes.
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able to close out the second period
with a four-point 32-38 lead.
The Washington offense during
the first half was all Gordon and
Gray. Of the 28 points scored
by the Warriors Gordon had 16 and
Gay 10. Mathis picked up t h e
other two on a field goal.
BTW TAKES CHARGE
As the third quarter got underSPRINGFIELD, Ill. — The Senway Washington took charge. ate Executive Committee met
Baskets by Gordon and Gray knot- today on a
Senate joint resoluted the count at 32-32 and Mathis
on a driving lay-up put Coach Bill tion introduced by Sen. Fred J.
Fowlkes' Warriors ahead for the Smith (D-11th) calling on the
first time. But by now Gray, long nois State legislature to go on
with Fobbs, Mason and Gordon record as approving the U. S.
were completely controlling both Supreme Court's recent decisions
the boards and at one point in the outlawing school segregation.
quarter scored 12 points before
The legislature also is asked
Manassas was able to score again. in the resolution to reaffirm its
At the end of the third period belief in the federal Constitution
Washington was ahead 51-44.
and the U. S. Supreme Court as
The last quarter was all Wash- the fundamental law of the land.
ington, with four of its big boys, The Assembly also is asked to
Folabs, Mason, Gray and Gordon denounce the theory of interpoon the board so that Washington sition as a "dangerous threat to
was getting all the rebounds and the federal government
of the
all the shots.
United States."
DEAD TIRED
Co-sponsors of the resolution
Manassas, though still game,
are Sens. Marshall Korshak, Wilwas dead tired. Forced to go most
of the way with six men they liam J. Lynch and Roland V. Lisimply could not jump or run with bonati. The executive committee
is headed by Sen. Meritt J. Little
the taller, faster Warriors.
To the credit of Manassas it of Aurora.
must be said that they came to
A standard bushel in the United
win and played the only game
that could have bought them vic- States contains 2,150.42 cubic intory — but they just didn't have ches. An imperial bushel used in
the .horses to go 32 minutes England and some other countries
against so strong a club as contains 2,218.192 cubic inches.
Washington.
Notify your Easter Seal Society
James Rayford played what was
perhaps his best game of the sea- if you know of a crippled child or
son for the Tigers and garnered adult who needs help.
17 points. Marvin Doggett was high
pointer for the losers with 19 and
played his usual steady game.
For Washington, L. C. Brown,
with a sensational assortment of
driving, twisting lay-ups, netted
27 points for the evening, John
(Pete) Gray with his deadly turnjump shot and timely tip-Ms,
wound up with the game's scoring honors with 30. As if this was
not enough, in one of the most
sensational rebound jobs seen all
year, Gray hauled in 29 to lead
all players in this department by

Mr. Cash disclosed that :earns
have already entered the meet
from the Blytheville Air Force
Base, which put a strong team
in the recenegouthern AAU tourney at Jackson, Tenn.; Mt. Pisgah, Geeter, Woodstock, Milliongon, Barrett's Chapel, Allen White
and Fayette County communities.
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congratulated by VVilvert Davis of New York and Jacquelyn Da vis of Greenville,
Miss., last year's titiehold.
ers.
Others are expected from Mississippi and of course there will
be the usual large entry from
Memphis.
Mr. Cash said entries are on
the same basis as last year. Fighteft will represent communities
rather than schools.
Any Negro amateur boxer is
eligible to enter the meet. There
will be competition in all weight
classes from 60 pounds to heavy.
weight in both novice and open
divsions.
The weigh in for the boxers
will be April 15 at the auditor111111.
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IDENTICAL TWINS — Meet
Raymond and Lonnie Bridges,
or it is Lonnie and Raymond,
Southern university rofessors.
Raymond is an agriculture and
Lonnie teaches economics.
They hail from Annemanie,

efficiency.

Refuse To Lift
Nebr. Mixed
Marriage Ban
LINCOLN, Neb. — (INS) - The
Public Health committee of the
Nebraska legislature Monday killed a bill to legalize inter-racial
marriages.
The vote was e to 2. ,
The committee hearing, attended by about 50 persons, was highlighted by sharp debate between
Sen. John Adams, or., of Omaha.
Nebraska's only Negro legislatot
and Roy Harrop. Omaha attorneyr
Adams, sponsor of the bill, combined his abilities and experience
as an attorney and minister in
arguments for passage of the bill
which he said was for the "protection of non-caucasians."
He was the only speaker favoring the bill.
Present Nebraska law prohibits
marriages between members of
the "white race" and anyone with
one-eighth or more Negro, Japanese or Chinese blood.
The 73-year-old Adams asserted
that of the world's 2,150,000,000
population, only 740,000.000 'are
members of the white race.

fAarL
L.TOURNEY TEAM
The Tri-State Defender's all •
Tournament team includes players from the top four tourney
teams. Washington lead the way,
placing two on the star-studded ;
quintet Team members are John
Gray and L. C. Gordon, of Booker
T. Washington: Marvin Doggett,
of Manassas; Jack Lee, of Melrose and K. C. Chandler, of Hamilton.

Heads Girls School
SPRINGFIELD, Ell. — Appointment of Miss Ruth A. Krumm. of
Hampshire, as assistant superintendent of the Illinois State Training School for Girls at Geneva
was apnounced by Governor William G. Stratton.
The oldest and largest voluntary
organization serving the crippled
is your Easter Seal Society Support it to help handicapped children and adults in your community.

Ala., and are graduates of
Tuskegee Institute and 0 Ii i• it
State university, where they
received doctorates. Each can
teach the other's courses with

Blind Man Injured
JAMES C. GILI,IAM (left)
grand master of Missississlp.
pi Masons, and R. I,. T. Smith.
prominent Jackson mint/der
and business man were elect-

ed to the board of directors of
State Mutual Savings a n d
Loan Association, Here, they
confer with the Association
president, Jacob L. Reddix.

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Timothy Aiken, 64-year-old blind man was
struck down by a car Palley afternoon while crossing aft tritehme.
tion of two streets. He 'glittered at
fractured shoulder and other Injuries.
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Rev. S. M. Harts, of 503 S.
The honoree is a freshman at
BOSTON — As this city observ•
1 1th at. started celebrating his Wonder High.
ad Brothrhood Week last week,
•••
second anniversary at the Rise
the police were holding two white
and Sun Baptist church in DunJohn Terrell died suddenly
men on murder charges on condee, Miss., Monday night, March Feb. 22 at 279 E. Walderi, Memnection with the death of a Negro
4. Theme is ''Behold how good phis. He was husband of Mrs.
whose primary offense had been
Have you noticed the bits of cream and cookies were served
and how pleasant it is for breth- Eddie Marie Terrell, father of
escorting a white woman he plan- greenery peeping out from vs inter I buffet to Mesdames 0. C. Beck,
ren to dwell together in unity." Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Fields, of
ned to marry. .
hoines in the ground? That lets W. M. Bell, E. White, A. Maney,
The schedule of service a n d Long Island, N. Y., step father
Judge George W. Roberts of us know that spring is fast ma! M. Penn, L. Sangster, and 0.
ministers and churches taking of Mrs. Marie Pipkin, of San Di.
the Municipal Court ordered preaching in reality as well as on Pruett. Plans
were completed at
part include:
James Carey, 36 of Woburn. held the calendar. Can you think of a this
ego, Calif., Mrs. Alice Dixon of
time for the quarterly dinner
without bail on a murder count morc beautiful season N ith thv picMonday, Rev Willie Goodlow; Memphis; brother of Willians and
party celebrating birthdays of
and Hertry Kearns. 34. of Somer- turesque road sides a n d balmy members that
Tuesday night, Rev. M. L. John- Leslie Terrell, Mrs. .addie Mc.
fall within this peville held under $5,000 bail as an fresh
son; Wednesday night, Rev. ,j L. Lean of Chicago; Mrs. Eunice
air It will bring many of riod. The party to be held at the
accessory
after
the fact of murCompton. Calif., eouLarmark and Rev. C. G. Goot. Jenning, of
us out of our shells too as the home of Mrs. Vivian Bell will
.
der.
s
ey; Thursday night, Rev. A. H. sin of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ridgsocial gaiety of the season starts honor Mesdames Penn, Pruett,
Carey
is
charged
with
fatilln
of
West
ley
Memphis.
Hall and Rev. W. L. Washingwith Spring formals and the like. Bond and Bell.
beating Edward Rose, 36, popular
The funeral was held last Monton, and Friday night, Rev. H.
To start the formals off, winAt the home of Mrs. L. B. MarBoston
widower
and
day
father
night
of
four
at
St.
Mark
Baptist
B. Brown.
ners of the Jackson Alumni chap tin on Hays ave., the Criterion
children. Kearns' car reportedly
church,
Rev.
J.
B.
Wilson
officiat•
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Bridge Club met last Thursday
On Sunday, the Sunday School
was used for the men to make ter of
is at 9:45 a.m. and Rev. Harts, mg'
gave their first winter formal last I evening with Mrs. Julia Shegogg
•••
their escape. Other arrests are exthe pastor, will deliver the 11 a.m.
Friday night in the beautifully dec- serving as hostess, Preceding
pected to be made in the case
A revival and fOUI - healing
I.ane bridge, the guests were served
sermon; Rev. A. W. Born and his
Mrs. Dolores Barisano Carta, 26, orated Health Building at
begins
meeting
at
First
Baptist
inu- delicious barbecued chicken and
church will have the service at
whom Rose Was escorting at the College. For this gala affair
church,
434
S.
12th
st.
on
March
1.) 2 p.m.; Rev. A. Parke at 3 p.m ;
time he was beaten to death "for sic was furnished by Charles all the trimmings. 11 was such a
Rev. Bennison at 4 p.m., and Rev. 31. The church, under Rev. S.'M.
coincidence; high score prizes
walking with a white woman," Beasley and his orchestra. 'Twee
A. B. Chaney will deliver the Harts, has just completed a $3,000
aided the police immeasurably in lovely night and everybody is talk- went to Mesdames Bernice Lucas,
work on the interior, including
anniversary sermon at 5 p.m.
wonderful
time
Merietta Hughes, both co-workers
their apprehension of the two inen. ing about what a
a modern baptizing pool.
•• •
She got the license number of they had Kappas, wivea, sweet- in the same department at Merry
A fish supper was held last Frienjoyed
guests
special
and
hearts
Mrs. Arbell Freeman, of 614 S day at the home
High School. Other members
the car carrying the white hood.
of Mr. and Mrs.
15th, has returned home from Chi- Frank Purdy, of G05
lums, and threw a brick through a tasty late evening dinner treat present were Mesdames F. DobS. 15th st.
Garden.
Palm
at
the
bins, G. Adkins, A. Bond, C. Porcago where she had been visiting in behalf of the Old
the window of the car.
tess.
esis
St. Paul Bapaaa
her sick daughter.
ter. V. Brooks, G. Ford, M. FerPolice later located the ear and Other Fraternal Highlights
tist church, Rev. J. G. Randolph,
VIEWING DR %WINGS bs Inthe drawings. In lower picture
Miss Eula Mae Purdy, of 605 S. pastor.
by the Memphis Association
found fragments of the broken
Serving as hostesses to the Al- pener, R. Cunningham, 'Miss P.
the students. Who come from
donesian children at t h e
15th, was the guest of her grand.
glass in the basement of one of pha Kappa Alpha meeting, Gam- Granberry and your scribe.
of University Women with the
Mrs. Annie Mae Hail and her
grades four through eight.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Bry- son,
the men apprehended for the bru- ma Alpha Omega chapter, were Here And There
Brooks Art Gallery. Mrs. John
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery
Robert, of 629 S. 21st st., are
are keenly interested in disant, of Hughes, Ark.
tal crime.
R. Knott is president of the
Sorors Eva Broome, Beatrice McMrs. Maude Trotter was really
are these youngsters from T.
spendine a week in Osceola, Ark.,
cession of the drawings. 'fhe
•• 4
At the request of police, Judge Kinnon and Mary alusgroi e. The taken by surprise by a visit from
4AUW; Mrs. James Bile s,
with Mrs. Hall's father, Robert
W. Patterson school, Chastene
drawings
were
secured
Roberts
thru
AAUW
continued
Fine
Arts
chairman,
the
case of Car- meeting took place in the lovely her son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
Members of the Pilgrim Rest Earl.
Thompson, principal. They
the courtesy of the Ministry
ey and Kearns until March 7 at home of Mrs. Broome, Saturday, and Mrs. J.
Dr. Lorraine M. Kraus, A. A.
M. B. church celebrated t h e
B. Trotter of MemThe Morning Star Missionary
were chaperoned by M r s.
of Education of the Republic
which time others directly involv- Feb. 16. After the business session phis, Tenn. on Feb. 14.
U. W. Children's Art Festival
church opening last Sunday. Rev Baptist church sponsored an age
It was her
Bobbie Walker and Mrs. C.
of Indonesia and were on dised will be arraigned.
Chairman. The exhibition was
C. A. Dawson, of Memphis, is rat. Sunday, March 3. It was
conducted by Mrs. Carrie Sects, birthday. She also received many
Hale. In upper photo Melvin
play Feb. 8-22 during a ChilFeelings in the Negro commun- Basileus, the sorors were invited cards and gifts from relatives
open to Negroes on Thursminister of the church, located based on the penny-a•year basis.
and
Hale and Gladys Puryear view
ity have run very high over the into one of
dren's art Festival sponsored
days.
at 300 S. 14th. A namber of other Rev. C. Stevenson was the speakthe most beautiful set- friends.
incident. A "gentlemen's agree- tings you would want
churches and pastors were in- er and Mrs. Mary Catching the
to see. It
Mrs. W. R. Bell and Dr. W. E.
ment" among the newspapers was the dining
vited. These included Old St. Paul sponsor. Rev. C. Bolden is the
room where the McKissack spent several days in
probably forstalled retaliatory ac- table was
and New St. Paul, Rev. .1. G. church minister.
laden with baked him, Hot Springs, Ark, recently at a
tion by Negroes upon whitey in
Randolph; Beautiful Zion, Rev. S.
garnished with green pears, stuff- planning meeting for the National
T. J. Blots of Cleveland. Ohio.
the immediate vicinity,
L. Hampton, First Baptist church, formerly of West Memphis, was
ed eggs, green beans, AKA salad, Dental Association meet which is
Direct
responsibility for the hors' d'ouevres, h o t rolls,
V Rev. S. M. Harts: New Mt. Zion, down here recently on a business
cocoa- scheduled for late summer. Mrs.
thorough investigation of the murRev. H. Boykin; St. John of Mt. ' trip. Mr. Blots also is a former
colas and AKA cakes. Silver can- Bell is The financial secretary of
der
of
Rose
will
rest
with CapCity; First Baptist of Edmond ' employe of the Cotton Oil mill in
tain Francis C. Wilson of the dle sticks wth burning candles the Dental Auxiliary while McKik.
son, Ark., and Friendship, of West Memphis.
and a sliver fruit bowl made the sack is president of the State AssoHomicide
Squad.
Captain
Wilson center piece. The main attrac- ciation and member of the NationMemphis.
Mrs. Hattie Johnson of Tyronis a Negro whose father was
•-•*,
the
za, Ark., is home after two months
late Attorney Butler R. Wilson. a tion of the living room Was a al Board. We feel very fortunate
The Ebenezer Baptist church in Chicago. She visited her sons
one-time president of the Boston bouquet of beautiful pink gladioli In having two Jacksonians servchoir, of Vincent, Ark., served din- and their wives, Mr. and Mrs
tied with pink and green ribbon. ing in such prominent positions'.
NEW ORLEANS—(INS) — The NAACP.
ners on March 5. Mrs. M. L. Scott Robert Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. FIGLOAC'S ANALYSIS
Spending last weekend in Chied in regard to the question, "We fifth U. S. Circuit Court of ApContributions from the Negro AKA colors. Forty-five sorors
Is directress of the choir and Mrs. Joseph Johnson. She was also
were present to enjoy this de- cago, Ill. were Mrs. Lucille SangThe Kappa Alpha Psi fraterni- based our reports-on observation peals Friday upheld a lower court and Portuguese
the
communities in licious
Willie Turner, pianist. Rev. H. L guest of her daughter and
service. Guests in the ster and Mrs. Odessa Beck,
son- ty, according to ..FIGLOAC' lat- and supplementary material avail- decision ordering desegregation of Boston have been made for
the home of Miss
Lewis is pastor of the church
in-law, Mr and Mrs. Frank est report, is second to the Al- able, and the bad qualities
Broome for the same
On March 7 the Annual Matron's
out- New Orleans public schools and support of Rose's four children.
The church will install officers Brown. She reports having had phas only in popularity at Lecalled on school officials to acMrs. Carta has posted a $500 week end were Mrs. Ethel Thomp• Fellowship Banquet will be held
weighed the good."
at 2 p.m. on Sunday, March to a wonderful time. .
Moyne.
complish the integration "with all reward for the person supplying son (AKA soror) and parents, at the Macedonia Baptist Church
LEMOYNE'S 3 F'S
A birthday party was given last
*
There are only five members
information leading to the arrest Mr. and Mrs. George Isabell all on Lane ave. at 8 P.M. A very
FSPC's tabulations this week deliberate speed."
Monday night in the honor of
Mrs. Lelar Toliver, of 218 S. now on campus. These are: PoleMemphis, Tenn.
enjoyable program is being-planand conviction of the other
In its ruling, t h e three-judge
men
James Scott with Miss Flossie 12th st., and her daughter, Mrs,. march, Brother Owens; V i c e, show that in the young ladies
ned as well as a tasty menu. They
At
implicated
the
in
regular
the
monthly
meeting
brutal
circle
coed
Darnell Thomas has court issued an injunction against
crime.
Mae Robinson and Miss Eula Mae Bertha Shelton and her
of Theta Iota chapter of Omega would like to have your presence.
children, Brother Bullet; Keeper of Records resumed her position in first place the Orleans
Banish (county)
Purdy as hostesses.
Leodis, Betty Joyce and Laveil , and Exchequer; Brother Turner
Don't forget March 15. That's
Psi Phi fraternity the brothers enThose attending were Leon were guests last Sunday in Mem- and Brothers Collins and Cooper and other alternatiose are specu- school board forbidding it to contertained their wives and sweet- the date of the JABBERWOCK at
lated
causing
te
list
to
read,
I.
tinue
separating students on the
Hinds, Robert Willis, An drew phis at the home of Mrs. Mildred are the other two affiliates.
hearts al the elegant Palm Gar- Lane College. You see it annually
Darnell Thomas, 2. Mary Cole, 3. basis of race. No date was set for
Scott, John Eddie Johnson, James Buford, Mrs. Toliver and Mrs. BuThe following statement given Jevita Edwards,
den on Lane Ave. While the broth- so I know you don't want to miss
4.
Linda
Heratputting
the
Powell, Mack Whitehead, Robert ford.
order into effect.
to the investigating committee by son, 5. Mary
ers were engaged in their business it this year.
Crockett.
Scott, Melvin Dickerson, Daniel
••
The Appeal Court ruling
Polemarch Owens tends to answer
EDGEFIELD, S. C. — A. T. But- session presided over by Dr. W. We are wishing for Mn. Ethell
On the male side there are also
Hinds, Harvest Easley, James
ler, alumni secretary of Allen uni- E. A. McKissack, basileus, the Rutledge a speedy recovery from
Funeral of the late Pete Mor- some of the many questions that changes. Malvin Sm:th is
remov- stemmed from a 1952 Federal
Gordon, jr., Miss Cleona Scott, ris was held last Sunday
night are apparently in the minds of ed from the number 1 spot along Court decision ordering the school versity, met recently with grad- interest of the wives was centered the fall she suffered recently. She
aty, Miss Helena Easley, Miss Mary (Feb. 24) at Greater
uates of the university at Edgefield on games which had been planned Is one of our faithful weekly readMt. Pleas- the freshmen.
with other fellers. The list now board to desegrate its schools.
L. Harris, Miss Quincy Ella ant Baptist church. 47 W.
high
He stated:
school and organized an alum- for their enjoyment. A delicious ers.
Desoto
The
board, in its appeal, conreads, 1. Willie Shotwell, 2. MarStrong, Miss Modestine Scott and ave. Mr. Morris leaves two
ni club.
"The decrease in number due vin
menu prepared by the Palm GarbrothPlunkett, 3. Charles Baker, 4. tended that the Negro plaintiffs
Miss Delois Easley.
eta, Henry and W. C. Morris.
The following officers were den staff was served to the brothto graduation did not decrease the Ronald Anderson,
5. Jake Kelly. could not sue the state of Louisispirit, nor will it ever, of the men
ana; that they did not exhaust elected. Mrs. Mattie Goode, presi- ers and their guests during the
of Kappa. A fraternity by tradi- BACK TO NORMAL
all legal means before bringing dent; Miss Marian Counts, vice social hour.
The
action
recent
on
the
oar
of
Brotherhood.
tion should be a
By
In observance of Founder's
the case to federal court, a n d president; Mrs. Helen Hurts, secBrotherhood we do not mean just the Student Council, closing the
that the state's segregation laws retary; Mrs. Gussie Oliphant, as- Day, Gamma Alpha Omega and
sistant secretary; Mrs. Diamond Beta Chi chapters of Alpha Kappa
a mystical relationship connected I rec hall, in regard to the removal are
constitutional.
Lloyd, treasurer, and Mrs. Carrie Alpha Sorority, Inc. presented
with the good old cellege days. of student's lunch trays from the
The appeal court ruled that the Adams.
We mean permanent, very real tsbles in the commons seemingly
chaplain.
Soror Geraldine Moore, Cellist,
board
had "no basis" for attackand practical friendships that last received on-the-spot results Sevfrom Atlanta, Ga., in a concert in
The Special Services department
ing
the
Federal Court desegregathroughout life. I feel that the eral rec hall addicts along with
the Lane College Chapel on Sun- of Catholic Charities has reported
tion
ruling.
Kappas have grasped the full devoted council members were
day, Feb. 24. Mrs. Moore, who is that its technicians conducted 73,meaning of the word fraternity." noticed in the commons remind- In turning down the board's ara graduate of Spelman College in 308 hearing tests and 41,317 vision
NEW DELHI—(INS)—New U.
S.
Atlanta has done special study at tests in the parochial schools of
The Kappas activities this term ing their fellow colleagues to re- guments. the Appeal Court Ambassador to India
Ellsworth
have been limited but signifi- turn their trays to the correct ter- summed up its decision by say- Bunker presented his
the New England Conservatory of the Chicago Archdiocese in 1958.
credentials
minal
ing:
cant in purpose. Sonic of which
E very Catholic elementary
Monday to Indian President Dr. Music and at present is a charter
Since the reaction to the coun- "Therefore,
member of the "Herreld String school is visited on a rotating
were their "Aqua Party" for the
we find no basis Rajendra Prasad.
cil's
corrective
measures
were
adQuartet" at Spelman College and schedule. Each child from kinderbenefit of the students; their
for appellant's attack on the orteacher of music at South Fulton garten through eighth grade re.
Founders Day celebration and in equately timed the rec hall re- der entered by the trial court. full
recognition to the administrasumed
its
glow
recently
when
two
the future their smoker.
High School in East Point, Ga. ceives the tests approximately evThe able and experienced trial tive
difficulties attendant upon
Some noted members of the Kap- breeze-shooters started the ball judge (at the original trial) gave
Such selections as Adoration, Ave ery two and a half years.
changing the schools of the parish
arolling
friendly
with
a
card
game
pas' graduate chapter are Prof. J.
Maria and Intermezzo Sinfonico
About 12 per cent of the children
from a established pattern of segW. Whittaker, head of LeMoyne's So now things are normal again in
were played. A reception in honor examined have vision problems.
brilliant
Negro contralto, Marian regation on account of race."
the
Henderson, one of Memphis lead- Willie M. Jones, resides at 128 E. Music Dept.; Prof. H. E. Sims, Bruce's (WRECK) hall.
in
followed
artist
the guest
About three and one half per cent
Anderson is slated to appear in
The court added that there are of
ing business colleges, has much Farrow at. She is sponsored by head of LeMoyne's Social Science ESPIRIT-DE CORPS
newly decorated dining room of have some degree of hearing deBruce
Hall
at
6:15
p.m. She is "matters of fundamental justice
This newly activated civic and
to boast of since its early found- her school. Miss Neely, also a Dept.; Scovel Richardeen, head of
college. During intermission Mrs. ficiency.
ing by the late Mr. George W. freshrtan, the daughter of Mr. and the Parole Board; Earnest Wilk- social club, headed by Willie being presented to us by the Bap- that the citizens of the United Carrie Sects, Basileus of Gamma
Children with hearing impairtist
Industrial
college.
Tickets
States
can
consider so essentially an Alpha Omega chapter, made a
Henderson, Jan. 1, 1912, at Knox- Mrs. Will Neely, resides at 1559 ins, Asst. Sect. of Labor and many Shotwell, is beginning to expose
ments receive special assistance,
be purchased at the college, Le, ingredient of human rights as
its promising qualities.
ville, Tenn, Within Henderson's S. Lauderdale st. She is sponsor- other outstanding personalities.
to presentation of $75.00 to President which may include speech correeUpon interviewing several of the Moyne
require a restraint on action on be- Kirkendoll in observance of the
massive walls are many hidden ed by Universal Life Insurance
If I were in the shoes of the
hearing aids,
March 25 marks the beginning half of any state that appears to 75th anniversary of Lane College. lion, lip reading,
talents possessed by its prospec- company and Pop's Printing. supposedly unmovable Alphas. I club members I found that the feland remedial reading. Varlets'
lows are subjected to serious study of our "Spring Festival" on Le- ignore them."
tive graduates.
Both young ladies are popular at' would not feel so secure.
Club Doings
techniques
are used
sight-saving
concerning our state laws, citi- Moyne's campus, aontinuing thru
In Baton Rouge, Louisiana At"HENDERSON ECHO"
Henderson and possess a pleasing NEGRO MINISTERS
Mrs. Annie M. Bond served as to help those with defective vision.
zens'
rights
and
April
torney
etc.
Such
6.
Also
coming
action
Gen.
in
April
In the spotlight this month is personality. Good luck to them.
will
Jack Gremillion, the charming hostess to the "As
Recently in the freshman comHenderson's first school publica- GIRL OF MONTH
position class of Miss J. William- on the part of these young men be a Jazz Concert presented thru when informed of decision, said You Like It" Club on Monday
prove
can
very
Courtesy
of
that
effective
helpyour
and
he
music
would
tion, called the "Henderson Echo". "Girl-of-the-Month", is
departsuggest that t h e evening in her home on Middleton
Arizona claims 98 percent el Its
Miss son, a panel consisting of six stument under the professorship of case he taken "all the way to the
On Friday, Feb. 22, we, the stu- Joyce Letcher, a freshman, daugh- dents presented a discussion con- ful.
at. Hors' d'oeuvres, drinks, ice days are sunny.
This
Prof.
J.
group
of
W.
young
Whittaker.
dent body, pulled our hats off to ter of Mrs. Ben Gunter of 585 cerning "The Negro Minister".
men
Supreme
are
Plan
to
Court
atof
the
•
United
the first monthly edition. The ed- Crump blvd. She is pianist at Mt.
States."
The chairman of the group, on the road to success civicly as tend all of these festivities.
itor is Malcom McClaren; assist- Olive Cathedral CME church. Miss Marvin Plunkett, a quite popular well as socially and are to be
ant editor, Walter Young; secre- Letcher has attained 100 words per member displayed eecellent moder commended.
(English Lady)
tary, Rowena Stephens; cscript minute in her shorthand class and ative ability through his cornmend- ACTIVITY SCHEDULE
A glance at the calendar of acwriters, Russell Harris and T. types 79 words a minute without able voice quality and effective
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
tivities
for March and April reRosa
Baldwin,
prodfreaders, many errors. She is one of the use of words. Other speakers were
A GYPSY
James Joyner and Harry Harris high ranking students. ir salute Darnell Thomas, who spoke on veals this:
This Is her new office. I am the REAL
On March 15, the film "Macadvertising reported, Bert Mer- to Miss Letcher. Another salute Qualities of Ministers, Linda HanMADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
?Ow business manager of Bennie is given Miss Russell Harris, a alson, on Congregation's Response, beth" will be shown in the I.ecture
State Line for years. Look for a little long
Minor; treasurer, Walter Young.
senior, who has attained 125 words Laveren Montgomery on Compari- hall at 10:30 am, March 28, the
white house and two big Aluminum house
Other members of the staff are a minute in shorthand.
son of Yesterday's and Today's
trailers and you will find MADAM BELL
Lena Richardson, Mary Curtis, Ida
Speaker of the month was Mr. Ministers, Barbara Whitley on Rethere
at
ALL
TIMES.
S. Brown, Gwendolyn Price, Thel- Lucky Sharp, ordinary insurance sponsibilities of Ministers, and the
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have yon Met faith
ma Pace, Mary Cooley, Inez salesman, Universal Life Insur- entire discussion was summarizin your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad hearth?
Brown Josephine Jones. Evelyn ance company and former prin- ed by Joyce Friend.
Are
you discouraged? If any of these are your problems,
Mayes, Mary Glenn, Estell Lock- cipal of Douglas High school. Mr.
The discussion was interesting,
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will read
et, Barbara Burke and your col- Sharp spoke on "The Facts about educational and apparently enjoylife to you just as she would read an open book. Tell yea
umnist.
Memphis and the Memphis Ne- ed by the class and visitors alike.
why your job or business is not a success. If you hay* failed
During the past week, Shorthand gro". His speech was delivered Honored guests were Mr. McClein the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Class II, tinder the direction of to an impressed and appreciative more, English insaructor, and cri•
There is • r***** why pimple
Mrs. Rose M. Davis, presented an audience, I am sure many will tic, David Ivra.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covhighle,
entertaining comedy skit, titled not soon forget the amazing facts
Tennessee just four miles'above Millington, one block below
Upon questioning the chairman, lik• to de business with us. It
"The Old Maids Association Tal- he revealed. Mr. Sharp obtained Marvin Plunkett, as to why the is our prompt, friendly **MCC
Colony Niglit Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look foe
ent Show". Some of the personali- his greatness through honest and majority of the reports wer e courteous treshesint snit using
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis Its
ties impersonated were Marian concentrated efforts. He leaves his seemingly playing up the b a
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 minto kelp you
d
Anderson, Hazel Scott, Mrs. Mary mark of initiativeness on each boy qualities of the ministers he stetutes drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Doer.
Open Thursday and Friday Nights.
5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask your
Bethune, Laverne Baker and Jos- or girl who is fortunate enough
Until 8 P. M.
ephine Baker. This prhgram was to be in his presence.
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. Vol eau
'Closed all day Saturday"
the first of a series to be preTo James Joyner, president of
take the Millington bus and get off at the Poet Office in
sented during assemblies. The par- the Student Comical, each student
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
ticipants gave a splendid perform- wishes to extend his thanks for
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the addres,
the many improvements you have
ance.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
Two Henderson students are con- *made for us here at Henderson
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
testants for Queen of the Mem- Business college. Hats off to you,
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
phis Cotton Makers Jubilee. Name- keep up the good work and reHours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
152 MADISON AVE.
30a Poplar at Laralordaht
ly: Misses Josephine Jones and main the swell guy you are
Readings Daily, Open on Sunday
Phone JA. 5-7611
Maori JA 54341
Gloria J. Neely. Miss Jones, a
See you in two weeks with news
I don't make an! home calls or dnswer any letters Re sore
Horn• Own•d Homo 01wwwhid
freshman, the daughter of Mrs. about Henderson Business college.
to look for the right sign and the right name.

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
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U. S. Envoy To India

I. By E. Maxine Stewart

MADAM BELL

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

LOAN
S
AUTOS FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week

POPLAR TUNES
DIXIE
RECORD SHOP FINANCE
COMPANY

We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR

Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557

Mn.
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Mrs. Eva
The Lincoln High school faculty Miss Joreatha Bell and
and student body sponsored the Brandon.
The Semper Fidelis Jewels sponEva Jessye Ensemble, nationally
Tea
known artists, in concert recent- sored their annual Valentine
our home (The Clarks) recent.
at
magnificent
artists
were
The
ly.
With LEODA GAMMON
suein their presentation of folk songs, ly. The affair peeved quite
Miss Juanita Carwith
cessful,
clasand
ballads
idioms,
modern
teaspoon
basil
1.4
the
in
meat
No one will nsiss
Miss
sics. Music lovers from all parts penter greeting the guests,
menu when you serve Italian - Dash pepper
of Eastern Arkansas filled the Geraldine Crawford registering,
Style Lenten supper. Mostaccioli Grated Parmeasan cheese
gymnatorium to enjoy the and Miss Juanita Bohannan pourthe tuna substitution. Serve the
Heat oil in large sauce pan or school's
Miss Levertha Lynch,
tuna sauce is made just like the sauce pot. Add mushrooms and evening's entertainment. Prof. C. ing tea,
president, Mrs. E. G. Cobb and
Jimmy Lee Towns, a son, to Mr.
popular meat sauce, except for garlic. Cook about 5 minutes, stir, T. Cobb, principal.
Horn At John Gaston Hospital: Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Porter, of
and Mrs. Joe E. Towns, of 973
Kynette Methodist church ob- your scribe are sponsors.
137 Trigg.
the tuna substittion. Serve the, ring occasionally. Add tomato
FEBRUARY 23, 1957
served Race Relations Day recentD. Hayden, jr., a son, LeMoyne dr.
William
The Eureka Civic and Social
the
mostaccioli,
on
sauce
to
tuna
son,
a
Jones,
paste,
tomatoes
and
Bring
Jerome
water.
Michael
housewarming
Bert Eggleston, a son, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Haymacaroni food that looks like 2 to boiling, reduce heat and sifre ly. The program consisted of club sponsored a
Mr. and Mrs. James Jones, of to
recentand Mrs. Mongle Eggleston, of
den, of 1883 Castalia.
inch lengths of drinking straws cut eller about 20 minutes. M e a n- Scripture and prayer by Rev. J. for the Ma 0. Livingstons,
2525 McRae.
L. Tellington, a pageant featur- ly. The beautiful new home pro1658 S. Main.
FEBRUARY 28, 1957
are
pipes
little
lengthwise.
These
cook
Add
while,
two
mostaccioli.
and
Mr.
Rickey Hall, a son, to
many friends
Willie Orlando Taylor, a son to
William Edward Waddell, a son,
Ian to eat, but if you can't buy teaspoons salt and mostaccioli to ing 14 Negro cqlleges and an ad- vided the setting for
gilts.
Mrs. Luther Hall, of 619 Beale. to Mr. and Mrs. Willie QWaddell, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Taylor, of
you may 3 cups boiling water. Boil rapid- dress on'"Brotherhood" by Stew- to admire and bring lovely
store,
food
your
in
them
to
daughter,
a
Fay Lee Bolton,
punch and
2? Corry.
of 3395 Plum rd.
an equal weight of mac- ly, stirring constantly for .2 min- art Towns, and a solo by Leon- Guests were served
substitute
212
of
Bolton,
Willie
Mr. and Mrs.
ard Wiley, accompanied by h
Norma Kay Hunt, a daughter,
Willie Mae Pickens, a daughter,
tasty tid-bits. Mrs. Elna Shannon
aroni.
utes. Cover, remove from heat and
Morgan.
mother, Mrs. J. W. Wiley. Seven is Presidnet.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Waddell, Linda Kay Hunt, a daughter,
MOSTACCIOLI WITH TUNA
let
10
stand
Add
tuna
minutes.
son,
a
(twins) to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
minute talks were given by RodMartin Luther Matthews,
622 McKinley.
SAUCE
The Semper Fidelis club was
to tomato mixture and cook 10
ger Deaderick and U. S. Bond, entertained last week by Mrs.
Margaret Ann Alexander, a
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. MatWilliam Lee Baskin, jr., a son,
2 tablespoons cooking oil
minutes longer.
Leath.
emphasizing the need of educathews, of 964
to Mr. and Mrs. William I,. Bas- daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
2-3 cup chopped drained mush'
Clyde Moore. The hostess served
Rinse mostaccioli with hot wa- tion and progress made
Eranzelle Price, a daughter, to kin, of 257 S. Parkway W.
Alexander, of 1813 Wabash.
through a delicious turkey dinner and all
rooms (4-ounce can)
ter
and
drain
Add
well.
tuna
of
sauce
e,
Prie
0.
John
education.
Mrs.
a
McComb,
Reginald Courtney
Mr. and
Wayne Terrel Galloway, 3 son,
the trimmings. Guests present
1 clove garlic, minced
to mostaccioli and toss lightly.
The sponsors and participants
223 W. California.
to Mr. and Mrs. Casell Galloway. son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie E.
were Miss Sederia Williams anit
34 cup tomato paste (6 or. can) Serve on heated serving platter.
Mr.
to
son,
a
14
the
representing
colleges
tr.,
work.
Garner,
Main.
of
N.
832
McComb,
Fred
•
of 2312 Dexter.
Wilma Delaney. Mrs. Rob-4
Mrs.
cups tomatoes (1 lb. 4 oz. can)
2
Makes four servings]
ed hard to reach the goal of $25.
Jacqueline Yvonne Galloway, a
and Mrs. Fred Garner, of 203 W.
president.
Smith,
4 ozs. mostaccioli or long macaBecky Elayne Branch, a daughert
Do try this recipe! And to com- Participants who reached the goal
McKellar.
The Madison Light church junter, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Saul
roni
plete the ment: of your Italian were Mary Frances Tousant, sponGalloway, of 1025 Harrison.
• Charlene Thomas, a daughter, Branch, of 950 LeMoyne dr.
1 cup flaked drained tuna (7 oz. style lenten supper we would sugior choir sponsored a Holiday Tea
sored by Mrs. V. T. Bond, $26:
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Thomas, of
recently at the lovely. home of
Gwendolyn Diane Stewart, a
can)
gest:
Miss Barbara Turner, sponsored
657 S. Second.
Rev. and Mrs. R. B. Bland. The
to Mr. and Mrs. Alque L. D. Stevenson, of 2195 Henrietdaughter,
salt
teaspoon
1
Tossed
green
salad
Blue
with
by Mrs. Theo Delaney, $25.50 and
Blanchie Johnson, a daughter, Stewart, of 1660 Riverside rd.
ta.
dining room table was decorated
Dressing
Cheese
Miss Ellen Powell, sponsored by
Lawrence Richard Johnson, a
to Mr. and Mrs. Branch L. Johnof George WashingHayward Eugene Ford, jr., a
Bread sticks, Butter, Fruit Sun- Rev. B. M. Mitchell, $25. Other with statues
son, of 1151 Dunnavant.
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Hayward son, to Mr. and Mrs. Alex Johnton and Abraham Lincoln with
dae
and
to
milk
drink
daugha
Calvin,
participants were Cecil Twillie,
Patricia Ann
son, of 299 Silverage.
American flags. Mrs.
E. Ford, of 1479 Pecan.
If you want to go "all the way" Frank Shaw, Melvin McAllister, miniature
ter, to Mr. and Airs. Jessie J.
Jacqueline Themes, a daughter.'
Wtlard Whitaker is choir directVictor Jerome Hollaway, a SOP,
plan
your
Italian,
cup
of
coffee
Misses
Dons
Butler.
E.
Cribbs,
Mae
Orita
266
of
Calvin,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ike Hollaway, of to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Thomfor later in the evening — not McAllister, Tana Reed, Everett ress.
as, of 1981 Perry.
' Hanna Lester James Freeman, 265 Caldwell.
The Stewart school PTA held a
a part of the meal.
Scruggs, jr., Miss Flora Cochran,
Thomas
a son, to Mr. and Mrs.
L. C. Williams, a son, to Mr.
very interesting meeting last week.
Freeman, of 1186 Jackson.
Newly elected officers are Mrs.
and Mrs. Tommy L. Williams, of Newspaper Clinic
M. M. Crutcher, president; Mrs.
Arlenda Marie Parrish, a daugh- 820 Felix.
URBANA-CHAMPAIGN, 111.—A
Vera Bailey, vice president; Mrs,
Fannie Mae Smith, a daughter, Newspaper Design Clinic sponsor.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew ParLucille Hodges, secretary; Mrs,
to Mr. and Mrs. Wilkin Smith, of ed by the Illinois Press Associa•
rish, of 783 Ida pl.
T. N. Blount, assistant secretary;
lion will be held April 27 at the
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. JAI 3481 Weaver rd.
Mrs. Ida Christmas. treasurer,
MARCH 1, 1957
University of Illinois. Edmund C
B. Leonadrd, of 3545 Kearney.
The next meeting will be held
May Louise Bradfield, a daugh- Arnold, editor, the Linotype News., a
to
son,
a
jr.,
Mitchell,
Abraham
the second Wednesday in Marcia.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Sydney B. will conduct this meeting and
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Mitchell,
All parents and patrons are urged
Bradfield, of 1259 College.
similar session April 28 is Chicago I
keeping a close bond with their
Musing:
GI 794 Nonconnah.
NATCHEZ, Miss.— — Natchez Wicks, Mary Holmes Junior col- to be present.
Pamela Diane Whitelow, a Heights.
Id
i
h
e
last
the
after
husbands
Luther William Duncan, jr., a
ages
for
needs
physical
More
Junior college this week celebrat- lege.
Dr. J. E. Burke just returned
to Mr. and Mrs. Benjadaughter,
.
leaves the home. In this "empty
ion, to Mr. and Mrs. Luther W. min
F. Whitelow, of 370 WashingAn average life insurance policy from 10 to 12. There is a need nest" stage a couple may find ed its 72nd anniversary as a reAnother highlight was a pageant from Chicago where he attendapa
Duncan, of 695 Polk.
ton.
has about 4,000 words.
for physical activity involving they have lost their closest ccm• ligious institution. The college was depicting the history of Natchez the Mid-Winter Clinic for DentisfaT
Michael Ealy, a son, to Mr. and
founded by Negro baptists for and its annual convention. T h e Dr. Burke was one of 25 Negro
more muscle control. . .for ade- mon ufterest. . .Why should you
Mrs. Earl Ealy, of 1e20 Latham.
leadership training.
pageant was written by Mrs. 7,ee dentists present of the 13,000 to
Earnest Everhart. a son, to Mr.
quate creativity in rhythms. . . wait until the nest is empty to
The highlights of the celebration A. Barron of Coahoma Junior col- attensj.
and Mrs. Alex Everhart, of 1551
for different kinds of play for face he problem of what your included a panel on the subject lege and directed by Dean D. W.
Rev. R. B. Bland, pastor of
marriage is going to be like when
Rayburn.
Madison Light church, has just
both sexes...For frequent change
InstituPlace
Religious
of
"The
Wilburn
of
Natchez.
the children ary grown and gone
Henrive McClain, a daughter,
from the University of
Education of Our
of activity to avoid fatigue.
Climax of the celebration was returned
from home? Wouldn't it be smart- tions in the
to air. and Mrs. Leonard S. Mcphase of the pro- an evening worship program with Arkansas, where he attended the
This
Times."
Carlotta:
Dear
Why
now?
situation
that
face
to
er
Clain, of 710 Georgia.
1 don't have a problam, but I not do all in your power to see gram was under the direction of the anniversary sermon delivered Town and Country Seminar sponErnest Ray, jr., a son, to Mr.
be that you and your husband are Miss F. O. Alexander of Jackson. by Rev. C. L. Franklin, of Detroit. sored by the National Council of
to
seemed
who
friend
a
have
W.
31
of
Ray,
and Mrs. Ernest
Christian Churches. He reports a
Membersaof the panel included; Mich.
very happy until her last daugh- not two lonely strangers when
DeSoto.
very interesting session.
Mrs. G. W. Williams, Rust colNow she does not you become retired parents?
married.
ter
Natchez
is
Junior
college
main1957
23,
FEBRUARY
We all mourn the loss of Mrs.
lege; Eugene McLeod, Alississippi tained by the General Missionary
seem to be able to adjust. Even
Reginald Keith Taylor, a son,
While you are now being a good Industrial college; Mrs. W. M.
Maggie Boykins, who died recentshe is mean to her husband. I
Baptist
State
MisConvention
of
Taylor,
D.
A.
Mrs.
and
when
time
the
of
mother, think
to Mr.
ly in a Memphis hospital. Our
Frazier, Mississippi Industrial;
have some young children. I am
of which Dr. H. H. Humes
of 1430 Raymond.
it will be important to be an un- Dean C. W. Saulsbury, Campbell sissippi,
sympathy also goes to the family
wondering if I shall be that malis president.
wife.
Walter B. Askew, jr., a son, to
companionable
derstanding,
of Charles Davis, who passed recollege; B. H. Harrison, Okolona
adjusted after they are grown and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter B. Askew,
Also see the necessity for keep- college; Joseph R. Davis, Saints
cently.
Worried.
in
of 936 Knight.
Our happy birthday wishes ge
ing up an active social life that industrial college; Henry Briggs. At its narrowest point Panama
Dear Worried:
Frank Donovan Henderson, a
to Mrs. T. W. !Moorehead.
Tougaloo college a n d Horace is only 31 miles a ide
I hope that the children arc includes your husband.
Jon. to Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
not all you and your husband have
Henderson, of 1686 Orr.
in common. If so, what will ham
Curtis Lee McCrackin, jr., a son,
pen when they are grown? You
to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis McCrack-1
should be facing that day now,
In, of 766 Flynn rd.
so you will not be like your
Coffer, a
Jeanie Katherine
friend. Women who are not widdaughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Tomowed by 50 have a problem in
mie Coffer, of 896 LeMoyne Mall.
A daughter, to Mrs. and Mrs.
PECAN PIE
Melvin Foster, of 1404 College.
Debbie Ann Cofer, a daughter.
••••••••••••••••••••••
to Mr. and Mrs. John T. Cofer, of
1021 Richert.
Joseph Munn, a son, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Munn, of 124 W. Person.
Vivian Ann Parham. a daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P.
Parham, of 902 Louise.
Cornell Levon Miller, a son, to
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller, or
•
704 Roberson.
•
•••••••••••••••••••••
Mr.
to
son,
a
Jr..
Shipp,
Elihue
and Mrs. Elihue Shipp, of 200
When families get hungry for a I know that once you do, you'll
Midland.
FEBRUARY 26, 1957
really special dessen, can you make it often — almost as often
Michelle Elaine Weeks. 3 daugh- think of anything that's more wal- as your family will beg you to!
PECAN PIE
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter E.
conic than a big, old - fashioned 2
tablespoons flour
Weeks, of 2671 Felix.
rust
to
seems
It
be
PECAN
PIE?
34 cup sugar
Barry Lee Bolden, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Mack Bolden, of 740 Con- about everybody's favorite d e a. 1 teaspoon salt
sert, and believe me, the compli- 1 cup dark corn Syrup
cord.
Reginald Copeland, a son. to Mr. ments come faster than ever when 2 eggs
and airs. Vernon A. Copeland, of you use this wonderful recipe for 's cup Pet Evaporated Milk
DR. A. 0. STEELE, professor of
1 cup broken pecans
EVAPORATED MILK.
3073 Hornlake rd.
Religious Education at Johnson C.
Monroe Smith, a son, to Mr. You've never tasted pie like it 3-1 teaspoon vanilla
Smith university since 1932, is
and Mrs. Eddie J. Smith, of 1674 — it's so rich and delicious. . . 9.inch unbaked pie shell
the creamy-smooth caramel fillS. Orleans.
Mix in a Us quart bowl with author of a new book, "The Bible
Patricia Ann Guy, a daughter, ing covered with lots of crunahr flour sugar and salt. Mix in sy- and the Human Quest," published
In Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Guy, pecans. And here's the amazing rup well. Beat in eggs with a by the Philosophical Library of
part! Rich and perfect as this pm fork. one at a time. Mix in New York. Book was written as a
eff 385 Linden.
Jimmie Hugh Patterson. Ir.. a can pie is, you don't use a speck milk. pecans and vanilla. Pour text book for college students and
PM, to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie H. of butter in it!
into a 9-in, pie pan lined with for the general reader. An orThat's became it's made with unbaked pastry. Bake near cen- dained minister in the PresbytePatterson, of 1449 Wabash.
Cassandra Ann Robinson, a Pet - Evaporated Milk, the milk ter of 375 oven (high moderate) rian church, Dr. Steele is active in
dau,glatena to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar that's twice as rich as ordinary about 50 min., or until firm. Cool many educational and religious
milk. And, since most pecan before serving.
organizations.
E. Robinson, of 124 Vaal.
Any speaker knows that in order for him to get his message across
Tommy Lee Owens. 3 son, to pies don't call for milk, look at
Mr. and Mr". Roscoe V. Owens, all the extra milk nourishment
to his audience with greatest effectiveness, he must first be
DAILY SUNDAYS - 8 A.M. - 12 P.M.
your family gets from this PE.
of 1047 Overton Park.
familiar with that audience._
Pamela Elaine House, a dauah- CAN PIE.
Tells Past. Present a n d future. Advia,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. James H. I hope you won't nail till a ape
prob
no
is
There
life.
of
affairs
the
all
on
cial occasion to try my Pet Milk
House, of 102
lem so great that she can't solve. Tells you
That's why we make every effort to define our circulation
Burl Clifford Richardson. ir , a recipe for PECAN PIE, because
how to hold your job. when you have failea
son. to Mr. and airs. Bari c
and
friends
your
Calls
succeed.
to
how
and
audience with absolOte accuracy and clarity—with facts verified by
411111111111111111111.111.6
Richardson. of 755 Mont grime! •
enemies by name without asking you a sin
Alice Fay 11a', wood. a (laugh!,
ale word. Will tell you your troubles a n
A.B.C.• audit. We want, you to know the size of your audience,
to Mr. and Sirs. Johnnie L. 11 o
what to do about them. Reunites the separ
wood, of 1813 Holland.
where members of that, audience live, what they pay, and other
steel. Upon reaching womanhood a n
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
Tony Curtis Spencer. a aon. •
God-given pow er 1,
the
had
she.
realizing
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry B. Speinia
information designed to help you prepare more effective
help humanity, Madame has devoted a lib
.
..ACUUM CLEANERS
nf 974 Riverview.
time to this work.
1937
FEBRUARY 27,
sales messagm.
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
From the four corners of the eorld they come to her Who.
a
Ma rgarett Ann Crawford
and Colored, men and women of all races and walks of life
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Scott
.1. Crawford, of 1055 Tupelo.
Ask to see this information this week.
Guaranteed to remove evil influences and bad luck. There it.
Milton MeGhaw. Marilyn Mc30 pity for those knowing they are in hard luck, and need help
(Thaw, a daughter (twins) to Mr
snd do not conic for it. One visit will convince you Madam Asand Mrs. Willie J. McGhaw, ofta is superior to any other Reader you have seen. Gives lucky
1671 Karasas.
days and lucky hands. Lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and
Mae Jackson. a son. to Mr and ALSO..
Mrs. Elton Jackson. of 1347 Tex..tarts you on the way to success a n d happiness. Madam is
REBUILT VACUUM 5 95
as.
aere for the first time in this vicinity—Consult her today!
up
CLEANERS
Cheral Kay Shorter. a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Bernard T. Shor'This newspaper is a member of the As3092 HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
ter. of 575 Latelcraale
lit Bureau of Circulations, a nonprofit.
IN FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
cooperative association of publishers, adHester Lee !Moore. a daughter,
MEMPHIS, TENN.
236 S. WELLINGTON
PHONE EL, 7-9115
vertisers, and advertising' agencies. Our
to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Moore, of
circulation is audited at regular intervals
368 Crematory Alley
Take Millington Bus or Erayser Bus every 15 minutes. Get
by experienced A.B.C. circulation audiVirginia Ann MOIldit, a daughoff at Millington Road. Bus stops right at Madam Day's Door.
tors and their reports are made available
ter, to Me and Mrs. James L. APPLIANCES. INC
our advertisers without obligatimv.
to
office.
her
to
directed
If
be
will
you can't find call in and you
760 Union - IA. 71631
Moridie, of 4728 Benjestowe ml
She will pay free taxi fare for any group of three readings.
Willie Marie Freeman. a (laugh
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Claiola Free- Are.
She also cures ulcers and asthma. Where doctors fail she has •
I. lonrir
MEASURE OF SERVICE...MARK OF INTEGRITY
,
elan. of 1200 Brookfield
succeeded. Make an appointment immediately.
Paul Steven Porter, a son, to 11111111111111.1111111.11P

"

By MRS. DOROTHY M. V.ASSI
A belated Washington birthday
party was sponsored by the Lily
of the Valley Chapter No. 1, Feb.
28, at Grand Junction, Tenu.
Members of the Queen Ester
Chapter No. 66 attending were:
Mrs. Nellie J. Mays, Mrs. Neva
C. Coleman, Mrs. Joe Portor, Mrs.
Mattie Beard amd Mrs. William
Vasser.
Members of Chapter 10 were:
Mrs. Fannie Irons, Worthy Melton; and Borgie McKinney, patron of Chapter No. 10.
•••
Mrs. Ida Avant is now a patient at the Armstrong Clinic. Her
condition has improved and she
hopes to be going home real soon.
Mrs. Ida Avant is the wife of
Rev. T. C. Avant. Their daughter, Mrs. Ivory Avant Gillum, is
staying with her mother during
her stay in the hospital.
ei • a
The Fayette 'County Training
school's Big Maroon and Gold basketball team played district three
basketball tourney at Brownville,
Tenn. The boys team played Cov•
ington, Tenn. and scored a very
hard fought victory over the strong
team.
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Natchez College Marks
Its 72nd Anniversary
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Readers Who Live, And Shop Where 1th, Sell

••
Recipe of the Week ••
•
Atiotto,

•
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make up your audience in the
Tri-State Defender
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